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COMPUTER-AWARENESS-VAN-bY-JOYCE-HATCH
The Computer Awareness Van has corled its rirst year operation,
with plans being made for a second year. This year has been
funded with a $34,505 grant from National Science Foundation.
However, with cut backs in NSF high school funding, N.C. State
University will provide an almost total support. The N.C. Depart·
ment of Pub lic Instruct ion has provided the van, and the Mathematics Division of the department has done almost all correspond·
ence and scheduling with the high schools of North Carol~na.
Dr. James D. Powell , Associa te Professor of Computer Science
at NCSU, who d irect s thc project says, "Most students have heard
about comput ers but they don't know what a computer is or how
it works. They lend to think of computers as mechanical monsters." With the computer demonstrations, students and teachers
become more fami liar with computer hardware, and see how
computers can be used as a learning tool in math, science, business and social studies classes. Even music, art and games have
an interesting computer future.
The van goes mainly to high schools in North Carolina which have
no computer facilities for student use. It stays at each school for
two days. Four students from the school being visited are given
a quick course (about 30 minutes) and become computer operators
for the two days. After a school-wide assembly, classes visit the
van. Student response to the assembly presentation is great. The
program suggests ways computers are used to solve some of society's
problems and explains different ways of producing computer music,
accompanied by recordings of each type. There is also a recording
of a computer singing, "When you're out of Schlitz, you're out of
beer." Chips are also discussed.
Students hear a song program
on the microprocessor, go through a bit of game logic and hear
about core memory (t here's a large core memory for them to
see). Much of the information has come from reading PCC
(Thanks!) Lot s of interest ing ideas and stories have come from
ta lking to software and hardware people here at NCSU.
The microprocessor is the newest addition to the van's equipment, being loaned by Pro-Log Corporation, Other equipment
includes an ana log computer, a "Classic" digital computer and up
until Christmas, a "Nova" digital computer. The "Classic" is
leased from DEC for one yearj it is a PDP8 in a desk with
floppy disk storage and a CRT disRlay, Students coming through.
the van can choose anyone of the "101 Computer Games" to
run. The games keep the "Classic" busy from early morning till
late afternoon, even occaSionally, late evening.
The analog computer, belonging to NCSU, is programmed for the
HuntinsttOll1 simu lation POLUT. The wiring for the program is
shown behind a sheet of plexiglass. A separate instrument panel
and display were designed for input/output. Students enter the
parameters for the the simulation by setting a series of dials.
These dia ls indicate t he type of water, amount of pollution,
water temperature, type of polluta-nt and type of treatment. A
graphic tablet displays the results of the simu lation with plots of
the amount of oxygen vs. time in days and the amount of waste
vs. time in days. A line is printed on the graph paper which scparat~s the oxygen sca le into two parts, Above t he tine there is

sufficient oxygen for fisk to live, below the line there is not
enough oxygen in the water to support fish. The graphic output dramatically illustrates the eHect of pollution on the body of
water.
Next year we're hoping someone will loan us a time-sharing system and we'll put in four or five CRT's and teletypes. (One
can always dream).
The walls of the van are papered with computer printouts of
drawings, draftings and electrical wiring d iagrams, compuler poetry, photography and engineering applications, A display of
wafers and chips, with a chip under a microscope for students
to view, is impressive to them. There are also displays of compuler technology advancements and the be6innings of information
processing, The core memory sets under some close-up photographs of it. Tapes of Hal Chamberlain's (of The Computer
Hobbyist) computer music are frequently played while studenls
are in the van, There are also two good IBM films, "The
Information Machine" and "A Computer Glossary" for classes
to see.
•
Feedback has been tremendous, with more requests for the van
than can be filled. Students are really turned on to computers_
Teachers would be, given some time. AdminiSlrators and School
board members are the key to gelling computers in schools.
We're not really gelling through to them yet. Information regarding educationa l comput ing around the state, together with
alternate ways of providing computing in schools is left with an
interested teacher or principal of each school. Meetings with
faculty and administrators arc hoped for, even asked for , but
there is seldom time in their busy schedu les. We can on ly hope
that enthusiasm will fil ter from students to t hose contro ll ing
school budgets.
Next year we hope to have a "Nova" which Data General loaned
us, to replace the "Nova" belonging to NCSU which was in the
van the first half of the year. It was taken for a bridge-monitoring system which NCSU students are designing for the Highway
Department of North Carolina. Originally the "Nova" was taken
from the van to classroom for Huntington II simulations, primarily STERL and MARKET, The "Nova" had a card reader, a
CRT, and a teletype, giving students exposure to more peripheral
equipment.
Students get really involved in the simulations. Teachers say
they haven't seen such enthusiasm on the part of every student.
The project has been successful in showing students that computers are into many, many things besides math and business.
Many students are decidi ng t hat computers have a defini te place
in their future studies and in their choice of occupations.
For more info, contact Joyce Hatch, Departmen t o f Computer
Science, North Carolina Sta te University, P.O. Box 5972, Raleigh,
NC 27607
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A nefghborhood center combfnfng techno1ogfca1 and
hUmanfstfc themes ...
The environment always changing, in contrast to

the sterf1e buf1dfngs of today. At one moment by
the sea, another just after a sprfngtfme shower .

Technology used·to enhance enjoyment, awareness
and 1nner peace. A computer devoted to games.

envfronments whfch respond to you, dance wfth you.
A varfety of spaces -- some excftfng, some qufet.
Places to rest, places to run. A magfck theatre
for your personal drama,

pl~ful,
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sad, merry,

whatever . . .

A 360-degree dome, wfth sound, 1fght, smell and
vfbratfon - - sensftfve to you, not another medfa
washout.
A bfofeedback &medftatfon center - - to explore
fnner experfences and achfeve a sense of balance.
A chf1dren's center - - full of marvels and
educatfon.

. ._

A staff trafned fn the nuances of befng human,
brfng you a sense of welcome and show you how to
use Comfort House best .
It fs all possfb1e .• .
We are meetfng weekly to explore the
begfnnfngs of thfs.
Contact: Gregory Yob
P.O. Box 364
Palo Alto, CA
326-4039
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SOL LlBES, ACG·NJ president, spoke at the
"Computer Club Congress".

by sollibes
(Editor's Note: The 1976 Trenton Computltr Festival was the
firn manufacturer-independent comput.. convention of
national scope for hobbyists. It was held on May 2nd.J
•
Back in November 1975 when AI Katz and I conceived
of a Computer Festival, if you had said that 1,500 people
would attend, I would have said you didn't know what you
were talking about. And, if you had said that we would have
45 exhibitors, I would have thought that you belonged in the
"cuckoo nest," But, it all happened on May 2nd at Trenton
State College in New Jersey,

What started out as a small affair for about 300 people
(we only had about 100 members at the time). six to nine

INhibitors, and a flea market, exploded. Considering that we
did not anticipate such a large affair, it is incredible that fNerything went so well.
The Festival turned into a National Convention-the first of
its kind. People came from California. Colorado, Florida, North
Carolina, Virginia. Washington DC, Maryland. Ohio. Pennsyl·
vania, Massachusetts, Illinois, Indiana, New York. Connecticut.
New Hampshire, Michigan, and, of course, New Jersey-18
states in alii
There were 26 speakers with such well known authorities
as Dr. Robert Suding, Hal Chamberlin, and Dave Ahl. They
spoke on subjects such as the Z-SO Mpu-including demo,
mmputer music. computer ~aphics, writing softv-are, Hi·bil
mpu's, etc.
The exhibitors included DEC, MotorOla, RAC, Digital
Grollp, deal,~1S for rHTS, IMS, Sphere, E&L, HAL Communications, and many others.
Amateurs set up demo's of their systems. There was a free
program copying service for programs in the public domain.
There WelS a huge Olltdoor fled market.
One exhibitor, who had brought 14 CRT terminals (@$SOO
apiece) to the festival, sold 12 within minutes aher the doors
opened. By noon, all his stock was gone and he closed up his
boothl
Of course, I w"s lIery busy during the Festival, but I did
rnana!)8 to go to two talks-and they were great. I heard Hal
Chamberlin's talk on r.omputer music. Hal is doing some
radically new things using his IMP 16·bit mpu and a special
Fourier hardware sy~tem to create music that is belter than
that I have heard from systems using other techniques. Hal
played a tape of the Bach Toccata & Fugue in 0 Minor
which was programmed on a l&bit machine and processed
through his Fourier circuitry to produce a rendition which
sounded like the best musician I have ever heard.
The other talk I heard was Or. Robert Suding's concerning
the new Zilog Z·80 Mpu. Bob had received an engineering
sample of the Z·80 about 6 weeks ago and quickly and easily
reworked a Digital Group CPU board to accept the z·ao (it
is nor pin compatible with the S080). Bob showed his sys·
tem with a very impressive CRT display of all those zao
double registers.
All I can say is, if you were not there, you really missed
the event of the year (there must have been about 100 Mpubased systems up and running).
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DR. ROBERT SUDING talked about, and demonstrated his new Z-BO microcomputer system.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Reprinted (rom Dr. Dobb's Joumill May 1976 )

HAL CHAMBERLIN (leftl Computer Hobbyist editor,
demonstrated his new techniques for computer music.

YI., readln, once 19Iin it is liml to let nidi our pre>
Wlmming ptncils Ind IOldering iron., Ind follow yet
lnother Ipisode in thl flntntic Idwnturn of that King
01 Compiler., Saver 01 Software, Ind eller I.rless fighler
fOf" truth, jultice, Ind Ihe A.lgorithmic Wav: the one, the
onlV, FOATRA.N MANI

?

lH$cllll"d"
& Ttldd

But todav, in on. of theM vilialilll, things .rl not so
J*oaful - fOt" in I dimlv lit room of Ih. IOCIII phvsicians offie:., I loal job controller .... Iches intentlv
as hil .uocillte, the kindlV old OoktOf" DlbU9, .xamin.. tM (In.lns of I ractnlly termlnltad Iii ................
Hmmm ...l'n most int.ralting!

Finishing with the examination, Ih. tkx:t0f" SIIIdlv pulls
• dMn coding .heat over the body Ind turnl lway
from lhe look
tabl .............. .
II, I m afreid so • lult ike the otllen
You SIIIV you lound him lik. this?
Yes, Herr DoktOf' • _

,

.........

found him at the edga of the'

Herr DoktOf", this i. incredibl.1 Sewn enM so far thi

II, I agrll It IMml unbeilivable, but there II no ar_
guing with the factsl This file, 111(1 tha oth ...s has
t.ln completelV drlined of detlll And, I I befO:I, till onlV
evidence of anything suspicious afl those two ."..11 fill
marks on thl body of the victim!
In all mv yeen 01 practice and thoulBndJ of ClMS I halle
diaQnolld end ~d • great ICCH" of f.ulu and IIUtchas j
patcn.d sick coda In« WI fr.ctUfed bf.kpOintl ....•..•
'
but never halle I seen I 01. tiki! thlsl

cycl•• impossibl.1

.. ••~... :J:
. V<!tl •
....

fields Iilled with bit
i their branch

Our 1t000V optns IodiV not amid the tranlilnts and lurmoll 01 the Wit metropolis of 360 CitV, which FOf"lrin
Mtn caUl hi. hOm!, bllt rlther in the YOst and peaceful
countryside In that region of thl computer world known
n TAANSISTOAIA - that ancient and llenerlbll lind
oft time. reflfTed 10 by todly's 'Vltem components lin
a reverent mannerlll 'the Old Country'.

diltil field, nelll" thl pool .....

Till ma, Herr DoktOf" • Is it ..............?

Far removed Irom the world of big industrial progreffili
Mel mulli-mtglt.tz herdware, TAANSISTOAIA remains
I
small local jobs border

~,~.

But, Herr Coktorl What kind of I fi.nd would
putting the byte on Innocent fil" like thl.?
More ImportInJ. >Mlit .r. _ going to do
about it? The countryside il in fOQ'
OIcillationl Every fll. In town has closed
itMn off and ~ne into hidingl Our town
locksmIth cen't n.kI m. protect key. felt
lI'IOugh.~ .......... nd Itill .... If' losing filesl
I tall you. _ ~ helpl Sut who? Who an
_ turn 10 to IilIt us ou f this crisl.?

~

.,oun

DoklOf" Debug and the IOCIII controller
hurry 10 the ilil. UAAT, and an
1I111nt massalll goes out Oller the line.....
Meanwhile, In ferewav 360 CitV, I .".11·
IInown 'Vltem crimafighter i. just r.turnlng
no".. from luncn ...._ ....

Fortran

~

Shifting into hlgh-spe&d run mode, FortnIn Min
beck towerd5 his tftidlnt 10000tlon ......

haeds dow.line fOf" I btllk

~

_Ion of Ilfetehing hil DIMENSIONS Ind
lifting _Ightad SUIT'll • when suddenlv h.
It dbcncted by a repldlv fillshing IndICltOf" ........~_!:._~
W'II ....? h. my wrllt regiltlr ...d thllpettern indictl" I'm neldadl

Oqing I hlgh-tpled .art, Fortran Men ",then I f.yw
_tilll illms and within another few microseconds

,.

Aftlr I quick change of sign bit, he branches out
of hi. residlnt 10000tion .nd ventur" forth inlo the
INinltraem of 360 city, where hi II soon hilled
by I familillr .IIV .......
Heyl

Sorry, SillV • not thll tin.1 I'm ljIOing
.,mewher. very far I_V and outlide of you
opereting 1I»Cl...... nd thil job looks lik. it.
SIOing to be \IIfV dll'IgIfov.1
- '.......~~_.....
Btlide., BiIlV ....... 1 nlld you to
NV her. and keep and
on
360 city fOf" ma ..... nd lhats no
..,.11 jobl

'V.

All right!
Next! Come onl
Molle It Iiongl

SHOW YOUR HASP NO.

'"

F-Manl

Wilt upl

Hi. HASP number wlidlted, Fortrln Man ptl," the
port and boerd. one of the many transports whIch
IIII"YI the channel ......

'"

F-Man'. old friend end ne_n allV, Billv Bllic,
. I a. Our Hero "'.. out his penport ....

him ...

At the long-diltllnoa tran!lpOf'1 pulls out of the
port .nd heeds down the chann.I, FOf"trln MIIn
..... tches " 360 City rec.dl. into the diltllnoa •
.nd ha. tima to COflllmpllte hi. upcoming
~ture ....
It sure will be nioa to _ my old friend
Doktor Debug ageln • I lust hope I .rrille in
time to helpl
From hi. brief description, I haw a feeling
this could be the loughest Ind most
dtngarous assignment I halle ever attlmpledl

;,...r

BY PETER LYNN SESSIONS
Reprinted [rum Pee Vol. J

MUSIC IN BASIC?

OCTAVES

Why not?! We don't know of many BASIC systems that can play music directly, like the big computer music setups, but with humans to do the planning, programming, and playing, the small computer becomes a useful tool
for people who know music or want to lealiD' There are even some published
music programs in BASIC (we'll try to review these in later issues of PCC).
The programs in this issue were concocted by local music freak s, however.

One of the most important intervals worldwide is the ratio 2/ 1. Western
(i.e ., European, etc.) musicians call this interval the octave. There is a
tendency in human musical culture to use octaves as "defining points" in
making up musical patterns. Most scales essentially begin repeating every
octave. Why is this?

The following BASIC program computes the overtones of an INPUT fundamental
(F) . The program also computes the ratio , and reduces it to a
GOOD VIBRATIONS
decimal that lies between 1 and 2. Since any power of 2/1 is also an octave
To start with, let's look at musical pitch. Sound is made by something viof the fundamental (an octave of an octave is an octave). all octaves of F
brating, i.e., moving back and forth in some regular way . The faster the rate can be said to have ratio 2/1 without falsifying the relationship. Reducing
of vibration (i.e., the frequency) the higher the pitch of the sound.
the ratio is done in lines 190 to 210. Here is the program, and a RUN for
the first 10 overtones.
Do you have a guitar? Try this experiment.
First, strike any string 90 that it makes a good loud sound. Then, place your
finger gently on the string right over the 12th fret. DON'T PRESS THE
STRING DOWN TO THE FINGERBOARD, just TOUCH IT.
The result should be a bell-like ringing sound higher in pitch than the sound
of the open string.

THE OVERTONE (OR HARMONIC) SERIES
This ringing sound is called an overtone. The overtone you heard is produced
by the string vibrating in parts (like the diagram along the side of the page
yonder). In this case the string is vibrating in halves (the 12th fret is exactly
halfway between the bridge and the nut) . Any integer division of the length
of the string will produce an overtone. The number of overtones is theoretically infinite, since the integers go up to infinity. However , the higher ones
are hard to locate or hear . The first eight overtones (at 1/ 2 , 1/3, 1/ 4 , 1/ 5 ,
1/ 6,1/7 , and l I B of the string length) are pretty audible .
Abo , the string vibratmg as a whole (I l l) is an overtone! Now ... experiment
S)me more ... try other places on the string. Can yoy get any more overtones?

QUESTI0N: ARE ALL THE 0VEkT0NES Y0U 0&TAINED
L0CATED klGHT 0VEH ,HETS 0N THE GUITAk FIN-~
GERB0ARO? AHE THERE ANY THAT SEEM 10 BE
BE~EEN FRETS?
H0W IS THE GUITAH FINGEk&0AkO
C0NS1RUCTEO?
A QUESTI0Nt IF THERE IS AN INFINITE
./ NUMBEk 0F 0VEkT0NES, AM I klGHT T0~'_
• SAY, "WHEN Y0U HEAR 0NE N0TE, Y0U
Ii)
HEAR THEM ALL"?
QUESTI0Nl IS THEhE ANY PHYSICAL
~
BASIS F0R THE C0UNTING NUM~ERS,
0R AWE THEY JUST IMAGINAkY C~NCEPTS?

,

n

•

INTERVALS

One more idea, before we look at some programs. The musical interval between tones is determined by the ratio of the frequencies of the tones. For
example, if one tone has a frequency of 100 vibrations per second, and
another has a frequency of 300 v/ttec, then the ratio of their frequencies is
:!{1. This idea abo'u t intervals and frequencies was worked out by Pythagoras,
as was the idea of overtones as integer multiples of a fundamental frequency
(the fundamental is the III overtone frequency) .
Other peoples have recognized this principle, however , and there are elaborate Chinese, Arabic, etc., music theories based on this definition of
intervals_ The Chinese may have learned of these concepts from travelers
who knew about Pythagoras.

9

QUESTI0NI IS THERE ANY C0NNECTI0N BETWEEN MUSIC
AND RIGHT TkIANGLES? WHAT INTE~VAL 15 GIVEN BY
.THE RATle 3/~? .4/5? 3t~t5? "'-

•

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
2~0

260

REM 0VE~T0NE SEkIES GENEkAT0k
PkiNT "H0W MANY 0VEk10NE5 U0 Y0U \o,AN1"J
INPUT 1
PkINT "~HAl IS THE fUNDAMENTAL FkEQUENCY"J
INPUT F
PHINT
Pk INT "0VEHT0NE", "F kEQUENGY", "kAl
F0R 1=1 10 T
H=F.I
H=I
IF R <= 2 THEN 230
H=k/2

G010 200
PRINT I,H"k:
NEXT I
PkINT
END

RUN
HeW MANY eVEkT0NES 00 Y0U WANT?IO
WHAT IS THE FUNDAMENTAL FkEQUENCY? 40

,WEgUENCY

0VERT0NE

5

440
880
1320
1760
2200

6

26~O

7
8
9
10

3080
3520
3960

I
2
3
4

~0400

I
2
I .5
2

I .2
I _5
I .15
2
I .125
1_25

7•

QUE5TI0N: H0W MANY 0CTAVE5 AkE THEkE IN 1HE Flk5T
10 0V[RT0NES? Akl THEkE ANY 0THEk kATI0S 0CGUkkiNG
AS 0FTEN IN THE FikST 10? 00E5 Y0UR EAR Pk00UCE
0VEkT0NES \o:HEN Y0U HEAk S0UNOS? \o,'HY ~IGHl lHE
0CTAVE ~E "UNIVERSALLY" IMP0RTANl T0 HUMANS?

,•

IJ
•
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OCALES

Next the program asks for the two chromatic scale
tones you wish to examine. The base frequency is
,considered to be zero, positive numbers represent
tones above the base frequency in pitch, negative
numbers represent tones below the base frequency.
With the base frequency of 440 cps as in our example,
12 would represent 880 cps and -9 would be the
number to INPUT for umiddle C."

The number of possible frequencies is infinite, because the spectrum of
sound is continuous. In practice, human musicians have attempted to select
definite frequencies to wQ.rk magic/music with. A set of definite tones (or
intervals, which amounts to the same thing) is called a scale.
There are infinitely many different scales. Pythagroas constructed a 7 ·tone
scale based on the 3/1 overtone (next most important after the octave), The
Pythagorean scale contains tones at intervals of 3/2, starting with a tone 2/3
that of the Fundamental. Try to write a program to compute the frequencies
of such a scale. We'll publish our version next issue.

TEMPER, TEMPER ....

Earlier we discussed various properties of single tones, such as their overtones.
Meanwhile, on to the 18th Century and J .S. Bach. The scales of Pythagoras The program below" titled "BEAT FREQU~CY ANALYZER" allows
and other variations (we'll get to them next time too) implied a scale of 12
us to explore, in a simplified way, one of the musical effects produced when
tones to the octave, ina-easing proportionately (i.e., geometrically) from F
two tones are sounded together. This effect is called beating and is one of
to 2*F. Scales of this type are called tempered scales, and were apparently
the main factors which determine whether a pair of tones are consonant (or
known as theoretical possibilities to the ancient Greeks. Only by the time of dissonant) with respect to each other when they are played together. When·
Bach, however, was the 12 tone tempered scale a practical possibility. Why ever two frequencies are vibrating simutaneously a complicated motion is set
was it so difficult? Because the proportionality constant for a 12 to the octav1up in the vibrating "medium" or substance, since it is being made to vibrate
scale has to be the twelfth root of two!!! Think about it ... the first tone has in two different ways at once. One of the effects caused by this compound
frequency F, the second has F*C, the third. has F*C*C of F*C 2 . Tone 13
vibration is that, in addition to hearing the two tones being played, we also
must have frequency F*C 12 ,and must.also equal2*F, since it represents the hear another tone whose frequency is the djfference between the frequencies
octave (12 different tones, remember?).
of the other two tones. This sound is called the difference tone. Because of
IT F*C 12 = 2*F, then C12 =2an:1C=21/12, the 12th root of 2.
the way our ears work there is a lower limit to the frequencies we perceive as
continuous sounds. Below this limit frequencies are heard as separate "pulses
This is an irrational number (like all roots of 2), and is difficult to calculate or beats. This lower limit varies from person to person and is also somewhat
without logarithms. Logarithms were discovered by Napier in the late 16th dependent upOn other factors as well, but for our purposes we will say it lies
Century (see Newman, The World of Mathematics, Vol. 1, p. 123), and tables somewhere between 20 and 60 cps (cycles per second) say something like 30
of logarithms were probably not generally available (or appreciated) until
cps. If we examine still lower frequencies, below 10 cps for instance, we find
nearly a century later. So, Bach's "Well·Tempered Clavier" 'COuld have been that the beats are coming too slowly for us to notice, and we usually don't
written earlier, but could not have been played at one sitting.
hear them at all. Now, if the difference tone has a frequency in this range
(l0 to 30 Cps) it sort of "breaks up" the sound we are he¥in9 in what is
The proqram below calculates the frequencies of a tempered scale with an usually considered an uunpleasant" or dissonant manner. We might say that
INPUT number of tones in one octave. It uses the LOG and EXP functions; it is "sour" or that the tones are "out of tune." Since most musical tones
we could have used an expression like F*2 1/12 instead, but this way seems
have overtones these also produce difference tones with all the overtones of
neat. No doubt Napier, after 2S years of hand calculations to produce the
the other sound as well (what are the difference tone'S produced by the over·
flfst book of log tables, would rather have done it this way!
tones of a single tone?) and if any of these difference tones lie qt the aiti·
'00 REH ••• SCALE F'kEQUENCY GEN£JoIATSR •••
atl range the same sort of effect occurs, they sound "dissonant."
110 PRINT
120
130
1040
150
160
170
180
190
200

PRINT
INPUT
PRINT
PRINT
INPUT

"H0W MANY TeNES T0 THi "CTAVE ",
T
•

100
110
120
130

"WHAT IS THE bASE FREQUENCY OfJ
F

PNINT
LET L=L0G(2)'T
PRINT "TeNE",,"FkEQUENCY"

210
220
230
240

PRINT I+I"F.[XP(l.L)
NEXT I

250

END

PHINT

T0NE
I
2
3
04

5
6

1
8
9

10
II
12

160
170
180
190
200

PklNT
PkINT "INPUT FlkST leNE. SEceND T0NE ,oJ
INPUT P.Q
PklNT

2_0
'250

IS THE BASE FREQUENCY 104040
FREQUENCY
4040
41166.1604
0493.883
523.25·1
554.365
587.329
622.2504

U=FNT (P)
V",FNTCQ)
t<=J
T=K*V
J·I
S"'J+U
to;*'ABS(T-S)
Jf ~>DI THEN 310
IF to;
DO THEN 3~0
PRINT "C0NS0Nf,NT
G0l0 360
J=J+I
If S<T THEN 250
Y.o:t<+1
G0TB a30
PHINT "HARM0NIC '1",,"hARM0NIC '2",,"&EAr fkEQUENCY"

260
270
280
290
30ct
310
320
330
3.0
3S0
360 PltlNl J"t("W
370 G0T0 160
380 END

.a

HeW MANY TtNES T8 THE 8CrAVE 112
WHAT

L=CL0G(2»'12

,.0

210
220
230

RUN

••• HARM0NIC BEATwFREQUENCY ANALYZEk •••

PRINT "INPUT BASE FkEQUENCY" L0ltt.Ek LIMIT" UPPER LIMIt ••
INPUT F.DO"DI
UEF FNl'()()~f· .E)(r(X.L)

ISO

PRINT
FeH 1*,0 T0 Twl

kE~

PRINT.

••

to,

RUN

659.255
698_.0157
739.989
783.'991
830.609

INPUT BASE fkEQUENCY"

L0WER LIMIT"

UPPE~

LIMIT '04040,,10,,30

INPUT FI~ST T0NE" SEC0ND T0NE 11,,8

At this point we have enough background information to discuss the program.
As the RUN here indicates we are first asked to INPUT the "base frequency."
This is the frequency from which the frequencies of the 12 tone scale are
C0NS0NANT
3
2
computed. We have used the conventional "A above middle C" or 440 cps.
INPUT FIRST TONE" SECOND T0NE 11.5
Thep the proqram asks for the "upper" (30 cps) 'and "lower" {10 cps} limits
HARM0NIC II
HARt-i0NIC 12
BEAT
of the critical range. These are' INPUT so the effects of changing the limits
S
can be explored.

•

1.57812

FREQUENCY
(MORE)

."

7

-.. ..................

(MOlE)

~ASm ~~sic

The program then oomputes the difference tone produced by these frequencies,
and also the difference tones produced by their overtones until it finds one
whose frequency is less than the frequency we INPUT as the "upper limit."
It then checks to see whether the difference tone produced is in the aitical
range (i.e., its frequency is greater than the "lower" limit). If the tone is in
the critical range it PRINTs out which overtone (also called harmonic) of
each of the two ori:}inal tones produced the difference tone, and also PRINTs
the frequency of the difference tone (also called the beat frequency). If,
on the other hand, the beat frequency is less than the number given as the
"lower" limit of the critical range the two tones are considered "consonant"
00 it PRINTs the word CONSONANT followed by the three values mentioned
above.
We mentioned previously that this program allows us to explore the phenomenon
of beat frequencies in a simplified way. The perception of sound is a very
complicatM subject, and any very precise computer mOOel that is to be used
to explore the intricate ideas of "consonance" would have to take this into
account.
In any case, despite its limitations, the program is a fairly good place to begin
to get a feel for the Ilubject, and hopefully will help you in your own experimenting.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~t~tt~~~t~tttt~~~~t~~~~t~tt~~tt~~t~tt~t~t~~~t~t~~tt~~~~t~tt~t~~t~~t~t~~t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t$~t$

1
100

110
120
130

,.0

1 SO
160
170
160
190
200
210
220
230
2<0
2>0
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
3'0
350
360
370
3BO
390

'00

"0
.:10
'30

"0
.sO
"0
<,0

•• 0
. .0
500

"0

520
530

,.0
550

560
570
SBO
5.0
600

..
n··
PAINT
~EM ••• RAND0M MEL0DY GENEHAT0R WITH STRINGS •••
HEM ••• CtrY~IGHT 1912 bY DY~AX •••
DIM ~(I 00 ).AS( ~041~ K!>(~ 1~J$(21.C$(31
AS ....A A'b C CID OtE f FIG GI"
MAT M.. ZEk
PRINT "U0 Y0U WISH JNSTkUCTI0NS" J
INi"Ul
n Q$:"ND" TI-tEN 260
Pk]NT "I I\M A (SlIGH1LY) I"'AIJ L:0MP0Sn..
foIY MEL00lES ,..,AY"
Pf<JNT "AMUSE Y-QU.
YOU lELL "'E ll-tE KE:.Y~ ANtJ r()!.. MANY NDlES"
PkJNT "T0 G0~f'0SE. ANtJ I "'ILL 00 ThE kEST.
PHINl "THE KEY MAY HI:. A SINGLE LE,11E ..... A (, L: D E F G. Ok"
PUINT "IT MAY DE A LETH.k HILL0\.EO BY'"
(SHA .. ,.,) ...
PklNT "NO FLAT KEY!:.. "'LEASE.
..
PhiNT "FOIt EXA"",PLE. TYPE I' f0k I'-NAIUkAL .. ,., FOR F-SHAk ......
t'k I NT "THE MEUlD" MA Y bE UP T0 100 N0TES L0NG."
PkINT """HAT KEY 00 YOU \.;ISH"J
INPUT KS
JS:"
"
IF LEN(KS)z2 lHEN 320
Written for
Ji( 1.1 ]=I<S
HP 2000C
KS .. J$
F0R J..-I TV. I.EtHAS)-1 STEP 2
IF I<~:AS(J.J+I) THEN 350
NEXT J
1<:(J+l )12
kEM •• K IS N0\ol A NUMBEf<. 1 <:K<:12. kEPkE~ENlING THE KEy ••••
PRINT "HO'" MANY N0TES U0 Y0U ""ISH"J
INPUT N
PHINT
PHINT
REM •• THIS IS THE MELBOY GENERAT0~ ••
f0R 1=1 TO N
Y= I NT< 7.IINO (Q) ) +1
M[I):7.(Y-2)+K+12
fiEM "N""~ 10 HEDUGE THE l0Nt:: MOl) 12 ••
M(ll=M(I)-INTCM(l]/12).12
If 1'1(1)'0 THEN 0490

"s

M{11=1~

Q=2."'(I)-1
PRINT A$[Q~Q+llJ" "J
NEXT 1
PRINT
PRINT
PklNT
PRINT "He~' A(,0UT ThAl' ONE?
"'ANl AN01HEk"J
INPUT gs,
I f QS="YES" THEN 260
PkINT
PHINT "THAT'S ALL .. F0L1<S !!,.
END

Now for a taste of things to come. In some subsequent issue of
PCC we hope to review composing simulators in BASIC. For
example, Kemeny and Kw'tz have an interesting harmony generator which we'll try to review/reprint. As a starter, we present
one of our efforts in the genre: the MAD COMPOSER. This
composer can keep his tunes "in key" even if the key "spelling"
isn't always correct (no flats - you may wish to modify the
]rOCJf'am to eliminate this deficiency). Line 430 selects a number at random, 1 through 7. Line 440 then gets a tone from
the circle of fifths (the Chromatic scale arranqedwith a chromatic interval of 7 between adjacent tones). Since any 7 adjacent tones on the circle of f'lfths is a key, this step ensures that
the correct key (INPUT by the user) will be used.
The program has string input and output; a sample RUN is rep-inted with the program.
We hope that this program will stimulate some of you readers
to write composers of your own. If you do, and you think
wern like them, send them in.
Also, feel free to
use any of 0lU' music programs, for free if you don't charge
for them yourself.

RUN
WID
De yeU WISH INSTRUCTJ0NS?YES

1 AM A (SLIGHTLY) MAO COMPOSER. MY MEL0DIES MAY
AMUSE Y0U.
YOU TELL ME THE KEY, AND H0W MANY N0TES
Te C0MP0SE .. AND I ~'ILL DO THE NEST.
THE KEY MAY bE A SINGLE LETTER. A 8 C 0 E I' G. 0R
IT HAY 8£ A LETTER f0LLOWED bY'"
(SHARP).
N0 fLAT KEYS. PLEASE.
feR EXAMPLE. TYPE f F0k f·NATURAL. f ' f0R f-SHARP.
THE MELDDY MAY BE UP T0 100 N0TES L0NG.
WHAT ~EY 00 Y0U WISH1A
H0W MANY N0TES 00 Y0U WISH?10
1"

0

D

1"

8

f ' G' CI 0

A

HeW A80UT THAT 0NE7
""ANT AN0THER?YES
WHAT MEY 00 Y0U WISH?C
HeW MANY N0TES
WISH?IO

De yeu

E

8

A

A

A

G

8

HeW AB0UT THAT 0NE?
THAT'S ALL. feLMS II

8

E

A

8

WANT AN0THER?N0

~~

•
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Books Suggested by USGS
lacop', Robert, 1971, EARTHQUAKE COUNTRY - HOW
WHY, ANO WHERE EARTHOUAKES STR I KE I N CA LI FORNIA
(3rd ed.l: Menlo Park, CA, Lane Book Co., 160 p. Paperback,
(Junior High and up).

us )

TOII'J

Lawson, A.C., and others, 1908, THE CALIFORNIA EARTHQUAKE
OF APR I L 18, t906 - REPORT OF T H E STATE EARTHQUAKE
INVESTIGATION COMMISSION : Carnegie Institution of Washington
Publicati on 87 (2 vols. and an atlas). Repr inted November 1969,
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Pamphlets from USGS
Active Faults in California USGS. IN F-74-3 (R.1)
The San Andreus Fault. USGS: INF·66-3 (R.1O)
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Large Sca le Ma ps of Major Faults in California
1-553

Map showing recently active breaks along the San Andreas Fault
between Tejon Pass and Cajon Pass, Southern California, by D.C.
Ron, 1969. (Scale 1 :24.000. Price $1 .00)

1·574

Map showing recently active breaks along the San Andreas and related
fault s between Cholame Valley and Tejon Pass, CA, by J.G. Vedder
and R.E.Waliace, 197Q (Two sheets, scale 1:24,000. Price $1 /set)

' ·575

Map showing recently active breaks alo~ the San Andreas and related
faults between the northern Gabilan RAnge and Cholame Valley. CA .,
by A.D. Brown , Jr., 1970. (Two sheets, scale 1:24,000. Price $1 /sed

1·692

Map showing recently active breaks along the San Andreas faul t
between Point D41lgada and Bolinas Bay, Calif., by R.D. Brown, Jr.,
and E.W. Wolfe, 1972. (Two sheets, scale 1:24,000. Price $ 1.25/setl

MF355 Active faul ts, probable active faults, and associated fractur e zones,
San Mateo County, CA., by R.D. Brown, Jr., 1972. (Scale 1:62,5000.
Price, $0.501
MF650 Map sho wing recently active breaks along t he San Andreas fault
between the central Santa Cruz Mountains and the northern Gabi lan
Range, by A.M. Sarna·Wojcicki, f .H . Pampeyan, and N.T. Hall, 1975.
(Two sheet s, scale 1 :24,000. Price $1 /setl
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The heart looks no more like the world than a grammaphone record looks
like music'
... Cochy McTavish

The Tao Te Ching: Chapter One
The Flow that can be described is not the Eternal Flow;
The Name that can be named is not the Eternal Name.
The Nameless is the origin of Heaven and Earth;

The Named is the mother of all things.
From eternal non-being flows the mysterious source of the world ;
From eternal being flows the surface of existence;
These two ITe at essence the same, but only one has form.

'This sameness is deep and subtle,
Deeper into inrmite subtlety. it is
The gateway into the mysterious unfoldings of the Universe.

A Little Bit of Everything

Information about the original scene exists in each part of the hologram.
Each part "sees" the world from a slightly different point of view. One small
isolated part will yield a slightly less well resolved image because less information
is composed to form the image; nevertheless, there Is information about the entire
world from that limited and particular point of view. [n this sense then, "there
is a little bit of everything, everywhere" in a hologram.

"The air is /ull of an infinity of straight and radiating lines
intersected alld interwQpen with Olle another without one
o.Jccupying the place oj" another." On thts basis, Leorwrdo
Do Vinci explained that the optical images of illuminated objects
are potentlalty present oerywhert in the space around them. ..
'All bodies together, and t!Ilch by ftx//. gil/e off to the
1UI7Ounding air on infinite number of imogeJ which are all in aU
and et1ch in &Jch pori. et1ch conI/eying the nature, colour.
and form of the body whjch produces it. Leonardo wrote
a pawge elllitled 'prove how all ob/ecll, placed in one position.
are all everywlrere and oil in mch parl~
Optics. Painting and Photography, M.H. PUmne. P.14,H.

HoIDp'llmJ are Weird
"Holograms are weird things", They project three dimensional spatial
images. In addition to acting like complex lenses, they can also function as windows, windows that allow the viewer to peek in on a world that was once iIlum·
inated by coherent radiation, but appear! to be still there.

"80hm. in I7'tlcing the history 0/ physics has emphasized how
much our physical univ~ (irrwge thereof) depends on the
use of lenses. Lemes hal/e shaped our images and lemes
objectify. 17Ius we tend to assess external space in terms
of objects, things, and particulars'~
... Karl Jtfbram. Holonomy and
Structure in the Organization
of Perceptio1l
Depending upon the recording medium and the laser coherence. a hologram
is a window of various sizes and depth of field. It may encircle the viewer.
One looks through it from many different perspectives for a three dimensional
effect. It also provides slightly different images to each eye, yielding the three-dimensional effects of binocular vision. In addition to the resolving power of the
medium of recording, the quality of the image is also affected by the size of the
hologram. A Hologram may, in general, .be any recording of interfering wavefronts.

"... there ore other worlds that con poS3 infronto/the
same windoWJ. •. The eyt1 con be the windows to peer into
boredom or to puk into that infinity. ..

from "Toles of Power': Castaneda P.173

10

looking at or through any part of an optical hologram, the eye sees the
entire world from one point of view. Two eyes see two slightly different points
of view. These disparate images are "fused" and perceived as one three dimensional view. This process occurs in the nerve cells responsible for binocular vision
in the co(tex on the right side of the brain.

There are many processes in the world that suggest the "little-bit-everywhere"
or the "part-containing-the.whole" property. Mach's principle states that the mass of
a single particle is determined by the distribution of matter in the rest of the universe. Htnce, a single particle represents Information about the entire universe. The
con~pl .of "fields of force" has been a strong paradigm in the development of
phySIcs In the last two centuries. The strength of a force In any part of the field
is a direct ~onsequence of the strength of the field in its neighbouring locality in
space and tltne, and the strength of the field in the neighbouring parts is a conlCquence of their neighbours . . . and so on. Every part is an ongoing reflection
of the whole.
Similarly, in an abstract area of computer science known as cellular array
automata, each cell in the array enters a new state that depends upon the states
of its surrounding states, and it simultaneously affects the states of its neighbours.
It is in such a manner that the whole array evolves through time. Consider also,
that the information conceming our beings as vast superstructures of cells, is
"contained" in every cell in our bodies.
In such worlds, everything affects everything else. Intuition tells me that
it is so with our "phy!ica.I" world. In a hologram, the Information is also contained within the local neighbourhood interrelationships. Can the wave--fronts
in energy fields or even simulated waves in cellular arrays behave in the same
manner as light energy in the formation of optical holograms? I believe that
this is a plausible hypothesis to entertain. The hologram is the most concrete
current example of the little.bit-everywhere phenomenon. Hence, I will use it as
a paradigm for such processes.

As Without, So Within

"Our work brinp out In an intuitive way lust how and why a
quantum mIlny-body system Ctmnot properly be analyzed into
independently existent parts, wllh rlXed and determinate dynamical
relationships between each of the parts. Rather, tire ''parts''
are seen to be an immediate connection, in which their dynamical relationships depend, in an '"educible IWY, on the swte
of the whole system (and indeed on that of broader systems in
which they are contained, extending ultimately and in prin·
ciple to the entire wziveTse.) Thus, one is led to a new notion of
unbroken wholeness wlJich denies the classical idea of analyUl'

"Ho"" do we perceive the outer world?" .. .since we are using optical
holography as an illustration, take vision for an example of perception. Our
familiarity with cameras and movies gives us models that represent sight as the
neural processing of ''images'' formed upon the retina. We are conditioned to
understand these images as we do photographs wttich record only tfie light in·
tensity not the phase Information about the relative location of surfaces in space.
Retinas process phase information. Perhaps brains store the interference patterns
of the perceived "outside world". Evidence by Pribram and others suggests that
this may be the case. Brains would be thus storehouses of "little--blt~verywhere"
views of the world, the evolution of the world hologram!

bility of the world into separately and indepentently part$. .. "
D. Bohm and B. Hiley, "On the Intuitive
Understanding of Non·Locality as Implied by
Quantum Theory" (Birbeck College, U. of
London, 1974).

"There IUf! worlds upon worlds, right here in front of us.
And they IUf! nothing to laugh at ...
The world is a mystery, and it is nol al all as you picture it. Well,
it is also as you picture, but that's not of! there is to the world;
there is much more to it. "
From "The Teachinp of Don Juan ••• Costaneda
While working with the descriptions of the 40,000 dreams of ltis patients,
Carl Jung postulated the existence of a "collective unconscious". This was con·
sidered to be a vast common source of archetypal symbols whose constellated
information lay deep in the unconscious of everyone. During dreams this resource of knowledge is revealed (from w~om to whom?).

"E,len sleepers are workers and collaborators in wlult goes
on in the universe!"
Heraclitus

The World Hologram
Now what is a hologram? It is a recording not of just light Intensity, but
of an interference pattern. of different wave·fronts. Usually this is the rippling
of a reference beam of coherent radiation (laser light) criss--crossing with the ripplings of a beam deflected from the hologram world. Vast intertwinings of light
energy. A hologram appears to be a meaningless jumble. A1though it makes no
sense when viewed in ordinary light it contains all the information that light
waves can reveal. It contains in coded form all the information an eye would
intercept ir it were located at the position of the photographic plate. In general.
a. hologram is a recording of two or more coherent waves interfacing. When it
is illuminated again with one of these two waves, the other wave appears simul·
taneously.

"The Teillity we experienCt! in ordinary Slates of consciousness
is due to the constructive interference of the dynamic phases
or 'actions' associated with each of the indefinite number of coexisting wzillersel. I suspect tlult consciousnm may be able to
alter the patterns of constructive interference to create separate
but equally real realities. ..
Jack Sorfatti, in "Space, nme and Beyond. " P. 128
Now what does the outside world consist of? A11 matter has been shown to
have wave·like properties, packets of buzzing energy swirling in relatively vast and
empty arenas of interacting energy fields. All of this energy Is in flux, in complex
and rapid oscillations whose effects ripple throughout space·time. These many·
dimensional waves interact in manifold ways that yield the "things" and "actions"
in the warp and the woof of the world. Vast intertwinings of energy.

Various spitituaJ paths speak of the "Akashic records", the memory of the
universe existing everywhere and only requiring one to become a so-called "open·
channel" in order to access its knowledge. Folks who practise psychometry, reading
the history of an object and those who have touched. it, appear to be accessing such
a process.

"The problem for tonight is seeing people. First you
must SlOp your internal dialogue, then you must bring
up the image of the person that you want to see; any
thought tlult one holds in mind in a state of silenCt!
is properly a command, since there are no otheT
tlwughts to compete wilh it."
Don Juan, "Tales of Power", p. 37.
A couple of years ago, I performed some pyschlc reading experiments while
in a trance state. When I asked, in a reverent and respectfw manner, for informa·

"Considered in its physiazl, concrete reality, the stuff of the
unil'f!rse cannot dillide itself but. as a kind of gigantic ''atom ",
it forms in its totality... the only real indillisible. The farther and
more deeply we penetrate into matter by means of increasingly
powerful methods, the more we are confounded by the interdependence of its parts.. ... It is impossible to cut into this networ/c,
to isolate a portion without it becoming frayed and unravelled at
all its edges. ..
Teillulrd de Chardin, "The Phenomenon of Man"

tion on the illnesses of distant strangers, the information "appeared" instantly
sometimes visually, sometimes tactile. It was crystal clear and was certainly of
a different quality than the internal dialogue of thought or even ordinary ima·
gination. I have since experienced the same phenomenal quality during states
of reverie, often just after recording in a dream journal before going back to sleep.

When I experienced these psychic phenomena, my scientific background gave
me no models with which to understand these facts. There had to be a source
of information about everything going on in the universe that is available to our
sows anywhere! But both conventional wisdom and science cowd not help
until I read of Pribram's ideas on holographic brain processing and Jungian
Consider the world. therefore, to be one enormous intermingling of energy,
a huge interference pattern. As such, will it have the lIttle-bit-everywhere property? archetypes. Shortly afterwards, I attended a lecture of Pribram·s where he spoke
of the isomorphism of the "world·within" as hologram and the "Y'0tld·without"
Th.at is, that any chunk of space·time represents the entire universe of space·time
as holograms. This came as a revelation, for at lau J had a model for some
in the same that a piece of a hologram can still create the original scene from
a limited point of view. Holograms have that property because each part of a
psychic phenomena.
scene deflects radiant energy to each spot on the recording medium. Is each
"Could it be thai for the physical universe, just as in the case
chunk of space·time therefore, a window on the comings and goings of the
of brain functioll, structure and distribution mutuolly interact?
entire universe? My experience suggests that this may well be the case. I
shall encapsulate this assumption into the phrase "world hologram", meta·
After all the brain is part of the physiazl universe for brain
fUnction, we found structure to be in the form of program
phorically.

.

the world is merely a view.
"
Don Juan MIlIUs in "Tales of Power"
by CArlos Castaneda p.240

11

and diJtribution in the form of IwlogromJ. Is the rest of tire
universe built along these lines as well???"
..• /(Drl Pribram. Holonomy and Structure in the
Organimtion of Pet'Ct!ption

•

In the English language, "heart" oftens means the source of emotions, will,
and inner essence, the true self. Physiology picked the wrong space/lime location
for this "heart". I believe it to be in the right hemisphere of the brain. Split
brain experiments (Sperry, Gazunip and Ornstein) suggest that hemispheres of
the walnut shaped brain function differently. Serial. intellectua1logic is intimately tied to the speech centre in the left hemisphere; the jigsaw puzzle processing
of intwtive and creative skills occurs in the right one.

"To the Egyptians, the he4l't, and not the brain. was the seat
of mind and emotion, that organ that recorded for the gods
all the good and evil deeds one did during life. In religious
scenes, the heart of the deceased was shown being weighed
against the symbol of truth to determine whether the deceased \oWlS worthy of heaven or not. The heart. therefore.
had to be kept with the body for this ceremony. "
"X-Raying the Plwroahs", James E. Hams and Kent R.
Weeks. New York, 1973, P.B8.

It has been noted by Edmund Carpenter that some Eskimos and other
peoples have an innate capacity to understand complex machines, even electronics, without prior knowledge or help from manuals. It is supposed that this
is because their language is more "process-oriented" and less thing-oriented,
When surgeons, in order to remove deep tumours, began splitting the brains of as Wharf had earlier so vividly described with the Hopi Indians. It seems plausi·
humans in the 1930s, they were much afraid that terrible changes would occur in
ble that this could be because their words require more all-at-once thinking for
their patient's function and personality. But to their surprise they observed
survival, and hence their cultures do not oppress right-brain processing (gestalt,
parallel, analogue). It could also be that their brains do not have the same asymno changes at all. What was cut was the corpus callosum, a huge trunk tine of
metry as OWS, and that the asymmetry is learned (experiment could verify this).
nerve fibres that transmits memories and learning from one hemisphere to the
other. Man appears to be alone amongst the mammal (including whales and
"Jerome Bruner has found that babies around age one
dolphins?) in having different uses for the halves of his brain. It is turning out
distinguish between two kinds of grip-the power, or 1I0iding
that the left cerebral hemisphere plays a dominant role in speech for most people.
grip, which stabilizes an object, usually with the left hI1nd, and the
It also appears to be where language skills such as logic and analysis originates.
precision, or operating grip which does the work; uwaUy
The right hemisphere howefer, is where artistic, mUSical, and intuitive skills preside.

"All language is of a successive nature. It does not
lend itself to a reasoning of the etemal, the intemporal "
Borges, "labyn"nths", New Directions Press

with the right . .. only in man does the power grip migrate to the
left and the precision to the right. This asymmetry and specipIization is the beginning of a long road leading to Ille human use of
tools and toolmaking. " ."
Maya Pines
I suggest that by "stopping the world", by relaxing the incessant projections
into the world by our print.tripping left hemispheres, that we can experience the
expanded awareness available to us when the net of word-things has been removed
from our perception:

"What stopped inside you yesteTt:kiy \oWlS what people
have been telling you the world is like. You see, people tell
us from the time we are born that tile world is such and such
and so and so, and naturally we have no choice but to see the world
the \oWly people ·have been telling us it is."
Don JUIln Matus, in "Journey to IxtlDn", P.299
The Gateway Into Eternity
Then we can allow our awareness to access the memories of the world hologram as stored in our brains and to access our own inner essence as imminent in the
genetic knowledge of all of our cells" Multitudinous separate realities beyond the
wildist left hemisphere musings are revealed. Here is the channel to the universal
storehouse of happenings in the world. Just as any piece of hologram "contains"
the whole, then our holographic-like memories contain views of the entire universe,
a composite of experience and cosmic history. Hence the thought, "the world
as a hologram in you heart."
The FaU from Grace
In healthy humans, there seems to be a well-tuned process that continually
selects hemispheres, depending upon the type of problems presently confronting
them. The different modes of the two brains can be loosely characterized by the
duality of serial/parallel (digital/analogue?). The right hemisphere is better at
grasping the total picture, the gestalt of a scene, the jigsaw puzzle causality of an
all-at-once world. h is this specialization of functions that lets us utilize language
in the left brain to manipulate symbols and gives us a handle on manipulating
and controlling a world of objects. But, at the same time does it hide or mask
our latent psychic abilities, was this specialization the fall from grace1
to• • • tOMi, no time for imtliotllli crap. ..
tlI1KWZ1; no time for ratiotllll crap _ .. "
QstanediJ, "Tales of Power", P.I73

"/ \oWlS concerned 'With those jolu you have had, because
that is the way the Mgual surfaces. At those moments
tile tonal becomes aJoWlre of the totality of oneself It is
is always a jolt because that awareness disrupts the lull /
call that awareness the totality of the being thaI is going to
fo die . .. at death. the nagua/ becomes fully operative and
the a'tWIreness alld memories and perceptions stored in our
calves and thighs, in our back and shoulders and neck, begin
to expand and disintegrate. like the beads of an endless broken
necklace, they fall asunder without the binding force of life."
Don Juan Matus in ''Tales of Power", P.J33.

Our culture is dominated and molded by printed language and its artifacts.
The "heart" is just where the linear sequential causality of the "internal dialogue"
of thought is not. The domination in our culture, of technology over the arts is
a projection of an inner domination in our minds by the left hemisphere. The
heart is in those mansions of the mind that our print-sodden civilization has
ignored and virtually written out of existence.
The spoken word is a magical tool that extends our power into the world
around us. It makes us self-conscious about manipulating and identifying the
things and objects of the world. It is the source from whence comes our artificial world. Although tools magnify ard manipulate, our linguistic tools cannot
syntheSize the all-at-onceness of change in the outer and inner worlds. However,
constellations of symbols in the images of dreams and the creative imagination
can synthesize this complexity. The contents of the unconscious.

Accessing this knowledge is by the principle of correspondence. An
image in mind creates the neural eqiJivalent or a reference beam by resonance. Attention follows this cycling and generative process towards required knowledge:
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"Ghost images elicited by almost-reference beams
mlght then comprise a sort of associtJtil'e memory ..
A hologram con be composed of the interference pattern
of two object beams . .. the reflection from one object
. . . forming a primitive associatil'e memory_ .. Fourier
transform holograms IIeed not have the reference placed in
a fued position, the other will come out relatil'e. ..
Michael Arbib, "The Metapitoricol Brain"
Here is where the ego cannot come in and direct the search. since it
is so attached to its own verbal self-image and world view. It disrupts
the flow. In trance or reverie, whenever "[" tried to concentrate on the
images page-flipping through my mind in order to analyze them. the
channel disappeared:
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"n,e most beautiful thing we am experience is
the mysterious. It is the fundamental emotion
which stands at the cradle of true art and science. ..
Albert Einstein
The very use of the noun "hologram" strongly suggests that it is a
static object and that there should be an atomistic world hologram .• .ah.
the underdeveloped metaphysics of the western intellectual tradition. In
reality the world hologram must be a dynamic process without li~it in
space, time and dimension_ And there will be levels within levels of
the "little bit of everything, everywhere" principle at work/play.

•

Even if the recognition of the identity of the inner and outer worlds
is one of the major landmarks on most spiritual paths, the fact remains that
at least in human beings, consciousne~ ordinarily exists as a focus in time
and space (occasionally it may be transcended). I wonder why this is, and
in wondering I am reminded of Alan Watts description of the universe playing
hide-and-seek with itself.

"He said that every man is an organ put forth by the
dMnity in order to perceive the world. ..
Borges, "Labyrinths" P.124

"Whenever the ditJlogue stops, the world collapses
and extraorditUUY facel$ of ourselves surface, as
though they had been kept heavily guarded by our
word!. ..

Don JUlm Matus, ''Tale3 of Power" P. 40
"You could not discol'er the limits of the soul.
ellen if you traveled t!III!TJ' road /0 do so: Such is
the depth of ill metming. ..
Heraclitus
This principle is also the method whereby the mind. can directly
alter happenings in the world, but the unattachment $0 required is even
more difficult to attain. There is a flow in the universe; we can join it!

"Everything /lows and nothing abides; everything
giIIes lWy alld nothing stays fued, "
Heraclitus
"Jesus says: 'He . who knows the all, but hos failed to
know himself, hos failed completely to fmd the kingdom.. ...
11le Go$pi!1 of Thomas (71)
(Gnostic, Nllr-HatnmtUii)

It seems appropriate to me then, to begin to understand the purposes
behind our sojourns as hwnan beings in this world. by regudlng our nature
as mters and transducers of the universe. When I was a teenager I was
deeply moved when I read that 2500 years ago, the Greek philosopher
Anaxirnander claimed that the primordial stufT of the universe was the
"boundless". Much of my musings and this paper have since been directed
to understanding the unfoldings of this mysterious "boundless".

"I'm saying that we all are unfathomable beingt, Iiminous
and boundleu.. , • You, Genaro, and I, are stuck together
by a purpose thot is not our deci!ion. .. We are percei'lltn..
We are an a-wareneu; we are not objects; we Ml'e no
solidity. We are bowrdleu.. n,e world of objects and
$OJidity ;s a -way of making our pauage on earth convenient. ....
I ActuaIly, there are some language tools (rom the computing field that
have some ability to synthesize aU-at~nce processes. These are
psuedo-parallel languages such as SIMULA and SMALLTALK and cellular
array automata (see the author's earlier paper "Simulation and Synchronicity''). Also field theories ill physics have this capacity.
2See the notion of a "cellular holarchy" in the author's paper "Simulation
and Sychronicity".

The Two 8ecomina One
There are many questions that these speculations and models trigger.
What about the assumed distinction between the inner and outer worlds?
A description of the nature of the outer worlds applies to the inner worlds
as well.

THE WORW AS A HOLOGRAM IN YOUR HEART
DOUG SEELEY
COMPUTING SCIENCE PROGRAM
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
BURNABY, B.C. CANADA V5A 156

"'esus says to them" 'When you tnQu the two become
one, and when you tnQu the inside liu the outside and
the outside like the inside, and the upper liu the lower
.. .and an image in place of an image. then will you
enter the lcingdom. ' ..
The Gospel of Thomas (27)
(Gno$lic, Nag-HamtnQdi)
The ~nner world is 'P3rt of the world' hologram too! And does the
part con~m the whole? Is the world/consciousness a hologram within a
hologram ...ah sweet mystery.

"He was altar tretlder. A tral'eler who used che
sCarry galaxies for /leet stepping point! toward the
outer bloclcneu.. .,
"The white bird /led swifter than a dream, winged
through infinity almost as instantly as the mind itself could thing of the spaces outward. .. The crystal·
lite cruiser traversed voids lInd eons in moments. ..
"Colossus", Donald Wandrei, J 934
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hnical Saurc
",,,,ta;,,c",,m,Hcs for low cost instrumentation
using readity available components. Or the articles contain information that is valuable to know
in designing your own. The listing is disorderly in
that EEG may be intermixed with EKG. also no
chronological order exists. The computer exists to
order such a list.
"A Biofeedback EEG synthesizer" EON, July
20, 1973 - two circuits, one for the detector using
Analog Oevices AD520J; synthesizer uses two
FETs, CMOS PPL and FF.
Bill Fuller is with The Computer Hobbyist Group _
North Te)(as and Editor of TCHG·NT Newsletter.
Thanks Bill; for the biofeedback info. We will
soon be including some or all of the books you rec·
ommend in PCC Bookstore.
~-------_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

Bob,
you a listing of references related to bio.
Since PCC picked up this subject in the
I :~;~:;::"
latest issue, thought it about time I pass on the Info

I~:~~~ the computer doing it. The enclosed list rep-

II

some of what I nave accumulated in the last few
related to the 'hardware' aspect. 99% can be built
with components like the 741, 558, 725, and in general
are fairly acctJrate !this conclusion based upon paper
evaluation rather than my testing or breadboarding).
There is enough information in the articles for the
hobbyist or experimenter to adapt the instruments
to a computer via A/D. But what do you do
it in the computer? We need software to analyze
manipulate and play with.

Rosenboom's tircuit in Biofeedback and the Arts is
also recommended. I'm "not into" the art aspect of
biofeedback mainly because of a philosophical
hangup about using gadgetry to replace our own subtle
signs. Must be a sign of senility.
disagree that the Karlins and Anderson book "remains
best full field introduction"; it's good in providing
murces of reference material, but it impressed me as being written by two snake oil salesmen.
You might pass on to Daniel Rosset the following
suggestion for books in the Biofeedback area :
•

Brain Revolution by Marilyn Ferguson

• Alpha Brain Waves by Jodi Lawrence
• The Human Siocomputer and The Center
of the Cyclone, both by John Lilly
• The Nature of DJnsciousness and Psychology of DJnsciousness, both by Robert

E. Orstein
.Altered States of Consciousness by Charles

T,rt
• The Living Brain by

Walters

of the above titles would indicate they are not
I,,'atedto biofeedback, however, just the opposite;
give direction to where biofeedback should be
Io."""edto avoid falling into the gadgetry trap which
i some cases is already upon us. Of course, a good
1~:~::~fdLiIlY'S books indicates that the best bioIt
device available is free··the encasement we
have. But if we must have gadgetry, the enclosed
is a good start. Hopefully it could caase some good
private research where the results don't have
determined by the tunder.

1I>;"h-'ev,,'

Bill Fuller

2377 Dalworth No.157
Grand Prairie, TX 75050

"A Hybrid Broad·band EEG Frequency Analyzer
for Use in Long·Term Experiments" ·I£EE
Trans. on Siomedical Engineering (IEE£ SM),

Jan. 1973 · analog frequency analysis coupled
with digital output provides efficient means of
data collection. Block diagram of system; and
schematic of analyzer portion.
"Low Drain EEG Amplifier" · 1£££ SM, Jan.
1974 · uses transistors for detection and VCO
controlled transmitt9l" for telemetry type
transmission.
"Electrocardiogram Recording with Pasteless
Electrodes" . IEEE SM, May 1971 - schematic of
impedances amplifier.
"Capacitance Electrode and Biomedical Electrodes"
IEEE SM, Aug. or Sept. 1968. Schematic.
"Collecting the body's signals" . Electronics,
July 10, 1967 - excellent discussion of electrical
characteristics of various body signals, Le. EEG,
EMG , EKG, EOG ; tells why input detector and
amplifiers differ.
"Interface Design for biomedical electrode system"
IEEE Spectrum, Oct. 1972 · similiar to above

except electrodes are main topic.
"Build a Cardio·Tach" . ElfJCtronics Illustrated
July 1972 - somewhat dated and hard to find. '

••
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System for Multi-channel Recording of Biological
Data" IEEE SM, Oct. 1967 - schematic using avail.
~ble components, but could use some late.., better
hnear les.
"A Peak Amplitude Selector for Data Analysis" _
IEEE SM, April 1969 . an amplitude window detector

with outputs available to paper recorder, tape record.
er or rate out.
"Patient Electrode Isolation Adapter"· IEEE BM,
November 1971 . eliminates shock hazard and should
be used if you're a-szy enough not to use a battery
system.

"A Multipurpose Electronic Filter and Integrating
Level Detector" . IEEE Sm, Sept. 1972· schematic
a general purpose circuit that can be used with both
EEG and EMG, one of the better designs.
"A Novel High.Performance Preamplifier for Biological Applications" . IEEE SM, Nov. 1971 schematic, uses low cost available components,
good as a front end detector.
"Window Disaimination Using Integrated Circuits"
IEEE BM, July 1973 · schematic, can be used to

detect peaks of selected waveforms.
"More Experiments in Electroculture" Popuklr
Electronics, June 1971 - GSR type of monitor
for you or your plants.
"An Inexpensive Digital Temperature Integrator"
IEEE Trans. on Instrumentation and Measurement,

Sept. 1974 · operates in range of 40 to 110 degrees
F; block diagram, but enough information for
the circt.iit experimenter.
"Circuit buitt with quad op amp measures temperature digitally" - Electronic Design, March 15,
1974 - schematic, uses LM 3900 and a 2N222
with thermistor detector, range can be adjusted.
"Further Development of the Field Effect Monitor"
Technical Information Service No.A67-47582·

"Oesigning a nonaveraging tachometer" . Electronic Design, March 15, 1974 · outputs a voltage
that is proportional to rate; uses CMOS, design
is for EKG, but could be modified for EEG; schematic.

a monitor for cardiovascular variables, but oth9l"
uses possible i.e. low·frequence electromagnetic
phenomena of human physiology. Block diagram
only, ramifications of the unit are yet unexplored.

"Measuring random·pulse frequencies 'the analog
way'" - EItK:tronic Design, June 24, 1973 schematic for EKG . Analog is not dead.

"Opto·isolator logic units" - Electronic Design, June
7, 1974· has a schematic for an E KG circuit which
could interface to digital circuitry.

"Portable EKG Telephone Transmitter" ·
IEEE BM, July 1973 · schematic; for transmitting
EKG over the telephone.

Extended Digital ConcePts, Box 9161, Berkeley,
CA 94709 - sold kits and plans for EEG in 1971
have no up-to-date information.

"Your own little Photoplethysmograph" . Popular Electronics, July 1968 · schematic; displays

"Build a Brainwave Monitor" Redia EItK:tronics,
January 1975· construction article for an alpha
detector, not the best design available, a good
experimenter could improve on it.

blood volume in finger on oscilloscope. A
plethysmograph was used by E. Douglas Dean
at Newark College of Engineering to validate
changes in blood pressure during ESP experiments
with twins.
"Build the Muscle Whistler" Popular Electronics,
Nov. 1971 . schematic, EMG monitor, not best
design in world, but effective.
"A Self·Centering Respiration Monitor for
Small Animal Research" - IEEE SM, Sept. 1971 .
schematic, could be used with large animals.

"Electronic Thermometer with Biofeedback Output, Radio Electronics, Feb. 1976· construction
article, good accuracy, but thermistor costs $14.50.
"Build this Brainwave Monitor" Popular Electronics,
July 1976- construction project with video and souro
on your TV screen.

Dear PCC (perfectly Crazy Company):
Here is $5.00 to renew my subscription to 'Amazing'
otherwise known as PCC.

of the mRNA to "restack", thus producing an electrical pulse sequence identlcal to the original coding
pulse. This ferroelectric phenomenen builds in in·
tensity as long as the coding pulse (the interference
beam) is present, reinforcing it and itself and p0tentiating the entire phenomenen. This is the basis
for short-term memory.

Before the ink dries on my BS (what do you think
it stands for?) in chemistry and before I turn to
Other Things (as they say) I would like to l)describe
my alma mater's EOP system, and 2}discws an idea
However, protein synthesized frum the coded mRNA
with you.
also builds up, and is transferred to the synaptic wall
(or perhaps to the synaptic cleft itself) where its
Central State U. in Edmond, Oklahoma has a PDP· I I
and over 20 interacting terminals. At present the
electromagnetic properties modify the pulses of
system is open to those with legitimate projects and
neuronal fuing. A shaped electric field is thus pro·
uses among students and faculty. The staff spend
duced in the synaptic cleft, which directs the migra·
the useal 20% of their time chasing down and el·
tion of transmitter substance electrophoretica1ly,
iminating 700 block versions of 'Star Trek' and
producing a firing pattern in other neurons unique
'ufe', and divide the remainder between prayers for
to that experience.
protection from electrical storms (futile in Okla.) and
running the lBM·370, et al. The students spend 10% of The hologram consists of the continuously modified
their time in study and 90% of their time feeding paper protein sheath at the. s~naptic junction. Learnln~
tapes of 700 block versions of 'ufe' and 'Star Trek' into 1$ a process of establishing a hologram by repetition
the system.
and reinforcement. Memory is a process of sel"'ingl
from the hologram of neoronal fuing (which contains
It works surprisingly well.
aU synaptic experience) the pattern desired, by
As a Chemistry Major with aspirations equally divided
reinforcement and interference.
between graduate research in biochemistry and Medi·
The essential feature of the model is a constantly
cine, I might never have joined the Software World
modified hologram from which information is abo
were it not for three things: I) a delightful redstracted
by duplicating the coding sequence, its
haired siren and confumed computer addict named
correlates, or suppressing all other facets of the
Robin; 2) unstoppered ears (see No.1); 3) a free
pattern. Information is added by direct interaction.
seminar in BASIC conducted by Ardoth Wilson of
TIut is, the hologram of previous information is the
the campus computer center staff, and a jewel
'reference beam' for storage of new information.
among people.
Before I knew it I was spending 10 hour stretches
at the terminal, feeding in 'K1NGDOM' from Robin's
pce, and forcing my fnends to play it. It now
stands at 20 blocks, and includes Oz Wall, the assa·
ssin .. .lt ate my semester.
Now I have PCC delivered to my door and am as
happy as Bung in the Royal Cellars.
Your opening paragraphs note that PCC will now
devote itself to the future. I wonder if you would
be interested in an idea of mine which came out of
my research on the biochemistry of learning and
memory. It is quite possible that others are al·
ready working on the ooncept, which is quite simple,
really, or have something else to say on the matter.
If so, I would be happy to hear about it. I enter
Medical School in the Fall, and am told I will
have little time for any other activities (although
I have learned there is a computer at the research
foundation across the street which I might be
able to perver - er, use!)
First some background on the mechanisms by which
nervous systems generate reality, specifically those
aspects of reality called learning and memory. The
material herein presented is.. drawn from the work of
many, particularly Karl Pribram and P.eter Fong, but
the fmal form and central hypothesis is my own
oontribution.

-

AJthough the concept obviously lends itself to
mechanical duplication, a new approach to processing and storage is necessary.
Dyes exist which can be "programmed" in that
tlley respond in different ways to different frequencies and polarizations of light. These same dyes
may be suspended in a colloidal medium and exposed
to coherent radiation to produce holograms. One
visuallizes a block of colloids and an array of lasers
which can be used to illuminate them from any
angle. An enormous quantity of discreet holograms
oould be stored and recalled in this fashion. More
difficult to imagine is the collection of techniques
ooncepts necessary to process data holographically. It
will probably call for a new approach to data, from
which we may learn much about the colloidal
co.mputer everyone owns and operates; the brain.

A free monthl), booklet thaI li~t8l!Clected re&careh ",Md
from the world of academia and your local research
institute. Some oC lhe categories covered arc:
Energy/Building Technology/Behavior and Society/
Computers, ContTol oC Info Theory/Urban Technology/
Library and Info Sciences.
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TItis letter is already over-long (I've resorted to
strike-overs), so I will terminate with a request for
reflection, should anyone be interested.
Perhaps someday we will be able to create not only
tools, but companions.
Roger Hensley

14S Lake Aiuma Dr.
Oklahoma City, OK 73121
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Pribram suggested that the process of consciousness
and particularly learning, was holographic, that is
that perception and processing are interference
phenomena, rather than symbolic interactions. Fong
~d others have suggested a link bet-ween memory and
the process of protem synthesiS, which seems to be
born out by experimental evidence.
Let us suppose that the "reference beam" of the
holographic process is the synthesis of a defmite
sequence of bases Into a strand of mRNA. The
"interference beam" is the rate of firing of the
neuron, wruch so modifies the synthesis of thls ~~'I\..
that a different protein is synthesized from it. The
process of synthesis allows the distorted base sequence
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"Even if you know nothing about electronics, you can build preamps, ring modulators, mixers, tone controls, miniamps, fuzzes ancl
a dozen other inexpensive musical projects." So proclaims the
cover of Craig Anderton's book, Electrollic Projects for J1usicialfs
(available from pee bookstore, see page 47 for ordering information).
This paperback is a real gem. I have used the first four chapters
as background material for a kit-builders class at San Lorenzo
Valley High School in Felton, California. Filled with excellent
sket ches, drawings and diagrams; the book leads the neophyte by
the hand from the resistor through integrated circuits.
The long-term goal of our class is to build up a computer system
for the school from microcomputer kits which are available from
many sources. However, most of the students enrolled have a
limited background in elel,;trunjl,; circuits. Our financial backers
were a little dubious about the quality of work which might be
produced. In order to prove and improve their abilities, it was
decided that the class would begin with simpler circuits.
Kids have a terrific appetite. Not only for food, as shown in the
photo (it looks like hefs attacking the PCC dragon) . but also
for what's going on in the world around them. Give them anything that moves, lights up, or makes a loud noise, and they will
dig into it.
Photos 2 and 3 show another kind of attack . This time it's a
malfunctioning electro-mechanical calculator. The calculator was
a donation from a well-meaning friend, but it seems the necessary
repairs would cost more than the calculator is worth.

ElECTR'NIC
PR'JECTS
FIR
MUSICIANS
01'

.lI.l GID.'UT
RESCUES THE
I(IT .UllDING
ClASS

II,
D'N INMAN

To whet the students appetites for kit-bui lding, we used electronic
music due to its universal appeal to young people. Bob Albrecht
and pce were instrumental in introducing us to Bill Godbout
Electronics. The class was suddenly furnished with three electronic projects of their choice. The projects were chosen from
Electronic Projects for Musicians mentioned above. My students
selected the Miniamp, Supertone Control, and the Stereo Tone
Control.
Each project was constructed by a different student. The students
first laid out a breadboarded circuit of the projects from the circuit diJ.grams. Breadboards were then torn down, and the componems were mounted on the pc boards provided in the kit. The
method of final chasis mounting was designed by a group of four
students.
We are mounting the projects in cases salvaged from donated malfunctioning electronic "gifts". In fact, most of our tools, wire,
and miscellaneous parts have come from various sources as castoff donations. Photo number four shows some of our collection
of "supplies". A good part of our time is spent in examining and tearing down parts from this supply. It it wasn't
for this type of gift, we would be unable to operate.
The miniamp project was the first to be constructed, as we had
an immediate practical application for it. Barry Lippey, a freshman, is shown in photo number five completing the final assembly
of the Gnome Micro-synthesizer·, which was purchased by the
Mountain Digital Group. In Photo number six, a pair of SLV
students use the Godbout amplifier to check the Gnome's final
operation.
The system works; sirens, whist les, saxophones, the wind and
many oth er wierd sounds spill forth from the min iamp as curious
students experiment with electronic sound synthesis.

Don Inman
350 Nelson Rd.
Scotts Valley CA 95066

Photo 1

The supertone control, project no. 17 in the music book, was the
next kit to be completed. Photo number seven shows the tone
control ready to be mounted alongside the miniamp in a common
chasis. The miniamp and tone control were mounted together
as the students felt they wanted to further experiment with
its effect on the synthesizers output.
We had a mi nor mishap with the stereo tone control. While
mounting the kit in it s case, a terminal was broken on one of the
potentiometers. As school was coming to a close we did not
have time to complete this project. It wil l be finished up in
the fa ll.
Alas, as the school year came to a close, the desks became empty,
the power was turned off, and our projects sit alone (as seen in
photo number eight). BUI, they'll be back this fall with renewed
interest, and we'll be there too-with more kits and more chapters
in the story of build ing computers and other things.
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Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4

Photo 5

Photo 6

Photo 7

Photo 8

COl1)puter Music Referel)ces
Comput ers may be used for controlling analog synthesizers, composing music, ana lvzing (or tracking 58IIetai
parameters of) trad it ional musical instruments and the
VQice, spacial movement of sou nds, and procIssillg of
musical sounds (filtering, reverberation, choral effects,
etc.) Below is a short list of relatively easy reading
to aid in the development of comput. music systems.
For more high level sources, see Dr. Dabb's Journal, Vol.
I, no. 7. For. more comprehensive, well organized listing
see the bibliography from Eledronot•• la fine electronic music periodical edited by Bernie Hutenins.)

suggested by John Snell

F.R. Moor." M. Mathews, "Gro-,A Computfr PfogriIm If>(
Rul·a". MullcMld Sound Synthe.i,". CommuniaotloM of
u.. AeM. Vol. 13. no. 12, December. 1970.

J.A. Moor •• "Mu$icMld ComputH CompoJitlon". Commu .,.
Iclt lon. of I'" ACM , VOl. 15, no. 2, F.oruery. 1972.
NUMUS Wft1. no.~. 1973 I i _ on comput .... mulIC!.

P. s.rnK)n. "Otfl.r.1 Signel Sy"thelizw
San Fr.nchc:o. Calif.

H
•

Syltlrm Conctpll,

P. SarnK)n, "OI"ul Synt"..zws-Br." Funer.on.1 ,,"cr.p.
Franclseo. C.IoI.

tio"", Syl1'''''' (;onc:epu, San

P. SamlOfl. "Ot';ul S'y"thtilnr,....fIrognmn'll"fl :;p.c1fiC8
tiOll .... Sy.ltrm Conotptl. s." FrancilCO. C.h1.

J. Backlll, TIM
1969.

Acou~icI l

Fou ..... tio ... of MI.IIk. W.W.Norlon,

J.W. s..udlemp" H. von Fo.rster; edl., MwJc bV Co mput.,

L. Smith, ".scor.-A MmidMIl Appn»ch to Comput"
Mulic", JAESVol. 20. no. 1, Janue",JFebfuery 1972.

...... r , p;. 292, Fill. 1973.

J.M. Chowrung, "'no. Synrh";, of O>mpJlJI Audio Spec".. bl'

S. Smith. "Comput." Mmic In 1912". COmpUf., .... d
Automllion. OetobW" 1972.

AfMtI. of F'«I~ Modu"rion", JA ES, Vol 21, no. 7.
PII. 526, ~p"mber. 1973,

J.t¥!. o.o",",lnll, "SunfrHd Q:lmpill. Mu.ic PtO;.nH. NW,
no. I, 1972.
S. Gill, "A TKhftlOutl for the Compolitiotl of MUll," in.
Comput.,,", CompUI. Journl l, VOl. 6, no. 2, PII. 129,
July 1973.
L. H,li.", "ComputH MUI',"", Scientific A"""~ n. PII. 109,

Dec.mbwr. 1959.

e.

HUICh,"l, "8.fJ04 Soufc;e11St of £Ifl:tronlc MUlle.nd
MUllc.l £ng"'~i"g", EN. 1975.
e Hutet.,n •• MI'lIclI E"fli. - · . H.ondbook. 1976.
M. Mathews. The TlIChnology of Comput. MIrIic:, MIT PrlU.
Bollon, 1969.

.1..

M. MathfWI t1
"CompUtMl.OO FUfurf Mu.ie
183. 00. ~122..... n... rv 25. '97~.

H
•

Sci.net.

M. MathlWS, "The Dig't.' Computer ••• MUIIC81 Inltru".,.,".
Sci_l~2, PSI. 553.1963.

Comput. o.Ian
P.O.80x A
Winehtlttr, MA 0 1890
Comptl"l. Jo~ nli
Brit,sh Compu ter Society
29 Por l l.nd PIlot
London, Englltld WIn 4AP

CompUt. . .nd Aut_lion (now aoilld Comput... 8nd ......1
Botrk'lty Enl.. po-i.... Inc.
815 Washington $1.
NeWlon .... I". MA 02160
EN .. EIIcfr-,_
203 Sn.,oer Hill Road
Ithlao. N.V. 14850

Jo"nli of u.. ACO)UItiQI Sodtty of . ........
A""",Qln Inllitult of PhVIICI
335 E. 461h
NewVork.N.V.l0017

~SA"

T.G. Slock"'m........ "A-OlOO tJ-A Conwn,,,: Their £1f1lCf
011 OIgilll Audio Fi~Ii"", AE$:t,print no. 834 10.1 I.
OelobW". 1971.
W. $'Irong " M. Cltrk. "S'yntlltli. of Woo InltTu".nt TCHOtI",

.£ASA.

AeMAnlx:itt;on lor Computmg Mlc:toinery

JAES" Journa l of '''' Aud io Eogi n_ ~ Soclt1y
Room 929. Lincoln Bldg.
80 E. ~2nd St •
.....wVork,N.V.l0017

L Smi th, "£ditingMd Prl"ting Mullc bl'" ComputtN-,

Wilev.I969.

Communiaollon. of IhI ACM
1133 A...., .... oil'" A!TWice.
New York. N.V. 10036

vol.~I,PII.39,1967.

W. SlronR" M. CI.rk. "P.rturl»tIOllr 01 S'ynth.tfc arch ...
tral W"d ,,,"fUnvn! TOlIn", JASA, VOl. ~I. PII. 277, 1967.
R. TILtmb"u. "Dlfl/Q/--fo·Anl/og Con_r....: SO". ProbllfN
fn ProdUCfn, Hf,h Fidel,ty ~lImf". ComPiJI.
VOl. 15.
no. I, PII. 63,Jiln ..... y. 1976.

0.1.,.

JMT .. Jownll of MIHOc Tht«y
VII, School of Music
V,I, Uni_IIty
New Hawn. CT 06520
NW" NUMUS West
P.O.80)1I35

MlrClr IILtnd. WA 9BG40

So....
AmariC8n Allocitt.on lor the Adwncemlnt of Sc>tnCl
1515 Ma_chUMlIl1 A ....
Norlh""" ""'1I"I;"lIlon. D.C. 20005

J.C. Tenny. HSoUf!d G.nl"('on by Met", of I OI .. ~I
Computlr". JMT, vol. 7. PII. 24, 1963.
T. Winograd. HL"'fluima IIId I'" Comput... Antlyllt of
Tonell-Urmonyu, JMT. vol. 12. no. 1. PII. 2, 1968.
u

J. z,np,m. "Intfoduction to Comp~ MUMC TICh"fOutll ,
EN,I'O!. 6. no. 42. PII. 1. Al/ilust, 1974.

Scientific Al'nWican
415 MId,1On A .....
New Vork. N.V. 10017
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(March 1975): 52.
"Calculators." CONSUMER REPORTS 40 (September 1975):53341.
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December 1975): 4244.
O'Aulaire, !tmily, and Ola D.Aulaire. "Put a Computer in Your Pocket."
READER'S DIGEST 107 (September 1975): 115·[8.
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12. Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences, 2100 Pennsylvania
Ave. NW, Suite 832, Washington, OC 20037.
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Rogers, James T. THE CALCULATING BOOK: FUN AND GAMES WITH
YOUR POCKET CALCULATOR. 1975. Random House, 201 E.
Fiftieth St., New York, NY 10022.
Slco)), Pearl A. COPING WITH THE CALCULATOR. 1975. The author,
18735 Mayall St., Northridge, CA 91324.
Ville, James. BOGGLE. Stem , Sloan Publishers, 410 N. La Cienega Blvd.
\.0$ Ansel.., CA 90048.
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(March 1975)~41-48.
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MEDIA
"Introducing the Electronic Calculator." (2 fihnstrips with records or cassettes) 1975. BFA Educational Media, 221'1 Michigan Ave., P.O. Box
1795, Santa Monica, CA 90406.
"Start Your Motors!" Aardvark Calculator Math Program. 1975.
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About NCTM
NATIONAL COUNCil OF

<feadu~(s of 'Mathematics
m~

1906 Association Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091
(703) 620-9640

~~

HP-6S USERS CLUB
Idea and information sharing for calculator users, from beginners to experts.
The club newsletter, 65 NOTES, provides the membership with the latest de·
velopments in calculator programs and programming lechniques. Each month
an unusual mix of numerical melhods, hardware characteristics, technical devel ..
opments, programs, and routines are covered in such regular columns as:
Beginner! Corner
Bits & Pieces
Fun & Games

HP Slatus
55/25 Notes
Routines

Tips
Users Forum
Users Review

The club is not sponsored, nor in any way officially sanctioned by Hewlett·
Packard.
Enclosed is $12 conlribution for one '1e3r membership; U.S., Canada,
O Mex.ico.
Other foreign: 518 air mail.

o
o

History and Purpose
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)
was organized in 1920. lis purpose, a~ stated in its charter.
i, to Un-ift ill prolllO/illK tli(' illler('$U 01 muth t 'IIIQtics III
America . .. Qlld to ~'iIQfju Qlld coordinQI(' th(' work 01 local
orgUlI;t.ut;QfU olleadlers 01 mathematics.

The NCTM has had u mujor influence on the leaching of
mathematics in elementary schools, junior and senior high
schools, two·year colleges. and teacher-education colleg~_
The most outstanding pcnoons in mathematics education have
heen leader~ and panicipiUltS in ib programs. It has served
ii' an agellcy lor hoth the coordination and ~Iinlulation of
major efforts 10 improve the teaching of mathematics.
The membership of the NCTM has grown rapidly. On
]() No\'cmhcr 1974 therc were 50.000 individual membership!>. with 32.000 institutional subscriptions to the IWO
utliciul Journals. the Ma(llI'lIIatic.f Tl'acher and the Aritlllllt'lic

Send _ _copies of the club brochure·
Send sample newsletter.·

·Note : This is a volunteer, non·profit organization. Enclose business size
self·addressed. stamoed envelope with this form for reply. Sample newsletter
is 2 Oz. Write: HP·65 Users Group, 2541 W. Camden Pl, Santa Ana CA 92104.

D().IT·YOURSELF SPACE NAVIGATION
With a little imagination and some help from a pocket calculator, you can plot
cour~s to the frosty Jovian planets or plunge inward to the molten world of
Mercury. See PCC, Volume 4, Number 6, May 1916, page 8.

GAMES WITH THE POCKET CALCULATOR

fead",r.
Ga~s

With 17le Pocket Calculator
Authon: Sivasailam ThiagaraJan and Harold D. Stolovitch

Requirements for Membership
'Icmt-cr .. tllp I~ a . . .ril.lhlo.: Lu .111 P';"I''') interc)ted in IIlrrlhc
m.llie... tho.: teaching oj nI:lthemati.:~. ;lnd related prohkllls
Membership Fees
/1II1i1-;dllll/ MI.'IIIheniril'
I/ldll</illt! ('i,l",r ;011/'1111[. S I J .00
l/ldudillK IlOlh ;ollr/wIJ, $J(i .OO
\ ,Ir rndi\-idua\, onl}. Includc~ :.ubscript ion. for individual u'>c.
II' .·lIh.·r Ihe Mllrl"'lIIurin Tt'(lcht'I" or the Arlrhlllt'llc l'~Qcht'r
Slrr(/l'I/I

MClllben.hip
('illll'r ;(11/1'11(//.
/ud(ulillt! hufh iOllrllo(,\.

Ilfc/IICIiIIR

$5.50
S8.00

'\11 indi\idual memhcf)hip for any student who has ne\er
L'LUght prtllc..,ionally.

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
1906 Association Drive. Keston, Virginia 2209 [

A Review by Dr. Ruth Irene Hoffman, Unillenity o{ Denller

-

FJementary and junior high school teachers should get this book for arithmetic games for their students. The content contains real games, not tricks.
Each one involves competition and challenge on an arithmetic operation and/
or estimation. The games can well be used to introduce students to the cal·
culator, but also to biilld computational skills, understanding and estimation.
The book is not an open, "see--at-a.gl.ancc" format as would be true with ca1.
culator tricks. As with all games, directions must be read and understood.
Teachers will find It worth their while to use this resource book, presenting
games one at a time as they relate to the skills and concepts the students are
amlng.

(Games With the Pocket Calculotor is available from PeC Bookstore; See

page 46, this issue.J
GAMES FOR PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATORS
Guess the Number, Hunt the Hermit, Moon Landing, Mars Landing, Nim,
TIc;.Tac-Toe and other games for the Monroe 1600 Series, Compucorp 025,
and 125, and similar machines. For info, send a stamped, self-addressed en·
velope to Richard Moffie, 3355 Canfield Ave. No.1 0, Los Angeles, CA 90034.

MORE CALCULATOR STUFF

A CALCULATOR FOR YOUR OVERHEAD PROJECfOR

For your reading pleasure, here are additional SOun:e5 of info about using and
enjoying calculators, not included in the NaM list.

Now available, a lour·lunctlon calculator modihed for use with an overhe3d
projector. Put it on your overhead projector and compute. Results appear in
large numerals on the screen, clearly visible to everyone in your classroom or
auditorium. For info, contact Stokes Publishing Company, P.O. Box 415,
Palo Alto CA 94302.

/

CALCULATOR LIB
For aU people interested in the world of calculators: "C4LCULATOR LIB"
is a newsletter dedicated to bring to the calculator enthusiast up-to--date infor·
matton on matters related to calculators. Helping to develop the 'ca1culator
wizardy' of its liberated readers, it acts as a clearing house of collective ideas,
limited solely by the ingenu.ity of the human mind." Published bimonthly
by: TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS, P.O. Box 2151 ,Oxnard, CA.
93034. Single issue· $1.15, six issues· $8.00, twelve issues· $1 5.00.

IN nos ISSUE OF PCC:
See "Pocket Astrodynamics" (Letter) on page 39 and "CAl (or 524.95" on page 41.
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DESCRIPl1D~'

THI1EE Of Sl\tA~' S FIENDS C"OVED OY TllE CO"IPUTERI
Pt.AY ACAINST A GPOfJP UF CONllf.l'lNEO SI"NfJ<S C:"IOVEO DY TllE USERI,

REMARKS.

TllE GAl'IE OF SINNlHS IS ~ASED ON A CAME BY HAAR HOOLIH
IN SIU SACKSDN'S BOOK. "A CAl'IUT Of GAI'I[.S" CRASDO:<!

OESCRI~EO

HOUSEl,

19119 DIM P(l2.,,'
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18""11 NEXT ,J
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1160
OOTO '191
1111
LEl
DHJ.KI
.
.....
•
SURIIOUND ll1f. DOTS \l11H •• 5
1188
N[xT K
1190
12.1 NOCT J
'~KE SURE fiENDS NOT IN LINE
unl .. OR 1.1 TO 2
fOR Jol TO 3
1220
LET H<I.J' _ "INTfRNO.Sl
1230
U!,,"II
TO J·I
If HO.,JI".H".KI THEN 1211
12!>8
1268
COTO 123a
NEXT K
1218
HElIT J
128"
1291' NEXT I
fOR
J.I to 3
13.0
t.ET DHHCI.JJ.HI2.J' .......
• PUT n E~DS ON THE BOARD
131 0
131!1 NEXT J
1330
13,,"9 PRINT "\lAtH INSTRUCTIONS fOR SINNEi'lSMI
1350 LINPUT AS
1361 OOSUA 261<.'1
'PROCESS I NJ'UT
1318 If AU)C~Ij') TII[N 1"00
1388
GO~U~ ~930
1391
GOTO I M'O
""18 PRIHT "llUtE'S tRt INitIAL SUup,"
141" GOSUIl 27~1'I
1421 PRINT "THE F1£NUS NOliE flkST·"
UJII
14.,1 'R OUT IN ES TO OENLRAT£ C~PUTER'S ~OVE
14$1
• RESEt POSSIOt.E MOVE COUNTER
'''60 LET TI·"
·t.OCATE POS510LE MOUES
I Ill>' fOR J . I TO 5
fOM 1(.1 TO $
UII9
IF DI(J.Kl<r~"." THtl~ 1580
'499
IS08
fOR 1.·1 TO <;
If DSIJ.Rlt.l.K.CCl.Il ........ THEN IS10
ISI0
1!>28
t.lT TI_TI'I
'COUNT POSSIUL£ HOVES
1530
t.tT P(TI.I,oJ
' STOKE HOl;ES IN HATRIX
IS,,"0
LET PClI.2)_K
IS!>8
LET P(TI.31.JoR(LI
1 568
~r.T PITI.,,"'.K.CCI.'
ISle
NEXT I.
15$0
NEXT K
I S'll!! NEXT J
16110 '\lINN ER7
1619 If T1_n Til EN I I\f.n
PIlINT ..... THI:. SINNEMS MAVE t.OSTII"
·BEt.t.S
1620
GOSlIll l>15e
1638
16'111
PHIHT ..... AOAHOO~ HOPE . Yt: S'N~I:.kSI"
' BELLS
16S1
GOTO 2<;"0
166A LET TltoTO'1
'COUHT SINNEkS CA~TUR£O
16·,a 'CHECK OUT POSSI"'.E i'fOVES
roo
TO J
1690
ron J.TI T~ I SlEP-1
LET T9 ,, 1'IHTCIiNO.Jl
'PICK A MOllE AT hANOOI'I
111'10
LET DJ,p'TJ,I,."IT9.211. "
1·'111
I.£T DUl'CT".JI.PCl'/.IIII ......
IT:"!8
113..
IF I"J lllW 1198
'L OOK ~OR fU:NDS IN LINE
\7.,1'1
PklNT "... Tllr ~I NNEflS AhE V I NNEH!> I I"
• ~ELt.S
11 '>0
Gosun !'!l~D
1169
PRINT ..... ALL 5UHII I VIN'G SINNEHS ARE fREEI"
·OE1.LS
1118
GOTO 2';1'0
11118
'SEEM 1III'fIKUM AI.IGN."i:NT Of fiENDS
119111
1'01'1 K.I TO !>
IPD0
t.l:.T fI'o1·C9-1
,.ORL_ITOS
HII "
If DUK.t.) ....... THEN 1860
' CHECK ROV K fOH 1'IEND5
11128
1833
LET R9~M9'1
If
R9'_1
tHEti
UI60
18""
1850
COTO 1988
18('9
If DSlL.KI ..... M THEN 1998
'CHECK COt.UKH K fOR FIENDS
18111
LET C9-Cr,;·,
1881'1
If C!i"1 THEN 1981;1
1899
GOTO 19159
HEXT I.
1900
19/0
NDT K
!'l2D
00500 21!>1'1
'PRINt nOAHD
1939
'AN Y SlNNLRS LEFT?
IF to'22 nU:N 196"
PHINT ..... l'lIA1' 5 ':'HE EHD Of tHI:. SHiNERSII"
19'10
• BD.LS
19'>8
OOTO IlSI'"
'CONTINUE CAKE •••
00T02 1 3"
1979
I.E1DUPCT9.II.P(t?21'· .. • ..
1981
• RESET DISPLAY
LEt OUPIT<).3' .PI19 .""') ......
1990
20110
fOR JI .. I ,0 <;
'REARRAr-fGE POSSIBLE
2ell
LET UC~IJ"P(J . Jll
~DlT JI

....",.

,,,.

,.OK K_'

",.1

""

....

,,,.

1_'

'

?'1.lO

",.
....
20""8

Ilnll
29811
20911

FOR ,JI_!.. 10 4
•
LEl PC,J.,JI)-P(T9.,JII
NEXT ,JI
fOR ,JI_I 10.,
t.lT PCT9.,JII_UC,JI)
N£.<l ,JI
NEIIT ,J

211111 NDT I
211.

2128 'GET NOV£ FhOH PLAYEK
2139 PRINt " SINNERS' HOVE'"
21"0 t.lNI>UT AS
sa IF t.£NCASnIU tHEN 2~511
·tOO IIUCH INPUT
COSt.'tI 2611'1
·"HOCt. 5S INI'Ot
2119
If ACI' .II 3 TltEM :"U8
'I.ooa t'OIl S
IF Mll.1I2 THE.~ ?"flil
'LOOK FOil II
21'9
2190
It ACII·'1l THtH 23GI'I
'Luoa fOH H
22190
IF (69-MlllolA(II·(,S'<1I TlII:.N 2138
·t.OOK fOH A·E
2218
LET RI_MII_loll
'111 IS HOW Of SINNl"
2221'1
If '~3-AC~))·(A(21-" 'Jl.U THf.~ 23:111
'LOOK r Oil I-S
2233
LI.l CI . AClll-"N
'CI IS COLU~N 01 SWNUI
I,. DIIHI.CII<~·'," THICN 23311
' Lona fOil ~INNEK
23'10
2!!:!>,
fOK JI·I 10""
'HNI) DI:.SIJ.lED DIHI:.CtlOH
If
M3'<.111JIJ
Tllt.N
I'J:!III
2261
Ir 051HI.h(JII.CI.C(JI" ..... ,. THtN 2311
2211
LET OS(hl.IlCJI).CI.CCJIII .... ..
2:!ee
22911
LET DURI.CII·" ..
23e1ll
COTO ""6U
' COIITINUE OAME •••
2311
COTO 23J8
232.
NDT JI
PRINT "II.LI:GAL NOIIEI"
23311
13""11
GOTO 2!>!>"
23S11
'HELP SECTION PRINtS t.t~At. Novrs.
23611
PRINT "THE SINNICKS /lAVE 1ltESE LE<lAL MOVES. M
2371
rOR f~;\;~ ~O
23811
23')1'1
IF OU,J.Klu ..... THEN 2"'111
'1.0 0,<; fOR SIN.~Eh
fOR 1.-1 TO 'I
'Lona N.E.s . v IN TU~N
21108
IF DIIJ'KILI.I('C(L'IU·· .. TKUI 2,,"30
·LEGAI.1
2"111
2""20
PRI NT
'" CHRs( J'6'l1' CHilI( K' ~tI' I CHit" I'll I.' II
2,,"30
NEXT I.
2<l1li11
NEXT I(
HEll:
I
J
a"51
PHINT CIlRUIOI
2""68
2"'l0
GOTO 2 130
2488
PRINT ..... TIlE SIN~EIIS GIVE UPII"
2.,91
Pili NT ..... 51111( UDJN. 0
?I

"

.

s

,

•

"

N ••• CSHUDDER' ••• INTO THE 8LACI( PITII"
2SII1
PRINT
"TYPE
RUN
to
PLAY
AGAItI· M
PRINT
2511
2520
STOP
PR I NT " PolQGitAI'I IIAL rEol"
2530
25'11'1
TYPE HD.P If YOU )lEEo I t . M
U51 PRINl "IN>'UT ICNORlO.
256111 PRI NT "PLEAS E TRY AOA IN.· ."
2510 COTO 2130

"

..

"'"

2590

2608 'PROCESS

1~;>UTl

Cntlf~E

t.O\lERCASE to UPP£H.

IGNORE COI1N\S.

SPACES.

ETC·

2611 CHA'fr,E AS TO A
2628 LET A')."
2631 fOIl ,J.I TO M81

....
"W
2658
2618
26$0
2698
nae
2110
2129

I~

AIJI~9~

t"C~

e~6.

LET ACJlaMJI-J2
'rHANGE 1.0JERCASl TO UPPEfI
Ir CJl:9-AlJ)).CA(,J1-6'>h.4 THEN 26'/0
' 1.00iC t'Ok Li.tTER IA-O
If ('>J-AlJII.Ir.IJI-ll'Jl"1'J T/lI:.N 2690
'1.001( fOk VIGil II-!>l
COTO 2110
·I:.I..SI:. I CNOIlE YII15 CICAI(ACYlk
t.[T A9_1\9·1
t.fT A(A'Jl a ACJ)
N£lIl J
HUlIPN

2739

.

21""0 'PMINT THE UOARO

1158 PIlINT

"

POI NY "
23<;5"
2110 t'OR ,J0I TO 5
PMINT CHMSCJ·~IlI'
2188
FOM K.S TO I ST[P-I
219a
If D5IJ.i( .... " lHL~ 2112a
218111
2RI8
COTO 28,,"0
NI:XT K
21120
2839
OOTO 2!'170
rOM I._I TO K
28118
1'1I1NT
"l05IJ.Lli
(JUT
I.
2861
2811
PRIIH
28811 N[xT J
2891 PRINT
2911 Rl1URN

.."

2918
2920
1l93"
1l9'l1l
29!>O
2960
11970
11980
2993
3gel
3010
3828
30311
311,,";,
3058
3068
311111
3881
3a911
318B
3119
3120
3139

3""a
31 SI
3160
3110
31118
31911
32A8
3218

J2:)a

''''

32,,"9
3259
3268

3210

'IUENTlfY

C01.~,~S

'IDENTIf Y ROWS
'IONORE lRAlt.lNC SI'ACES

'PRINT

TH~

REST

O~

HO~

'I~ S TRUCTI ONS

PRINT
PRINr "TlHlfl Of 5.HAN·S fIH'US IHOUFO PY tHE CO:"lPUT£R1 PLAY"
PRINT "A GAI:~Sl A GH'1UI' Ot- CONl'f'1Nf.U S I~N EMS If'lOIiF.D RY you,."
PRINT "It I"I.Y ·Ji,~. lUI': .. VI,"I"IN'] .. INNI"S ~,Lt. bl:. "£.T rl".I:..··
}>RINT "OTl(ER~ISE •• • (SIIUVDUO ···I N10 Till RI,ACM PIli I"
PRINT
PRI NT "YHE PLAYING fl ELD HAS l5 SOUARES.
HUlE'S 1ltE INITIAL SlTUP,"
GOSUB 1l7Sq
PRINT "SINNERS ARE SHOVN AS DOTS I.) AND fIENDS AS SlAR5 I . I ."
PRINT
PRINT "A SINNER HAY MOVE INTO AHY ADJACENT EM;>TY SCUARE.
A fiEND"
PRINl ""aVES ONLY INTO 1'1.'11 ,uIJACENT 50UAkE IIIIICH CCNTAINS A SI",Io;[K,"
PRINl "WIlD I S TH~:M'.llY C,WTURt.D AND Rf,/10IlE O.
THERE AilE NO OIACO.~"L"
PRINT "MOVES AND NO JUMi'S ."
PHINT
PRINT "THE Slm.:EIIS OliN If THE milE[ FIENDS ARE ALL IN A I.INI:. CALL"
PRINT "IN THt SAI'I[ HOII 011 COL",... NI .
tHF- ::iINNU!S LOSE If TilE fII:.N05."
"HINT "AT lHtlH lUIiN. CANNOT CAPTURE A SINNI:.\(."
PklNT
PRINT
PHINT "W • ["
PRINT
"RINT
PRINT "T O i10VI:. A SINNlR. 7YPF l Cill'lhAClfJlS , Tllr ,,0\1 IA LETTI:.R' AND"
I'HINT MCOI. l;MN (II DHlIll t> I VINi ::it.~.'o1.H'S CUhlll:.lJl LOCAtiON. A)fO rHE"
PRINt "0IMC1l0;~ Of ~O\,lE CJIISt rill:. INITIAl. L1:111JO."
PRINT "EXI'IHI ' t.ES,"
PRINT
"11: M~ANS THE 5IN~.R NOV Al ".~ \lAN1S TO MOVE EAST'"
PRINT
I:.'>N MrftNS THE SIN~I:.R NO~ AT I:. . S \lA~TS TO MOVI:. 10;01. Tll."
I'fllNT
PRINT ··ALSO. fY"E 5 TO STOP. R TO .... E5ICN. H fOR HELP."
PRINT
RE1UIIN

'""

'""

-

'II YB SIC
If you have been a faithful pee reader, you know that a number of
people have defined "tiny" BASIC languages and implemented
interpreters for them. The latest of these is Li-Chen Wang's
"Palo Alto" tiny BASIC, which is outlined on this page.

This is the first tiny BASIC I've looked at and 1 expected it to be a subset of
"rea'" BASIC. I was surprised to find that compared to the BASIC I have used

INPUI': automatic prompts and input of expressioRSlNPUI' A,
When this command is executed, Tiny Basic
will print "A" and wait to read in an expression from the Input
device. The variable A will be set to the value of this expression.
Note that not only numbers, but also expressions can be read as
input.

(HP·2000) there are some extensions as well as restrictions. For example:
you can print a prompt and input the responses with one instruction
compound statements (up to onc line long) are permitted -this
enables you to clean up the structure of your BASIC programs a b it.
Sure would be nice to continue past 1 line.

INPUI' 'WHAT IS THE WEIGHT A -This is the same as the
command above, except the prompt "A:" is replaced by "WHAT
IS THE WEIGHT ·"

logical terms may be used in arithmetic expressions (truc"" and false:O).

all keywords may be abbreviated.
Some of the restrictions are:
there is no provision ror file handling (except for "saving" programs)

all constants and variable values are integers between -32767 and 32767.
there are only 26 scalar variables, named A thru z.
there is only a single, unidimensional array,@ (I). The dimension of this
array is set automatically to make use of all of the memory which is
not used by the program.
there are only 3 functions
ADS (x) - absolute value of X.
RND (X)-random number between 1 and X,
SIZE - Ihe number of bytes unused by the program.

IF:

IF A<II LET X;3, PRINT 'TillS STRING'
will test the value of the expression A<B. If it is true (I) the commands
in the rest of this statement wiU be executed. If the value of the expressions is false (D), the rest of this statement will be skipped. Note that the
word ''THEN'' is not used.

GOTO: You may say GOTO (expression) for example GOTO A*IO+B.
GOSUB and RETURN: the moal except that the GOSUB may also use any expression for it's argument.
FOR and NEXT: like you've seen Before.
STOP: what do you suppose this does????

there are no string variables.
only 3 "direct commands" are available: RUN, UST, and NEW Oike
SCRATCH) plus good old control C.
OK, let's look at what the program can my in this tiny BASIC.
REMARK: nothing new here.
LET: like you're used to but remember that expressions may contain
logical terms 10

LET V=(A>B) 'X' (MI) 'Y
sets v to x,y or 0 depending on whether A is greater than, less
than or equal B.
PRINT: values are normally printed in 6 spaces; however, you may
override this using "*n" to change field size, so that -

PRINT A,B,_3, C,o.E,#IO, F,G
will print the values of A and B in 6 spaces, the values of C,D,
and E, in 3 spaces, and the values of F and G in 10 spaces. If
there are not enough spaces specified for a given value to be
printed, the value will be printed with enough spaces anyway.
You may also cause overprinting since:
PRINT 'ABC', - 'XXX'
will print the string "ABC", a CR without a LF, and then the
string "XXX" (over the ABC) followed by a CR-LF.

Bay area folks can get paper tapes at the BYTE SHOPSIII Get
your computer store to get a copy.

Two more things youl1 need to know about ate the enhanced RND function_ and abbreviations.
RND: I.£T R::RND(30)
Assigns a random integer between 1 and 30 to R

LET R; RND (100), A - (RJ3)' (R>IS)' (R>S6). (R>98)
Assigns R a random integer between 0 and 4 with probability
.03 of being 0, .12 of being I, .41 of being 2
.42 of being 3 and .02 of being 4.
ABBREVIATIONS and BLANKS:
You may use blanks freely, except that numbers, command key words
and function names can not have embedded blanks.
You may truncate aU command keywords and function names and follow
them by a period. "P:', and "PRI.", and "PRIN." all stand for "pRJNT'.
Also the word LET in LET command can be omitfed. The "shortest"
abbreviation for all keywords are as follows :

A.;ABS
IF-IF
N.;NEXT
R.-RND
S.- STOP

F.;FOR GOS."GOSUB
IN.=lNPlIT L=l1ST
P.•PRlNT REM;REMARK
R.;RUN S.-SIZE
TO;TO

G.-GOTO
N.-NEW
R.-RETURN
S.-STEP

If you would like complete documentation on this language, including a well-commented source listing of the interpreter. get a
oopy of the May 1976 issue of Dr. Dobb's Journal.

.... MY ... REM

*"~TREN

F'R "fiR Bk AlTAIR

On this page you see a listing of the smallest STARTREK
progra m known to man • dragon or even Cheshire cat. It
was written by lj-Che n Wang in his own version of T iny
BASIC, and the STARTREK program plusthe Tiny BASIC
interpreter will all f it in an 8K Altair.

"Far out" you say - but t hen notice that you can't read the
listing because you aren't familiar with Li-Chen's Tiny BASIC.
Oon't despair, for on the facing page

is a desaiption of the language.

2fiS I", . " ["(IIGI£EO. ","UNITS 10 rlf.( " ... ltrA~IG . 12 ..
1!:18 I 1'",. r)' . ' ::>I',C,(J .. ~[ HA"'[ ONLY ' ,1 ,.1' , ' U"ITS , -·IG.II!:.
1!: 15 ['[-AI I 'H' I"."I'It... St,;I( ' I H'.:O lit [M ... TY $I'AC[ . " I G.'S
288 .......... 1'1 . ,..1'1_1 3SI0 I "." I FI ("II_oIG . 2'1I
1!:8S GQS . 2tsH·.n .. S , " U.. l h tilT " . IUlS.3I1S
2'8 N.I1IG.65
?9S 1FA' I 0"",,1' . " ••• 0"'[111.0110[0 •• ". J. " , '161 .. 1 . .... " Gl)S. 3 n
3\111 1 0' (1'1., ,.)( , J." CH'II!: J.Y, $ ..... J, ... (31t'1 . 1 .J . JI ' I IM.
311S ",. " t(L I .. G:lH AT ::>·'· .. . I •• CH.6) , .C ... 1.. ' . ' . UO •• UU - ,
3 111 IFaCI1I>II ..... o. OllI1I1G·:Ch."HC.
31) .1 .. tall. I .III . \J'Y·',J." (I""' , If( Ill . f( I l •• C I ) -l elloJ.II_II_l
3i!" I_II •• I ,u , I . ' CI'I',I!: I _,;,:
I I ) '11.1'1'1'1-"1' . M • o. O[S TKOn:O • • o" I R.
31!:5 IFN"\IH.
3311 ... . '·MLIHOOH ... fT"CI{" I I FOI" . .. ST ... N.... S[ PIIOT[CTS [IIIT[IIPIiI S[M
33S r .. ", I •• 1'1 " 135TO I
(I{ I'IIG . 3511
3"11 A.I\I {/I 1.11 . (. C.. I III:': I GaS . 2'1S IT ol . S, I~' 1M '6) . J" ClH I 2)
34) ... .. 3.::> . .. U"'IT) lilT FIIOII KLJHGON ... T S-... . I. I . J
3::'11 ... HI[.[_TlU-[ •• III' ... . ...... HG •••
3SS 1' •• 1. [." UNITS 0'- E.. £RGY L[rT ."II F~ ,( ["' '' ~ T ••
3'06 I rt (7111·"', C"")aIC . IT 1!>06 . 1 1 . J.lI G.315
3'5 J olI." I. 'I J . 63 hM . I f '" 01 •• , (J.631. I .H. U II .I .C_C. I
3111 P . 'I1C COYI "S I CI{UY 1£1 8N II) G[. wt. SU'-"[ II [O " '2 . 1 . ' CII SUIILT I £S . "
3"15 j .IIJ.t;3H I 'Joll'. " SHI)Mt HlltfG£ SE NSOR" .
JII' trJ.ilI" . "CO ..... UJ£M DISPLAY" .
JII5 I r J- 31'. "LONG H"'NG£ ::>tNSOII M•
3'11 If'J ............ I1.4SEM ...
3'S I f'J"51' ," IoI\HP ["GIH£" ..
"110 I FJo6P.~1C0 1 0N 101'11'[00 TUSt.S" •
.... S IrJ·.,... " SM I EL O".
IFI.tH .
"15 ...... 0 ... ",,,6£11. - .fI. I. " ST ... HQATt.S r.STlH ... T[O rOR II[ ...... IM" I M.
"211 ...... Sr ... TU,s R[POHT," , ","Sl... IIO ... T[ "." O.3238 - 0.I' . "TII'IE L[r' .. . . , .O
"2S " . "CONDIT I OOI
". ' I'OP . "00C)(0" ' G. .. .. 5
.. JO I
."1'1[0", G.
4J5 IFE.9n... "Y[LLOIJ"'.G ..... 5
.... " I' ." 6>I[[N
.... ~ ......... O::>ITIO..
1oI-" • • I. U.... . .. S_ .. . lC . YI I' ... E~[RGY .. ,. '2.t.
"511 .... "TON"'[OO[S" • • 1 . r I I'. "Ml l NGO"S L[FT", ' 3 . M, P . "S1"'lIt Il S[S" •• • • •
"5S r.J. I Tol . If',IJ.63 I c,oS.3'"
. , . "'.JJG.128
.,~ J_sl(iOS.31Sllrl_OP.
410 I N.''SECTON 0ISTIINC[ .... ' I F ... . IG.!28
.. 's 'rl.c .... 2IP.·CH[KO .... "11[ C"'N THY I!: AT HOS T. SIII.' ... G... .,.
Ir~.' l wo'II ... . ·SI'OCK . ·AII[ YOU SUM[. C"PT" I",l"
,,'5 Ir[~" . w"'2I'.·SCOTTY , "SI R. 100'[ 00 "OJ HAII[ TH[ [ .. [RGY . .. ·/G.le.
OO,s.61!o I "II'IIG.1 211
0 .. 0-1 . [.[- ..... /2 •• <8 . X.. Y.'21· •
sell r,PI_'oI I 01Ollf(MlalltUU _I I ' (f(Hhfll,H.M
5liS "'."5 . X· 22,G· .. 5'Y'?2 . W_") · w,r.H· I TOb ' W_~ _ ~ 'l r " ~ _ 2?'G . 52S
Sill ........ ) . Go Go T, I_I"
J.G .... 511 rll el ,. { 1 ' 8 " I Jo I I HJ~tll G. 53101
5,5 IF.C8 . I'J'6?').lIlC. I .Y_JI"' . M
51o!1I 1'," •• •. H[ ••• [J<;CY STo'" 0. " , .... 'SI'OCK, "'TO [MM IS HlIfI IIN.·
52!> .ClIO .... ' .. 62' ... IG:!::>. I .,S'G.6S
5311 I'_U o .,2 ........ S .W/S'~/II-¥ , 1.1.1'112. (.-11 · 12 '(;'/!> .. ~ ... S.T ... M-' .Y-W 11!:
53S I FII.I"~21'." . . . st'AC[ STOH"...... ,T·IIitIIJOOS.366
I F·\U." , . 11.1.9 I U V~II) HYe, I~. ( P.9_12 . UI ... ." . y. I G. ,_ 1e. II' ... ,!C;. .. S
S .. S ... . " .. YOU ~"'NlillCt:O DUTSIO[ rIC[ Cio'LA)( h .
S)e ... . "01'1 ao"lCo CO ...... U1[1I TIII(E$ O~[,{.
S ...... [O YOUM llr[M,G .....
!oS) J."GQS.31SI ! r I G. , 211
S68 IFF.III"." [ .... tr"IG . 121it
::.,51' ." LOAO[0".GOS.6151Irlt-IIG. 128
510 ... . .. TI)/WF;OO l""C~ ".lror _ I,Pa.S " X.22 . G_ .. S . Y.. 22,' . H· I TO'
S 15 .......$. Qo G.T,
S.J' G/451 11'1
lo t 1.8 J' (Je I ,. CJoll G. SIS
51111 L 0 c! ' I ' J . ",e, ".8 . U .... -, . M_' n '/.... 110 (II) 111' • • I • I. J. " " . I G. 5I1S . 5.' H.)
$11$ H.H'I' ... .. . I'I I SSFO'·IG . 6S
5'" S . K , (.",) .211111 r . N. 13)1 0 1" 0 I I FC' III _61_1 IOU CH ·1 21·JI OOS. 3115
'92 ... I1 ' G.6S
595 1I.8·1 .. 'C L 1.0.f( "Ia' I 1011_1\101111'. "STII~RIIIS[ O£STMOY[O
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You can also order paper tapes of these progTa ms from the Community
Computer Center. See page 32 for information.
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COURSES WE HAVE PLANNED FOR THIS SUMMER AND FALL-

* Computer Play for Kids
* Meet the Computer for Adult Types who never have
• BASIC Language Programming

*
*
*
*
*

Teachers' Forum

Educational Software Seminar
Computer Club Guest Speakers
Micro Systems Workshops

Elementary School Intersession Program

• Computer Orientation for Office Personnel (Dragon Taming)

Please contact us for dates and times

(707)795-0405

- ,
.ZL

-,

;ZL

-

;ZS
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TIlE ACTIVITIES OF SYNnU:SIS ARE:

* to collect, organi7.e, and distribute
information about all educational resources
in Sonoma County and surrounding areas,
*

to encourage contact and dialogue amongst

schools. youth groups, educationa-l cnmmunity
organizations and individuals through

SONOMA

face to face meetings and

COUNTY

publications,

EDUCATIONAL

SYNTHESIS

RESOURCE

'\

NETWORK

'Il!E PURPOSE OF SYNrnFSrS
IS 'ro EX'lEND 'Il!E RANGE OF

lEARNING EXPERIENCES AV~
ABlE 'ro salOMA COUNI'\' AND
• to
assist in

in association with:

NEIGHBORING AREAS ••••••

improving exist-

LO·OP CENTER. INC.

ing programs and in
initfactog new ones,

8055 Old Redwood Highway'

* to advise individuals concerning the variety of educational resources available and identify the particula~ programs which will best fill

Cotati, Ca.

their needs.

1,56241

f!.y !\:LL HOLO':N

0<;:,·.. 11

LO·OP Center is for you to use. The computer education project and synthesis are rw
ealities
now and there is room for more. A public data bank access project needs a co-ordinator.
We need more teachers with a sense of play. We need money-finders. Please join us - and
remember computers and other educational endeavors are only different for people to
touch each other.

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
First:
The name of this corporation shall be LO·OP CENTER, INC_
Second:
A. The Specific and primary purposes are:

III To create, establish, anrl provide an indepenrlent non-profit
(2)
(3)

(41
(5)

resource for the advancement of education and science
To operate a center at which the general public may obtain
access to computers and other educational resources.
To develop. test, and promote techniques of learning and
teaching.
To publish and distribute materials related to the lO·OP
Center's activities.
To aid other organizations in the development and implementation
of educational techniques or materials on a contract or consultant
basis.
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STORE S
THESE ARE NEW STORES WE'VE

KEEP THOSE ADDITIONS
AND CORRECTIONS
ROLLING IN.

LEARNED ABOUT SINCE OUR
LAST SPECTACULAR LIST OF LISTS.

CLUBS
THESE ARE NEW CLUBS WE'VE LEARNED ABOUT SINCE LAST
TIME.

Byte Shop No.4
1225 Octan St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
1;he Computer Mart
625 W. Katell. No.IO
Orange CA 92661

(714) 633-1222
The Computer Shack
3120 San Mateo NE
Albuquerque NM 81110
The Computer Store oC New York
55 West 39th 51
New York NY 10018
The Computer Store of Ann Arbor
310 E. Washington St.
Ann Arbor MI 48108

Amateur Computer Society of Columbus

do Walter Marvin
408 Thurber Dr. Wesl No.6
Columbus OH 43215
Ann Arbor Computing Club

C/O Roger Gregory
1485 Newport Rd.
Ann Arbor MI 48103
Cliicago User Group
195 Ivy Ln
Highland Park, IL 60035
Computer Club
University of Chicago
Laboratory High School

The Computer Store
63 So. Main St.
Windsor Locks CT 06096
Philadelphia/Camden Computer Club Affiliated
with Southern California Computer Society

(203) 627-0188
The Oalll Center

1362 E. 59th 5,
Ch;cago IL 60637

(215) 887·6992

c/O Programma Consultants

River City Computer Hobbyisl.8

Contra Coata County Computer Club
Uic Bergman

2642 Lamar Ave
Mempru. TN 38114

3400 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles CA 90010

3188 LGngoI,y PI

(901) 743-6155

Laf.ayelte CA 94549

6502 UI« 'I A8IIOc.
John C.mpbell
6278 Lake Lucerne

Computer Science Club of the U. of Waterloo

Dept of Computer Science
Umv. of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario Canada

DMA
Dayton Microcomputer A880ciation
c/o Doug Andrew
8668 Sturbridge Dt-.
Cincinalti OH 45236

HP·65 User's Group
ruchard ) . NelllOn
2541 W. Camden PI
Santa Ana CA 90024
Louisville Area Computer Club
c/o Andy Ehalt
115 Edgemont Dr.

New Albany IN 471S0
New England Computer Society
103 Spit Brook Rd. A12
Nashua NH 03060
(8aJ Rio<h)
Niagra Region Computer Group
c/o Church Fischer
355 South Creek Dr.
Depew NY 14043
North Alabama Computer Club

1409 Blevins Cap Rd. S.E.
Huntsville A L 35802

(205) 859-7344 '" (205) 883-7973

sees

North Jersey
Bruce C. Dalland

37 Brook St.
Do", NJ 07801

Diego CA 92119
SEMCO
S.n

South Eastern Michigan Computer Org.
c/o Dick Weir
20,000 Great Oak Circle S.

Mt. Qemena MI 48043

,--:-------J

0;.1" ,
1016 EI Dorado Dr.
11,,,mo,, CA 94550
(415) 433-0390

S
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Elech"onic Products
645 Stewart Av
Garden City NY 11530
Rainbow enterprise
10123 White O~k Ave.
Granada Hilb, CA 91344

••

(213) 36().217l

Texas A&M University
Microcomputer Club
P.O. Box M·9
Aggieland Station TX 77844

The Small Busine811 Computer Co.
400 Dewey Blvd.
San Francisco CA 94116

Winston·Salem N.C.
Triad Amateur Computer Society
Andy Pi,ts (919) 765-1277
Doug O<ye (919) 373-0040

WHK Electronic & Scientific Instrumentation
P.O. Box 141 Sl. Albans, Victoria
Australia 3021

(415) 665-2575

TRACE
Toronto Region As8oc. of Computer Enthusiasts

c/o Harold C. Melanson

&x545
SlreelSYille Post Office
Mississiauga, Ontario Canada L5M 2C1
Ventura County Computer Club
P.O. Box 525
Port Hueneme CA 93041

Washington Amateur Computer Society

c/o Robert J. Jones
4201 Mall8achuseu.. Ave.
Washington DC 20016
Westchester Amateur Computer Society
c/o Harold Shair
41 Colby Ave.
Rye NY 10580
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NEWSLETTERS

PUBLICATIONS

COMPUTERS ONLY

BYTE
70 Main St.
Petersborough NH 03458
Computer Hobbyist

Box 29S
Cory NC 27511
Computers & People
815 Wuhington 5t
Newtonville MA 02160
Creative Computing

P.O. Box 789-M
Moni8town NJ 07960
Dr. Dobb'.Joumat of Computer Cali&-

thenica & Orthodontia
P.O. Box 310
Menlo Park CA 94025
The Journal of Community Communications

Lee Engineering

1807 Delaware
Berkeley CA 94703
Micro-8 Newsletter
Cabrillo Computer Center
4350 Constellation Rd.

Lompoc CA 93436
On-Line
D.H. Beetle

24695 Santa Cruz Hwy.
Los Gatos Ca 95030
People's Computer Co.
P.O. Box 310
Menlo Park CA 94025
Personal Computing

Btnwill Publishing Corp.
167 Cot-ey Rd

Brookline MA 02146
Popular Computing

Box 272
Cob.,.,.. CA 91302

INDUSTRIAL

Bit Bucket
National Semiconductor, MSllS '
2900 Semiconductor Dr.

Santa Clara CA 95051
Computer Notcs

MlTS
2450 Alamo SE
Albuquerque, NM 87108
Data General Education New8

Data Genera1 Corp.
Southboro MA
EDU
Education Products Group
Digitll Eqpipment Corp.
ML5· 21M 40
Maynard MA 01754

HP Educational Newsletter
Hewlett Packard
11000 Wolfe Rd.
Cupertino CA95014
Microcomputer News
Intel Corporation
3065 Bowers Ave.
SUti Clara CA 95051
Polyphony
PAIA Electroniee, Inc.
1020W. Wilshire Blvd.
Oklahoma City OK 73116

ACGNJ News
Amateur Computer Group of New Jersey

UCT I
1776 Raritan Rd.
Scotch Plains NJ 07076
ACS Newsletter
Amateur Computer Society
260 Noroton Ave
Darien cr 06820
Cache Newsletter
Chicago Area Computer Hobby Enthusia18
P.O. Box 36
Vernon Hills IL 60061
Cola Insight
Computer Organization of Loe Angeles

P.O. Box 43611
Los A"itles CA 90M3
Computer Hobbyist Group· NT Newsletter
Computer Hobbyist Group· North Texas
2377 Dalworth No. 157
Grand Prairie TX 7S05O
DACS Newsletter
Denver Amateur Computer Society
P.O. Bo, 6338
Denver Co 80206
Oigiter's Digest
Oeveland DigitaJ Group
G. Henkel
6590 Chaffee Ct.
Oeveland OH 44141
FJectronotes
Newsletter of the Musical Engineering Group
203 Snyder Hill Rd.
Ithaca NY 14850
Homebrew Computer Club Newsletter
P.O. Box 626
Mountain View CA 94042
HP·65 UICf'I Group
Richard J. Nel80n
2541 W. Camden PI
Santi Ana CA 90024Interbce

sees (Southern California Computer Society)
P.O. Box 3123
Los Angeles CA 90051
I/O Newsletter
South Florida Computer Group
410 NW 1I1th A
Miami FL 33168
MAPLE (APL & Mia.',)
Box 574 NUMS
Olicago IL 60611
Newsletter of Washington Amateur Computer Society

.

WA~

C/O Robert J. Jones
4201 Musachl18elts Ave
Washington D.C. 20016
Northwest Computer CJub Newsletter
P.O. Box 5304
&attle WA 98105
Penonal Systems
San Diego Computing Society

P.O. Bo, 9988
San Diego CA 92109
TACS Newsletter
Larry Hughea
RI. 14, Box 351.116
Tall.h~" FL 32304
The Analytical Engine
Chesapeake Micro Computer Club
236 St. David Court, X4
Cockeysville MD 21030

PROFESSIONAL

Circuit Manufacturing
BenwiU Publishing
167 Corey Rd.
Brookline MA 02146
Computer Decisiona
SO Easel: St.
Rochelle Park NJ 07662
Computer Design
221 Baker Ave.
Concord MA 01742
Computer World
797 Waahington St.
Newtonville MA 02160
Computing NewBletter

Box 134J
Colorado Springs CO 80933
Datamation
1801 S. La Cienega 81.
Lo. Ang<lu CA 90035

EON
221 ColumbU! Ave.
Boston MA 02116
Electronic Engineering Times
Elt'ctronic Buyers News
280 Community Dr.
Great Neck NY 11021
MFO Systems
Hitchcock Bldg.
WMalon IL 60181
The Journal
Technological Horizona in Education
Information Synergy Inc.
P.O. Box 992
Acton MA 01720
Microcomputer Digest
2589 Scott Bhrd.
Sonia Clan CA 95050
Minicomputer News
8enwill Publishing Corp.
167 Corey Rd
Brookline MA 02146
Oregon Computer Teacher
Oregon 'Council Cor Computer Education
4015 S.W. Canyon Rd.
Portland OR 97221

ELECTRONICS

E1ectl'Onics Projects Newsletter
Box 1026
Fremont CA 94538
FJementary Electroniee
229 Park Ave South
New York NY 10003
Popular Electronics
One Park Ave.
New York NY 10016

The Pilot Information Exchange
Gregory Yob
d o LO·OP Center
8099 La Piau
eototi CA 94928

Radio E1ectronica
200 Park Ave. South
New York NY 10003
73 Maga%.ine
Pelt!rborough NH 03458

-

dr. dobbs journal of

-
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COMPUTER
Calisthenics & Orthodontia*
Running Light Without Overbyte
A REFERENCE JOURNAL FOR USERS OF HOME COMPUTERS

t abla .. o f contants,
vol uma

I [to datel

TIny BASIC Status Letter· Dennis Allison
16-Bit Binary-to·Decimal Conversion Routine· Dennis Alfison
Build Your Own BASIC (reprinted from pce, Vol. 3, No.4) . Dennis Allison d: others
Build Your Own BASIC, Revived (reprinted from pcc, Vol. 4, No. II . D. Allison Ii M Otristo{{er
Design Notes for Tiny BASIC (reprinted from pcc, Vol. 4, No.2) • D. Allison, HQPpy lAdy, Ii friends
Tiny BASIC (reprinted from pcc, Vol. 4, No.3] • D. Allison. B. Greening, /I. Lody, Ii lou of friends
Extendable Tiny BASIC· John Rible
Corrected Tiny BASIC IL· BernQrd Greening
Tiny BASIC, Extended Version (TBX), Part I - Dick Whipple Ii lohn Arnold
E",.mple, Comm .... d Set. Loodi .. , J .. strlutjo .. s, OCIIII Lilli .. ,

leiter & Schematics - Dr Robert SudinB
USI"LJJ ..nlr .. lolnr ,II,

10 add molll

a/leal I .... et l·o .. s /0 To'

RA 'U

What? Another Computer Hobbyist Magazine? - Editorial
A Crilic.11 Look at BASIC - Dennis AIIi.~()n
Mu,jc,; of

iI

Sort - SIc' Ill'

/JrmI/Ji(,f

S('J;.LUAL: a hil!hcr level lallt.:lIagc for 8001:(/8080 systems - Murk Arnold &:
de~ripti"t'

Nat Wadsworth

information

Tiny BASIC, Extended (TBX), Part 2 - Dick Whipple &. John Arnold
..

complete implementation documentation, source listing,
error corrections, nOles on two relocated versjons
Compulers that Talk - Jim Day &: Editor
unlimited English language voice synthesis equipment. available In kit form for $1000

letters & Notes
TBX Mods for a SWI'P TVT·2 - Adolph Stump!
Tiny BASIC Available for the 6800 . Tom PittrtUln
BYle Swap (classified ads)

Dalab3S~ O~cstionnaire

and Subscription Blank

noJ
Denver Tiny BASIC, including 1·0 arrays - user & implementation details. and source code
A Breakpoint Routine for MOS Technology 6502'$
Keyboard Loader for Octal Code via the TVT-2
Program Repository & Tape Duplication Facility
Programming
Proposed Functions for Tiny BASIC
Division remainder & Multiplication overflow
Tiny BASIC Suggestions & Mark·S Needs
Notes to Tiny BASIC Implementers
6800 Tiny BASIC for $5
Parser Saves Pain & Another BASIC Bombout
Signetics 2650 Tiny BASIC
APl', Appeal
Music & Computers
Mods to Dompier's Music Program
Computer Process for Rapid Production of Musical CompOSitions (big machine stuff)
Computer Speech & Computer Sensing
Touchless Sensing for Under StOO
It Can Talk ... But, Can It Sing?
Bugs &. Fixes
Altair Hardware Glitches & Fixes
Grammar Glitch in Extendable Tiny BASIC
SPHERE-icat Complaint
Quik Bits
Diablo Printers
Seattle Computer Hobbyists Unite
Microcomputer APL
New Jersey Computer Festival
8080 Systems for the Wealthy
Southern California Computer Society
Monterey Computer Phreaques
16K BASIC for the 8008 (public domain)
Future Stuff
Our 'Want' List
Where Do We Go From Here?
A Public Interest Communications Satellite
Miscellaneous & Nitty Gritty Stuff
Signelics 26S0 IGt for Under S200 - includes 1 K monitor ROM and 512 bytes of RAM
Submittink Items for Publication
Pee Bookstore and Bvte Swap (ads)
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Editorial: History Repeats Itself ... I Hope Jim C. Warren, Jr.
Scanning the Industry Periodicals
Information derived [rom the May 24th issue of Electronic News

•
Copyright Mania

1976 Trenton Computer Festival. a photo .tsStJy
TIDBITS

40 Chan/Line Printer for $250
Day Recommends Science Articles

FEATURE ARTICLES

First Word on a Floppy-Disc Operating System
Command Language &: Facilities Similar to DECSYSTEM-JO

.Votrax Makes the Offer

Hardware & Software for Speech Synthesis Lloyd Rice
Detailed discussion of techniques & hardware/software trade-offs

Bad Bit Gelters, memory test program

Ray Boaz

UNIZAP: a modification of the Shooting Stars game

1. Shepard

Palo Alto Tiny BASIC
Li--Chen Wang
Ilser documentation & complete. annotated source code

SYSTEMS SOFTWARE

sees

MINOL-Tiny BASIC with Strings in 1.75K Bytes Frik T. Mueller
An outstanding implementation by a hi[.rh school junior

A Note to Members of

System Monitor fOT 808G-Based Miaocomputers Charlie Pack
Keyboard control over program loading, examination, modification
& execution

Texas Tiny BASIC (TBX) Marries TV-Casselle Operating
System (TVCOS)

Concerning Lou Fields

the Editor

Index to TIle Computer Hobbyist

NOTES
DATA

What's a DAMUG?
JlPDEC Visits PCC
Chicago Stores
The Alpha-Numeric Music Syfem
Malcolm Wright
Progrl11n Repository & Tape Duplication '.clilty
Byte Swap want ads
BASIC Just Won't Cut I~ letter
How 'Dout Small PASCAL, editor's reply
Subscription & Information Fonn
PCC Bookston: Orrerinp

Submitting items for publication
Reprint privileges
SubScription & information form
PCC Bookstore titles
]V Dazzler Contest

I

DR. DOBB'S JOURNAL of COMPUTER CALISTHENICS &ORTHODONTIA
!
- 8% 11 inch magazine format
x

- "all meat" content; no display ads

- published monthly, except July & December
Content regularly includes:
Complete documentation on systems software
- Tiny BASIC, interpreters, debuggers, assemblers, compilers, cassette & floppy disc
file systems, TV Dazzler software, graphics programs, music programs, etc.
- User documentation, implementation details, complete annotated source code listings
Design notes for build-your-own software
Detailed 'blue skying' about practical systems projects for the immediate future
\
- Tiny BASIC was the first such project
(proposed, March, 1975; detaired, September, 1ii9i-7i'i5;~5~s~vs"t~e~m;;;s~u::p;..;;&:...;.ru:;n",n;.;i;.;ng:-i.-:-M.;;;;.ar;;;c",h"
• .,.'7;..6;;:)+-_:-;o:__~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-I
English language voice synthesis kits
Published len times per year, olOnthly except in July and Decemr.
- Computer music & graphics systems
(Volume 1, Number 1 is January, 1976.)
0$1.50 for a single copy: Vol. ___ No. __ _
- Shared mass storage
0$10. per year (10 issues/year), to begin with Vol. __ _ No. __ _
- & much, much more
o This is a renewal.
- Electronic telephone book
for foreign subscriptions
- Community memory
o add $4. per year for surface mail
- Biofeedback
o add $L2. per year for air mail
Reprints of articles & schematics from
()ayment must accompany order. We do not im'oicc for individual subscriptions or single copies.
computer club newsletters (all of 'em)
Please make your check or money order paYlIblc to People's Computer Company. Thank you.
Indices: All articles in all major hobbyist publications,
& selected articles from other publications
Directories: used equipment sources, users
their equipment, clubs & organizations, etc.
Active consumer advocacy for home computer users
- Supported by magazine sales-not by ads
- No vested interest in good will of manufactul~rs

2

Name
Mailing Addresa ____ _

City ________________________ State ______ Zip Cod, ______ _
This jl1formo.tion rna)' b~ publish~d in
environments: 0 YES 0 NO

djrecton'e~

Q.nd lisls ufindividuaLs interested il1 computers in

non-comm~rcW

Please return this form to: PCC, 80)( 310, Menlo Park CA 94025; (415) 323-3111

16 Bit Computer Kit
I recently put to gether a Pacer 3U miyocomputer development system kit,
made by Project Support Engineering. It has by far the easiest to use operatiolLll
and debug functions of any computer kit that I have used. It has a NOVUS
type (no tactile feedback) calculator keyboard built into the front panel. When

you want to deposit a number such 8S 7532. you hit the 7, 5, 3, 2 keYlon the
keyboard instead of binary switches 1,1,1, 1,0,1, 0,1,1, 0,1,0. The Pacu UlleS
lhe hexadecimaillumbcr system for keyboard input and display. U you do not
know hexadecimal, the keyboard will convert from decimal to hexadecimal
as well as perform hexadecimal arithmetic. Addresses are displayed to the left
and data coni ellIs 10 the right ill alphanumeric LED'&. Using the keyboard you
may examine and/or modify not only memory locations but alao:
•
•
•
•
•

4 accumulators X 16 bits,
a 16 bit prOgt'am counter,
a 16 bit status register,
a 10 word X 16 bit stack,
a 16 bit value register used for &Canning memory to find thc addre86
at which a value is located,
• a 16 bit mask (for use if you are not certain about aome of the bita
or digits in the value),
• and 10 break point registers, 16 bits each.

evaluation
by John Snell

The Pacer worked perCectly the first time I turned onthc power. As I played
with it, 1 began to aPIK'eciate lhe beauty of its high level front panel operational
and debug cavabilities..
Now I wanted to tr)' our teletype with it. 1 quickly wircd up our TIY to the
connector and plugged in a PAC I pc board (TTY interface/resident assembler).
The TTY would not work - oops, I neglected to ground the TTY seleet (low'"
select) pin on the connector. Once I did this everything worked perleetly, and
I enjoyed exploring the Cine operational capabilities of the unit.
Available 800n from P.S.E. will be a I'ROM burning board, and an audio casaelte
interface,;, CRT character generator and interface, a floppy disk interface, and
BASIC (the debugged program burned into PRO~s) as well as other programs in
lirmware. Since the Pace shares instructions with the IMP.16 (minor modification
ol programs mij!ht be needed), there is a lot of 80ft ware alreadv available. The
Bit Bucket 2 ncwalrtlcr is the best BOurce ol PACE and lMP-16 8OCtware.
Program listings are frcc, source tapes SS, object tapes S3.

The keyboard willalao allow you to sequentially incument or decrement through
memory or internal accumulators and registers for examination or modification
of contenl$. Other front panel buttons include run, initialize (reset), restart
(halt CPU but do not reset), and cancel last command.
The kit includes 1111 parts one nuds to have a working desk top microcomputer
development system. The CPU board includes the PACE 16 bit MPU with
necessary input and output bu[ler&. On the control and I/O boards are two
DM8531 (2038 x 8 each) ROMs for the system monitor. AIBO included on
these boards are four MM2112(256 x 4) static RAMs, one MMS740 keyboard
encoder, two hex latches and LED driver circuits as well as all required support
components to interface with the two 4 digit displays and 32 keypad. The
control board has space for (our more MM2112 RAMs. The memory board
comes with four MM2112 RAMs.. Space is provided for 12 more .\tM2112 RAMS
and four MMS204(SI2 x 8) PROMs for future memory expansion. The PAC II
card has 2K x 16 of MOS RAM. The PAC I, PAC II, and PAC III cards are
optiolUll cards.. PAC III is a prototyping card with voltage regulatOrfl. All other
boards also have their own on board voltage regulator.. PAC I is aTIY (or
RS232C) interface and resident a88embler card. With PAC Ithe user may perform
all the front panel functions from a teletype (or similar device using current
loop or RS232C) as wcll as the following useful function.!;:
• Load or punch a paper tape - no bootstrap need be loaded.
• Display a block of memory in one of several lormats including a88Cmbly
langua.ge (yes a dis-auembler! - very useful), ASC n, hexadecimal,
unsigned decimal, or signed decimal.
• Set, list, or reset break or snap poinu (Break points are placed at
strategic locations in a program. They halt execution and display
the contents of specified registers and memory locations.. Snap points
do the same except program execution is oot halted.)
• Enter prografl1B in assembly language format (the assembler converts
your l)t'ograms line by line as you type them, to hexadeci!JUl1. No
paper tape Of' C8.seette nud be used fOf'this.. The assembler and other
features listed here reside in two EA4900 type ROMs which hold 16K
hits each.)
• Use symbols; the assembler does aU address a88ignment and re£erencing.
(One may al90 list the symbol table, delete a symbol or clear the table.)
In addition to the resident ROM memory in PAC I space is provided for twelve
MM5204(512 x 8) PROMs, for future user resident programs..

So what else comes standard with the basic Pacer kit! A case, keyboard,
push huttons, alphanumeric LED's, all interface logic for keyboard and LED's,
a power supply, a mother board (which reduces interconnect wiring and makes
expt.nsion easy), cables, connectors and a fan. Space is provided on the motherboard for 8 extra PC boards (or'£uture expansion. The power supply included in
the kit will put out 8 am!.stotal. J£ you used mostly CMOS on optKmal PC
boards, the power supply would probably allow you to nu all the available
space on the motherboard. P.S.E.l says the supply will power the CPU board,
control board, front panel and logic cards, standard memory board, plusa
TrY/line asaembler (PAC I) and two RAM (2K x 16) memory boards (PAC II).
The assembly of the Pacer 31-1 was easy and quick. I had only a couple of
minor problema. 1 forgot ttl connect the fall power lines at the right step of
1.88Cm.bly. So J had to remove BOrne heat shrink IIOlder wius., and then put new
heat shrink on. Really no big deal, but I don't ~ave a heat gun or hair dryer.
Shrinking heat shrink with a match near the plastic case was somewhat of a
ha_l. I really should get a heat gun. They are also great for troubleshooting
circuits with temperature sensitive problems.
There is a thin flexible cable that runs from the keyboard to the logic. This
Looked fragile, 80 I took my time installing it in its connector. Once installed
however it will never be moved or Oexed again, 80 this is really nothing to
complain aboUL

Overall I very much like the Pacer. I wish sockets had been provided for all
the IC's and a heftier power supply had been used, however, these additions
would of couree increase the cost. The front panel operation and debug capabilities are the best I have seen on any commercial computer kit. I have not
used any PAC U operational memory cards yet; 80 I can't evaluate them.
However, I would highly recommend the PAC I TIY interface/resident assembler
optional card. Having an all8f:mbler and dis-assembler as well as a system monitor
in fu-mware result in relatively quick and easy aseemhly language. programming
and debugging. The 16 bit instructions and data provide (Of' efficient aseembly
language programming as well as increased accuracy. Olle may use words as a
whole or in 8 bit byte&. Common memory and peripheral addrelllling result in
simple quick I/O instruction&.
With the Pacer's 16 bit accuracy and easy VO and a couple of floppy disks,
one could program something like Music V3 and Score 4 for composition and
playing of high fidelity music. Of course you would alllO nud a 16 bit DAC5. I(
a very fast hardware multiply card were added as well as a fast Pace IC (rumored
to be coming out from Nattonal Semi) to replace the pMOS IC, a real time FM
systhesis6 of timbre might be possible. I'm not sure if the rest 9f the Pacer circuits
would be fast enough. Oh well - back to the 4 hit bipolar aliceslor real time
Fourier synthesis

PRICE LIST ON PAGE 31

(I)

Project Support Engineering/750 N. Mary/Sunnyvale, Ca. 94086

(2)

Bit Bucket/Compute.-l1 5/National Semiconductor/2900 Semiconductor- Dr.
Santa Clara, Ca. 950S1.

(3)
(4)

Described in Th~ Technology 0/ Computer Music by M. Mathews, MIT Pte88,
Cambridge, MA 1969.
"Score - A musician's Approach to Computer Music" by L. Smith in the

JOUT1lllI 0/ the Audio Engineering Society (JAES) Vol. 20, No.1, Jan/Feb, 72.
(5)

"Digita.l·t.o-Analog Convertera: Some Problems in Producing High Fidelity
Systems" by R. Talambiraa. Computet' De!ign, Vol IS, No.1, page 63, Jan 76.

(6)

J. Chowning, ''The Synthesis ol Complex Audio Spectra by. Means of
Frequency Modulation" JAES, Vol. 21, No.7, p. S26, Sept. 1973.
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kurt
A MUSICAL NUMBER
•
GUESSING GAME
Inman
ADDRESS

MNEMONIC

CODE

000

LXI H

041

eXPLANATION

Load guess into accumulator from
address 200

This is a number guessing game for the Altair 8800. When you guess
the right number, the Altair plays the song "DAISY" over the radio.
It requires no connections between the computer and the radio. This
program is wriHen for the Altair 8800 with 256 words of memory
and machine language. I demonstrated this program at Cabrllo
College and at the State Science Convention in Fresno. (See "Electronics Class" by Kurt Inman in the May 1976 issue of PCC)

Move accumulator to register B

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
I. Deposit the number to be guessed in address 002

Load number to be guessed into
register H

001
002

b2
b3

000

003

LOA

072

004
005

b2
b3

000

006
007

MOV B,A
SUBH
JZ

010
011
012
013
01.

015
016

b2
b3
JP
b2
b3
MVIA

I I
200

107
22.
312
030
000
362

b2

000

JMP

303
036

02.
025

076

b2

377

JMP

303
036

027
030

CALL

31S

031
032
033

b2
b3

050
000

JMP

303
041

034
035

036
037
040

041
042
043

b2
b3
STA

b2
b3

.,

JMP

MOVA,M

000
176
376

041
110

054

CPI

b2

317

056

JZ

312

057

b2
b3
MVID
b2

050
000
026
040
005

064
065
066

DCR B
JNZ

b2
b3

067
070
071

DCR C
JNZ

072
073

b2
b3

07.
07.

OCR 0
JNZ

076

b2
b3

077

100

MOV B,M

101

INA L
JMP

102
103

b2
b3

Go to 'OAISY' subroutine

Jump to address 041
Store accumulator (answer) in 047

Turn INTE light on
Jump 10 address 041

000

055

063

Jump to address 036

000

373
303
041

053

061
062

Move the data in the next line into
the accumulator

000

062
047

050
051
052

060

,5

Jump to address 036

000

b2
b3
LXIH
b2
b3

044

MoV'll the data in next line into the
accumulator

2. Deposit your guess in address 200.
3. Place radio on top of the Altair and tune it to 550-700 KC and
turn it on.
4. Hit 'RUN'. If computer plays "DAISY': then you have guessed
the number. Rotate the radio to fmd best reception. If lNTE
light comes on, hit srop and examine address 047. If all lights
go on then your guess was too big.. If none of the lights on on
then your guess was too smaU. Go
to step 2 until you
guess the right number.
~

000

b2
b3

026

Jump to address 023 if result is
greater than zero.

000

076

020
021
022
023

MVIA

Jump if above result · 0 to address 030

023

017

b2
b3

Subtract register H from 8ccurn.

302
070
000

106
01S
302
063
000

02S
302
063

Load address of first music data entry

The following lines (053-247) make
the music

PACER continued-
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PACER PRODUCT LINE RETAIL PRICE LIST (JUNE. 1976)

Pa. . linin
CUentity 1 H

1-3
4-9

S895
$855

10 - up $820

•••••••••••••

2H

JH

.... ....
$1075
$1036

$1025

$950

PAC I

PAC II

PAC III

PAC IV

Fan Kit

$180
$175
$170

$22.
$245
$2,.

$60
$4'
$4•

$'
$6
$5

$23

$2S

*"

Qub group buys would help reduce costa.

By Kurt Inman

Pacer W - totally una88embled(not recommended by P.S.E. (or beginners.

350 Nelson Rd.
Scotts Valley CA 95066

Pacer 2H - completely assembled, tested and burned in.

••••••••••••••

Pacer 3~I - unaSilembled except (or logic cards which are tested and burned in..
PAC I - 'ITY interface/resident a86embler card.
PAC

000
054

n-

2K x 16 MOS RAM card.

PAC III - protot-yping card with voltage regulators.

303

PAC IV - dual 43 pin mother board connector (this comes with PAC 1, PAC II

053

~

000

II

PAC Ill).

Fan kit - designed for general purpoae use

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
PROGRAM
A

REPOSITORY

TAPE

&

I he Cummunity Cumputer Center (CCC, will Jl't as a
repu\lImy for prngraI1l1apc~: hOlh !.QUlee taJXl' ~nd hllliHY I~pc~.
heryunc Wl\l:m[! to cnnlrihule prngram~ In the pubhc UOffi;lll1
Jllay dll ~(l
ItlTwJrdm!! appmpriate paper tape\ to CCC. In
I'
I \,\IU ale he~llanl ahuut )uhrntuIII.R a Jlrl)~l3m tor
in PCCor Dr. Dobb's JournIJl because you don't want
disl;ibution, you are encouraged to forward the
the documenlalion 10 pce for publicalion.
The C('C will til\!) serve as a desir .. blc a!tern~lIve aOlI
tn the User Group~ that are Lt)!Hrol1ed and operated
the prnce'>sm mJrlUfJ~:urer~. sume of whom .,;harge
for "memhedllp" ant! u~cess to the programs 111'11

::~::,~,:;~.~:::,:

:::'

[..lIe

Ama/I

Soci~1

Sto~k

MJrk~1

Science

4
4
512
10

.I

J

4

J
2
J
J

Motie
$5
Rescue
5
Pounce
I
Dodgem
3
Sinners
2
English and Spanish versions or Kingdom are wrillen in TSS/8
BASIC

l,::~)~;~~~~~~~-__------------J
STAR TREK FOR YOUR 12K ALTAIR OR IMSAI
Slar Trek (ALTAIR BASIC) 2

The)

'i 1

2

:!J\lkll
Balnum

SI;1"

2

!\11m

4

Clllcb

.l

Chump

.l

B..,f!t'h

:!

J

Galllc'\

Z.. t
1""",·,,·5<,,.
I

511
:!

11\

:!
}

lurkk

,

SII

2
J

IIJIIgmll
M.ullih

It'l 14'1 lhal
undeflUOnd lhe

I

Utnot 01 ouch

Old hIondc . , o:uIPtbic '" Ihls. 100.
they ... ljIftIt,tlly 1... ,1 .......,h.
eornme.t;.1 or iIChool Iyllem ..... ,d>
c:.tIne .... th toh_ • .00. "utkl, yOU

for

.11
of
UIPf'
I
.""""
from l.or.its
"'ltn. Oh veah!
eIII . .1

tor1l

progno .... I,om the

fOfnee.ng Ihll ",obltm 11r! ve ... I
O<III"und tht K_. City "'"tong 01
lhe "'1CtOP'0«I.I0t mdulloy 10 Iorm I
... ndartl ClSSellt """,,,urn 10< progrlM
.nl"C"'ntt The meelll'll _ tllllitl.!!t
lor 1\
10 OIl 9O'ftII

RfId out "1...-.10 til
I htd ro lJI!l lhe .. ",
W1'1I, 'I up ,n 8rt*

bt""",,, compur..
mote than IIIythiftllel.
_ , pienlliul a.wlv of
I hope 10 _,"" _
" lhe 001. I WIll buv
from progr..... ."...1 .nd IIIV •
"".11

I~..,_.

PaJoAhoTinyBASIC
TillY Trek

p,...

royally on them I wllIllJplicllI
_
""" them on ... '" III of
compur., "ores .ound 1'In<! pO ... blV ,n ,.,..,. <)1

!>r..::eo down 10 ~ I
_rll,whUe 10 boolleg _"'CCC.'"
maa COP," lor f. .ncb
0111 from undIr the

1_ duphcliItII equ.puse for ...."" lilt
Ind .ildio thlory _ t i e l
j "'Jling
lIVer 2SOO

.... progno ........ and """ I
..... IIbIt. I»tnt "I '9tt
I ' - ' 10 know "'"II II eIII do.

undtr chll pi... " " 10% of tilt grot.

mak~

S12 program

~1I"

UllftII

I O<>mpUl..

IQ

chick tKh uope

IS II "medI, oornpJong II. bll for 1>;1,

.'Mllhe orl9Onet.

...............

11'.,.,,'I......rime to,e

get

Be ..

10

' 0;''Il0:l ",;:~: I :":'~"':,;,'"

$lor" for .boul
-..Id .....
Thll -..Id .......
fo< eve,V 10.000 01 I'" pro

nol netded, IS I k,V 10
inl"ne-ntnl P'_Iton
........
dIHs. blck
Stir TreIt, tnd to 10Uh

tnd .... th _ _ " I "~"'"
thotnInd CUSIOt'N" OUI
,I onlv 10% 01 lhem btJuOI'Il •
progr ... 11'11. would meln
I~""~~"'
'tlurn for lhe allorl of wnll"ll
~tit>g lhe progr ....
Thlle pr",""" _\lid ..
~~,~ I."~_ to antOll,q protl'''''''''"
boNnll 10< lhe l10rtl
It
_It .... 10 pr....1de lhe toll

""'OY

~~~"~"~-~'~~~~~~;~~i:'~o;.~'~'~~~f:"~oo~1""'"~'~.

...
I. '190'''11 10 like th •• IdN
10 9'lllnro motIOn FiliI
10 gel "'" own comPl'ler
tnd ..... k"'ll
ou, ....; . _
sho_ Ih" nol 10 lit • m"""
Ifklftll· We h_ two a:omput"
II1II prOgrltrnme •• on OUr Ilflf
...,... P>d " '
for mot.

"'.1'

1919 Menallo Ave.
Me nlo Park, CA 94025

doc_I them """I
be .... VOU
... nol chW1na on otherI' work
.t! OIl' ~ wit! lit copyngtn
pie. . pUl In _
ut., lIeps

odN tnd my 00."11
_ lhe
llI!O\llt who hid raken .,.,.. B~" WIfe
tU"OUI thlt I hid .1 Ul> IN cDn
01 progr ....1 can .. II?
le~
Ihev d,d'''t wlnr 10 be
::-,- :,.
'nylhl"l! I wOUld I'xpe~1
bcu"",,td
"'''' I ~" WlIt!....
So ""'JCh for lhol
I ._'.'~ II whIch would go tor 52 9!>
So now _
~ medtuM whIch
I fl"" Stir T,ek prOlJr ..... "'''t
tan be ..... 1'"
54 95 A j)ay.oll PlOW'" f",
........
could go to< ~rt..ps
my

" II for. lind how much

CCC

workiftll on VG"

I ,,~~r.~~"~;;

100000d Iookl. . tltcl1'orNa
I woll hroe them C¥elully
~ 10 mtI<e ....
.ldYerlltid Ind thlt
ptflet;1 We alrHdy
WI

fCC
P.O. 801( 310
Me nlo Park, CA 94025

and then make In ..... ul 101 01 Ilho...
colli to lollow " Ull Tht "-'1119. 10<
wllld> 8~1I hi! ~ en,en COedIt. _

l"""*'ed

$2
2

so it begins -low cost soflware! You can help keep it coming

10 .11 ..... "'....
nol
11'''' I,,",m lhe .....
1"'1 ,,,",y IfIOght
Pfof" lit"' ,n I". .... "'"
Ind hoOI/vllll c:ome InlO lhe
fll>ll oul whir new progno ...... e .... il

let ....

For information. write to PER·
SONAl COMPUTING '76. 503
West New Jersey Ave., Somen
Point. New Jersey. 08244.

5 4

<\h:I)!c'i

I·"
••'" ......""ftII No1ihll--vone
...... ·1 ....d of toltw..

ginner.
businessman,
for theand
student,
even for
for the
the
advanced computer el(pern.
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Counties Amateor Radio Associ·
ation of New Jersey,
,and is
being held in th"Ai;,':oNi~iTiOi"-1
ED convention facililies of the
Shelburne Hotel/Motel, Michigan
Ave. on Ihe famous Atlantic City
Boardwalk. El(perts in their fields
will conduct many varied seminars
and demonstrations on all aspects
of personal computing. For the be-

.1

W,,,d (;JI1IC'

PROGRAMS FOR SAlE1
NItowoomet. 10 lhe comPUle. Ileld
.~ _ I " , , " ....... IItd. one. lheV
" - lheir .... ltC'll> up _ 'unn.... 10
lInd I"',
they ...... " 1TIICh'''''rv
1". ....nNI rh.ftII IuSl 1111 I"',t

PERSONAL COMPUTING' 76 will
be a national gathering of manu·
facturers and 0591'5 10 discuss and
exhibit microcomputers, and is

00 or this issue ror more inro.

Numhcf
I\hJ'C
Trap

HUl!!"1

Attant ic City. N.J.
Augost 28th. 29th. 1976
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76 Consumer Trade Fair
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Aho(fanfare)
Tiny BASIC
is now
available
fOfBASIC!
your ALTAIR
or 00
IMSAI.
1he liP 2000F
Jnd
afe discusseu in !Vital To Do
Plus ...
... Tiny
Trek
ror Tiny
See pages
.,

Personal
Computi ng

'--2::;:;;::::=:::=::::::::::::~~~~:7:::--,---,--::-::-.!..~
to the poplic. The weekend
r The following games afe in Dartmoulh BASIC and are described open
snow is 'P(lnsored be the Soothern

(415).Ufl-4444
~,'aIIJhk.

J

5
7
5
5

,

Wumpus
('aves::!

Duplica1iun ~harge: 51/uunce or fractltln Ihele,,!", fur lapc~
(weighed after punching)
(Auu 6'", t~)( fur ',rders mailed I" 3 (;Ilil'urnia auu!csq
PIISI~ite & h~ndllllg: 50.501111 mUCI) ul-SS ~nu less
SI !HI tlruels exccedl11g 55
Payment nHl.~1 "dCCU1l1pJny all urdcrs. OnJer~ WIll bc nl"diJeJ
brsl CI"d~', within .1 d3y~ til' receipt.
of lapes will be published now and then in PCC and in Dr.
• Dobb", Journal. Order tapes from:
(ummunlty (nl11putel Center
1(11) MCI1,l!t1l A,'enue
I I"Jrk, (A 94025
The rnlltlwlIIg ....,ulce tapes ~Ie current Iy

Kmg
Civil2

Pohey
Polul
4
Fictmn Games
Trader
J
5
SlIrl
, 9 l.:l~1 Chapter
Crash
4
Lunar
5
Revers
S22
Zeros

Rover

develupeu and offered ttl the Usc! Group, withuut

J
J
J

'",

I "'~""'"
tu the (a~es
Caves I

There i\ III> memhcl\hip fee ftlr acce\~ lu the tape, I'lom the
I 11
Ctll1Iputcr ('enttl. I n\te~d. one pay~ nnl)' for thl'
I
m~lling CllstS:

~

FACILITY

\lJnd~1

I "'P,,""""'

I

DUPLICATION

PUBl.IC DOMAIN ALTERNATIVE TO MANUFACTURERS' USER GROUPS

~eve<y_korto,

~"

Bv bn"lllftll I
....

10 lhil

I the foltd 10 grow

,.1r.----------1
I/O Editorial by Wayne
Green , reprinted rrom Ihe
July 1976 issue or 73
Magazille, published mOnlhly
by 1 J, Inc., Peterborough,
NH 03458.
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TeleVISIONS is the magazine for media producers and activists. Theory meets
practice and artistry meets public need. Bi·monthly. $10 fOf" ten issues from
TeleVISIONS Magazine, P.O. Box 21068, Washington D.C. 20009.

NASAGA ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Oct 14-16,1976
Crabtree Sheraton Holel
Raleigh NC

The AMRAD COMPUTERFEST will be an exoosition of micro-

computers tor computer amateurs, radio amateurs and the general
public. It is being sponsored by the Amateur Radio Research and
Development Corporation (AMRAD), a non-profit 5(;ientific and
educational organization.

The 1976 North American Simulation and Gaming A ssociation C on ference will altempl 10 meet the needs

The AMRAD COMPUTERFEST will be held on October 24.1976

at the Vienna Comm1inity Center, 120 Cherry 5t., Vienna, Virginia,
near Exit 115 of the Washington, D.C. Beltway.
The exposition will be almost entirely devoted to small computers
of the type suitable for home use. There will be displays of microcomputer systems by various manufacturers' representatives as well
a} tables for used or surplus equipment, circuit boards and parts.
Peripheral devices including video terminals, teletypewriters and
RTTY equipment will be shown. Forums will run through-out
the day on subjects of interest to the serious hobbyist, students,
and the general public. There will also be an opportunity to talk
to representatives of various computer clubs and magazines.
Admission will be $4.00 at the door ($3.50 advance registration
by mail for pickup at the door). Make checks payable to AMRAD.
Write: COMPUTERFEST. P.O. Box 682, McLean, VA 22101.

C.H.O.I.C. E.
The Clearing House for Options in Children's Education
IS a non·profit corporation serving as a resource and fund·
raising center for alternative schools in the Washington met·
ropolitan area. We believe that people should have the free·
dom to learn in an environment that nurtures their natural
curiosity and enthusiasm. Since alternative schools are
unique models pioneering this kind of growth environment,
we work in a variety of ways to support and strengthen
them.

C.H.O.I.C.E. NEWSLETTER
Surnner School Building
17th & M Streeu, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Our ntfWSlemr is publishflti ten times a y..r by
C.H.O.I.C.E. staff.

specific subject areas while continuing
to offer papers and symposia in game
theorv . design and evaluation .

For inro : NASAGA, c/o Ortice or Research, Evaluation and Planning, North
Carolina Slate University, Durham NC 27707

THE BATTLEGROUND GAME STORE

is a place to play board games and computer
games. Emphasis Orl games simlliatirlg historical arid IlItllre military conflicts {What? No
peace games?/ The store is at 7J Bleeker
Street. just east 01 Broadway, in New York
OIY.

fS.oo, one yeu wbleription for indivi·

dSlO.oo,
.."
one yeu wbaa-iption (or Inai·
tuUon.
S6.00, one year .ubieription for indh·i·
duaIJ and a contribution to hetp coyer the
coat. of .ndinl the neWlteUer to people
who ean't arlord it.
Donation. are u.-deductible.

SCIENCE FOR CITIZENS?
t~

THE TOWN FORUM

The National Science Foundation has prepared a report to Congress
on a proposed program to accomplish the following 3 objectives:
•

The Town Forum is a community of communities. Subscribe to the Town
Forum Journal and altend our May meetings to learn more about Cerro
Gordo, Experimental City 1, Arcology Circle and many other communities
across the country. Join us and choose your own level of participation,
from interested subscriber to community builder and resident. We welcome
your interest, your ideas, and your active participation.
TIle Town Fonlm, Cerro Corda Ranch. Dorena Lake, Cottage Grove OR 97424.

COMPUTALKER

Voice output for your ALTAI R, IM5AI or POLYMORPHIC
computer. Available September 1, 1976. Price: $395. For
info, write to Computalker Consultants, 821 Pacific Street
NoA, Santa Monica, CA 90405.

eocentRJc
EOCENTRIC; A Journel of Educetionel
Chenge supports people working to
change education and to make change
through education.

of the game designers and users with a
series 01 workshops and papers in

S6/year (6 issues) Sample copy $1.00
EOCENTRIC, P.O. Box 10085, Eugene
OR 97401.

•
•

Improve public understanding of public policy wues involving science and technology.
Facilitate participation of scientists and engineers in public
debate on scientific and technical issues.
Enable non-profit citizens groups to acquire necessary expertise to assist them in dealing with scientific and technical
aspects of public policy issues.

Nine approaches considered are;
Registries of scientists and engineers.
Media programs
State based support centers
Scientist and engineers Associate program
Internship program for science and engineering students
National clearing house with regional branches
Regional centers
Forums, conferences and workshops
Grants to independent journals.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

It's difficult to fully visualize just where this program could lead, but
when you consider the potential of any Federal proqram, it is worth
looking into, just to make sure it does not become a tool of special
interests and/or a government guide to acceptable technological and
scientific thinking.
Check with your library, or write the National Science Foundation,
Washington D.C. 20550 for a copy of the report.

- The Old Soldier-

(... continues his two·wheeled pedagogical
ways from last issue)
Cyclists today must learn to interact
smoothly with cars and traffic flows.
Our roadways are rarely designed with
bicyclists in mind, and motorists often
don't take extra precautions on your
behalf.
Bike·car collisions, as well as doing great
damage to your bike, offer the greatest
risk of serious personal harm. So, for
everyone's sake, follow these traffic tips.
BE PREDICTABLE to motorists.
Surprises on the road can have painful
results.

e

CoP1rllht.
1975 by Urban Bikeway Deaisn CoUat.oratlva. aU riahU r"'nad. l'er.t .. ion to
reproduce portion. of tbi, pub1icat.ion, for educat.ional purpo'e' only, ~t be obtained froUlOC, 1791 Be.con St., Brooklille, Ka .. acllu.etta, 02416. No portion of tilt.. publication .ay
b. 'reproduced for ,ala.
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for further information about the purchase of

SPROCKETMAN; contact
Urban Scientific and Educational Research, Inc.

W20-002, MIT
Cambridge, MA. 02139
(orl
Urban Bikeway Design Collaborative

P.O. Box 2983
Stanford, CA. 94305
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D~ta

comes in difftrem flavors. The two types
users
are most familiar with are numbers and strings. Many ~ASIC systems
also provide the user with a third data type; matrices. Occasionally there
are other types as well, such as logical values, which are either zero or
one, and various peculiar types such as are often associated with files.
There is an important type of data however, which is not available on any
BASIC system - the pointer. In this article we will discuss how to implement pointers in BASic.
The pointer is the fundamental unit of structural information. Structures
are so universal in computing that it is impossible to even begin to examine
them in any detail in this article; the techniques presented here should be
used as a basis upon which you can build more sophisticated programming
practices.
Pointers are values which are used to indicate relations (or "connections")
between other units of data. To create structures from this data each of
the items in the structure must have a unique value associated with it, called
it's location oraddress. For example, suppose that we wish to connect ten
values stored in a one dimensional array in some sort ofa structure. Then
the integers I, 2 •...• 10 would be the aduJ'::ses of those values. If the
ten values were stored in a 2 by 5 array then the ordered pairs (1,1),
(1,2), . . .• (1,5). (2,1). (2.2) •...• (2.5) would be the addresse, of those
values. and SO on. For the sake of simplicity. we will assume that the
addresses we will be discussing can be represented as single numbers.

I

A pointer is simply a variable whose value is an address. Sin'?C we have
assumed that the addresses we are talking about are single numbers we can
use ordinary BASIC variables to represent pointers. Pointers can do only
thing; they can connect or "point at" data items. Pointers are not
oroinrury numbers; in particular adding, subtracting or doing other sorts of
arithmetic with pointers has no meaning. Dividing a pointer by three. for
example, makes as much sense as dividing a string by three. Pointers/us/
point, and I thmk I have made my point ........ .
To avoid confusion with ordinary numbers pointers are often represented
by arrows w~en they appear in diagrams. Let's call our array of ten values
A, and let's say that the variable P is a pointer which is pointing at the sixth
element in A. We would diagram it Like this -

~.A

1>,,,, A(I!t»

ITh.,,, is a sp'c:cial pOint&r value that is often very useful. It is called the
pointer. It is a pointer that doesn't point anywhere. In this article
we will use the number, zero to represent the null pointer, The null pointer
also often called NIL (~sually in capital letters) with reference to the
language, which has contributed a number of other weird words to
I ",mputetscien"ce, anCl which was one of the nrst computer languages to
specir~JJy wjth structures.

I

diagramsl.'NIL 15 often represented as a diagonal sLash through the box
:~;;~~~~::the pointer, with the ~lash in the same orientation as the slash
tl)e n\.lmeral
.. ~ (you <fo slash your zeroes don't you?!).

..

I.;n~ '?O~te'rs are easJly represented by numbers.they may be stored in
larrav,. possibly in the &af!le array as the rest of the data, For instance. in
example below, each complete row of the array A is considered a data
the first element in the row is a number and the second
leJem,en!, in the row are ppinters to other rows.

you know about p'ointers. Here is the example..
re'lnember the best
in life are sometimes the

N05. Mo,

73U (!J (!J l1lE (!J ~I

I
ina-easing
<:rder. It does this without moving the random numbers in the array. Data items
romist of one number and one pointer. The pointer points to the next largest
random number in the list. The largest number has. null pointer associatecl with it
Initially there is a special item at the N + 1 address containing a zero (smallest
•
poaible numbe.... end a null pointer. When a random oumber is generated it Is
in A. Then the Pl"ogram searches down the list following m. poin(MS. When it

finds a number larger than the one just generated, it inserts the current number into
the list prior to that Item. If the search reaches the end of the list it attaches the
new element to the end. Notice that these insertions are accomplished simply by
changing the values of the pointers. Study this program untit you understand hew.
it works.

140
150
200
210
220
230
300
310
320
330
340
350
400

530
543
550
560·
570
580
600
610
620

630
640
650
660
700
710
720
730
740
750
800
810
820
830
840

AC100,21
REM ••• TALK TO HUMAN •••
PRINT "HELLO, HOW MANY VALUES u,
INPUT N
PHINT
ACN+l,11=0
ACN+l,2)=0
~EM ••• GENERATE RANDOM VALUES •••
FOR 1=1 TO N
ACI,) J=H:ND(0)
J=N+l
REM ••• LOOP TO rIND PLACE TO INSERT •••
K=ACJ,2J
IF K=0 THEN 400
IF A(K,I}>A(I,11 THEN 40~
J=K
GOTO 300
REM ••• INSERT IN LIST •••
ACI,2J:;K
ACJ,2J=1
NEXT I
REM ••• PRINT THE AKRAY •••
~rHNT "O~IGINAL AR~AY :"
PRINT
PRINT "ADORESS","VALUE"_"?OINTE~"
PRINT
FOR 1=1 TO N
PKINT I,ACI,1J,ACI,2J
NEXT I
P~INT

REM ••• PKINT THE LIST •••
PHINT
PRINT "50/o(TEO LIST :"
PRINT
paINT "AOORESS","VALUEu,"~OINTER"
PRINT
J=N+I
~EM ••• LOOP TO PHINT LIST •••
K=ACJ,21
IF K=0 THEN 800
P~INT

K~ACK,ll,ACK,2]

J=K
GOTO 700
REM ••• SAY BYE BYE •••
PRINT
Pt-(INT
PRINT
END

-

DON'T BE
A DONUT• ••

Letters And Other NUMbers
APt News
APL Press is a new publishing house devoted exclusively
to APL. Its first book, to appear this summer, is 8
high school toxt on elementary analysis by Iverson.
Several other titles are planned for publication this
year. and further manuscripts are being sought.

• r,H ....

~~'i>e.~

~ :II. """" <l.. 'f "0" *

A newsletter is also planned, to present brief articles.
problems, definitions of functions, reports on conferences, correspondence. and other items of interest
to the APL community. The first iswe. which is
scheduled for July. will include a report by Professor
Jenkins on a recent APL implementors workshop. an
anicle on magic cubes by Professor Mauldon. and
material on a new form of function definition excerpted
from a forthcoming book.

f

Readers interested in receiying the newsletter and
information on other publications, or in submitting
material for publication, should ....... ite to APl Press
Box 27, Swarthmore, PA 19081.

Dear Doctor Dear Dr. Inman:
Your recent article about CabrUJo College Peoples
Computer Company Newspaper was exciting. We
are planning to move to the Peninsula Area this
summer. Would you please give me the address of
Cabrillo College so I can sign up for a young boy
who is interested in amateur radio, computers, etc.

"It's a subset of APU"

/I

'Otank you very much.

11

Dear Bob:

Sincerely,
Joseph C. Sharp

•

I Want To Do Somethmg

2176 Apple Tree Lane
Schenectady, NY 12309

DearJoe:
T1umk you for tire feller in responu 10 my article
011 Cabrillo College. Cabrillo is fOCtlted at 6500
Soquel Dr., APIOS, C4 95003. Aptos is a small
commullity located a few miles JOuth of Santa Ouz.
II ;s flOC in the immediate Peninsulo area but is on
Monterey Bay. I am sure they would liM to have
you in one of their classes. 17um/a alsO for the
compliment of calling me Dr. Don Inman, but I
connot claim the title. I am a high schoolteacher
at San Lorenzo YaJ/ey High as you con see from
my other Story on page 18 in May, Pee I hope you
will look me up when you get out here.
Your friend,
Don Inman

Star Trek I Space War Game
A version of the STAR TREK/SPACE WAR game
is now available for the ALTAIR 8800. It is written
in ALTAIR 4K BASIC and is being distributed by
International Data Systems, Inc. The purchase price
of $10 (checks OK) includes a complete program
source listing, operational instructions, tips on how
to "patch" the program to add your own features, a
one year limited warranty against "bugs", and
postage and handling. The limited warranty states
that a corrected copy will be provided if any errors are
identified. The limited warranty does not provide
replacement for time or resources lost as a result of
such errors. Orders should be addressed to: Star
Trek OHer, International Data Systems, Inc.,
P.O. Box 593001-AMF, Miami, Fl 33159.

See pages 23 and 32 for more
STAR TREK information..

J

I've written to you before under the name Cap'n
Quirk.. But, it's not Cap'n Quirk who's writing now;
it's Paul Holbrook. We are two different people.
I've been reading through my March 1976 PCC and
the page on Chris Moseley's "People's Software Factory," attracted my attention. I think it's fantastic
that a high school student like myself could get out
and really start something. I'm a highschool
sophomore, and I~ getting the urge to start something or do something, as weU. I live in Pleasanton,
and if Pleasanton wasn't so close to Menlo Park, I'd
think of starting a center_ I want to do something,
I'm just not sure what. Do you have any idea's on
what can be done by someone like me?

/ PQul, ifyou reQlly want to start Q center, do it!
The Dragon.]
Moving on to another subject, in the May PCC
I noticed your thing about writing readable programs. I think this raises some questions. Now I
agree whole heartedly that people should try to write
readable programs. I've been guilty of writing some
pretty unreadable stuff. You may remember I sent
you a program to punch characters on paper tape
a while back. Reading through it again, I doubt anyone couJd ever figure that idiot thing out. You
probably took one look at it and gave up on it. Now
here's my point: In big, disk based systems, there is
really no reason not to write readable programs. You
usually have (for all practical purposes) unlimited
room and programs can be loaded very quickly.

But what about using a small memory mini or micro?
Here, one just cannot afford the space of the time
needed to load such things through 10 cps teletypes.
Take my case. The system I use is an EDUSYSTEM
2OC. We have 16K and 4 users. Our school has one
on-line teletype. Here it really is impractical!!! Why
does your listing need all sorts of comments if your
program is debugged? {So people con read it and
find out how it works.{

I also question some of the programming techniques
used. Do multiple statements per line have any
place in a readable program? {Definitely. Especially

when they leI you put Q complete "thought" on one
Iille.{
One thing that my programming style books tell me
is that GOTO's should be used as little as possible.
Mac's method results in more GOTO's!!! For instance,
he often replaces things like:

10 IF X;;() THEN 100

with 10 IF X z 0 THEN 30

20

20 GO TO 100
30

'This bugs me!! Maybe I'm wrong. I've probably been
schooled in all sorts of bad habits by the need to crunch
code down to fit into our machine. This will also be a
problem for many people first learning programming on
micros.
All things considered, whenever I get other people's
programs I,. crunch wildly, but when I write my own,
111 try to make them understandable. Maybe I'U send
you a readable version of my tape punch program_
Making a program readable also can show how ba~or
good- it is, so maybe I won't.
By the way, on your Synergistic Beer Drinking, what

if you don't drink beer? Does that mean you shouldn't
drop by? {Howaoout serendipitoUJ bUllenniJk?/

So much for my ravings.
PauJ Holbrook

6104 Craterlake Ct.
Pleasanton, CA 94566
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MORE LETTERS A Satellite For The People ?
The average non-profit organization in the U.S. with
10,000 or more members today spends more than
$160.000 for communications services. The 900 such
organizations known to e)(ist across the country.
ranging from such diverse groups as the League of
Women Voters, the National Education Auociation.
the Sierra Club, the Consumers Union to the
National Police Officers Association of America spend
close to $145 million: $53 million for national and

1l from down left

Name The Dragon
Dear PCC,
How about a name the dragon (the one with 3 heads)
contest?

Ira Wex.1er

3031 Glen Ave.
r-...,\...._2Ba~11ltimOr.. MD 2121 5

This may soon change, thanks to a series of
major breakthroughs that promise to greatly reduce
satellite hardware and operating costs. New,8)(peri·
mental satellites are capable of transmitting telephone,
data, radio and TV signals to small (three to ten foot
diameter dish antennas), ine)(pensive ($2,000 to
$10,000) ground receivers. This newer satellite
hardware may become within reach of non-profit
organizations, if policy options are left open with
respect to its continued development.
PISA was formed in the Fall of 1975 as a non·
profit organization to help spearhead the effort to
encourage the development of 10woCQst communications
satellite technology. "Our survey is an important first
step in this direction," said Andrew Horowitz,
PI SA's other Co-Director. "It's important because
it is the first serious attempt ever taken to demonstrate
that the non-profit community is gaining an awareness '
of communications needs, and that it is organizing
itself to assure that technological and regulatory
policies reflect these needs."
The survey was commissioned by PISA from
Melvin A. Goldberg, Inc., an independent marketing
and communications research organization. Copies
of the 130 page report are available from PISA,
55 West 44th St., New York, NY 10036, for the
cost of reporduction and mailing ($7.50). Information about PISA's future plans is also aYiliiable upon
request.

them) not to plug something in backwards there
wculd seem to be some question as to whether
he (or she) belongs in the course at all.
The authors apparently assume that you are going
to draw your computer board and interface boards
from the supply room and therefore you don't
really need to know much about how and why
they work.
A good deal of the book is taken up with extolling
the virtues of BUB800Ks Present and future.
Ditto with the Mark 80 computer and the interface boards.

regional oonferences. $18 million for long-distance
telephone, $13 million for mail campaigns, $4
million for data transmission, and $3 million for radio

and TV.
These figures were unearthed by 8 study just
filed with the Federal Communications Commission
by the Public Interest Satellite Association (PISA).
The study provides information for policy decisions
currently being made by the FCC concerning the
Mure uses of satellite communications technology.
These decisions, which are being made for the World
Administrative Radio Conferences scheduled to
take place in 1977 and 1979, will establish the ground
rules for the international and domestic growth of
satellite communications services until the year 2000.
According to Bert Cowlan, a Co·Director of
PI SA, "With satellites, we stand at an historic crossroads in telecommunications. The data in this study
shows clearly that the non-profit sector has a need for
IowoCQst means to serve its telecocnmunications
requirements and that it may very well be able to
afford the use of a satellite communications system
designed to meet its specific needs and purposes.
Unless policy makers take these needs into account
now, the public sector stands to lose out on the
benefits of its multi·billion dollar investment in space
technology."
The use of satellites for communications is
hardly new. The military has been using them for
the past 15 yeers. There exists an international,
commercial telecommunications satellite system
(lNTELSAT) serving business and government interests
in more than 80 countries. The use of satellites for
oommerce at home has begun to flourish. These
systems, though, consist of low·powered synchronous
orbiting satellites that can transmit signals only to
extremely IMge (30 to 90 foot diameter dish antennas)
and expensive ($500,000 to $5,000,000) earth
stations. Only the largest and wealthiest entities in
the communications field have been in a position
to use satellites.

BB3 is so redundant as to be absurd. If a student
has to be told 43 times (I didn't actually count

In my opinion, the beginner or the expert will

get far more out of the INTEL 8080 Microcom-

IQ

puter Systems User's Manual @ $5.00
than he could ever get out of Bugbook 3.
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K. Billings
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Champaign, II 61820
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And I have to agree. 883 is just not a good book.
You can learn from it, and there is a lot of infor·
mation there, hut the style and pt"esentation jU61
does not make it. It'8 thick - but there is a lot
of white space that would be better filled with
information. You can do much better. (But
BBI and B82 are useful bookal)

o Allison

Information PleaseGood Morning:
We are working on a plan for a series of "information
stories" that would require computerization for largescale information flow. Our plan involves store·front
access points, an open catalog of information available,
and economic self-sufficiency through both mass mar~ting of Information and "per-bit" charges for both
input and output information.
Ultimately, the plan would involve utilization of the
information for specific problem-solving assignments,
on-going studies of attitudes and values, selective dissemination of information and analysiS to political
figures and others likely to be influenced toward implementing the public good, and much more.
The plan has been compared to giving the human
race a nervous system complete with a brain_
Please send us any information you can that relates
to this task, and let us know if you would like to
get more involved in what we are doing.
Robert A. Moskowitz

403 West School House

un.

Philadelphia, PA 19144

'The best source for this info is The Journal of Community Communications, published now and then by Lee
Febenstein, LGe Engineering, J 807 Delaware St.,
Berkeley, C4 94703.

Bugbook 3 Reviewed (?)
Bugbook 3 was apparently written as a not very
successful attempt to meet these 3 pressing needs
of aU professors:
PUBUSH OR PERISH!, Money, No available book to meet the needs of the course.

It apparently was written as a laboratory manual for

Send A Draqon To Switzerland
INTERNATIONAL MINICOMPUTERS-MICROCOMPUTERS·'77
Europe's first full·scale exhibition and conference devoted exclusively to theac ver.tile devices, will be presented on May 24-26, 1977, at the ralsi, de Exhibitions
in Geneva.
Visiting engineel"8 will be able to examine and compare an
Wlprecedented variety of mini and micro computers., microp-ocessars and peripheral devices. They will be able to
CU88 first hand with exhibitorslhe ways in which these.
instruments may be applied to their individual requirements
in such areu as test and measurement instrumentation,
industrial controls. oUice and busine88 machine8. data
terminals. communications equipment eaeentially any
equipment using digital electronie& This sweeping range
of applications is expected to attract a broad cross section
of the European technical fraternity.

ma-

An additionalattracrion will he an extensive Technical
Program conducted by an inten\ltional team of top
computer experts from the United States, Europe, England
and Japan. The Program will delve into the major areas
of activity a880ciated with thete type8 of computers.
including Design and Development; Selection Guide..
lines; Commercial, Industrial, Engineering, Scientific and
Military Application8; TCBting; Programming TechniquCB;
and Input/Output Requirements.
Further information regarding INTERNATIONAL MlNl-

COMPUTERS-MICROCOMPUTERS-MICROPROCES-

SORS '77 may be obtained from Joseph C. Maurer at
ISCM, 222 W. Adams Sueet, Chicago, IL 606Q6-phone
(31 Z) 263-4866. Or contact Ron Avis at Kiver Communications, Ltd., 149/155 Ewell Rd. Surbiton, Surrey, KT6
6AW England - phone, 01-390-0281.

Dragons Of Probability

Jr? College Chemistry Students and as such might
be barely acceptable. As a self help book I consider it to be of NEGATIVE value. (I sent my
copy back to the bookstore for a refund.)

For thOBe who wish to pursue a study of the relationship
between dragons and computers, may I recommend a
delightful slory entitled ''The Third Sally. or The Dragons
of Probability" contained in a collection by Stanislaw um
titled "The Cyberiad" (Avon paperback, 1976).

BB3 is very disorganized making it virtually useless for reference.

Tim Rand
386 Browns Rd.
Storrs
96268

to uP right"

cr
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AND MORE LETTERS
Pocket Astrodynamics
Dear pcc:
Poseibly some PCC readers will be interested in an article,
"Pocket Astrodynamics", appearing in the March 1976
issue of the Journal of the British Interplanetary Society.
Thia lists three programs written for the HP·65:
(1)

Lunar Flyer with a Terminal Guidance System

(2)
(3)

Orbit Plotter
Lunar MiSBion Simulator (it solves a coplanar,
restricted 3-body problem!).

Single copies oC the Journal are available from:
The British Interplanetary society
12 Besaborough Gardens
London, SWI V 2JJ, England

New Ways To Work

Elektrik Muzik

If you don't really like your work and think there

I just finished reading Malcolm Wright'sAlpha-Numeric
Music With Amplitude Control and also Gilbert Try thall's
itinciples and Practice of Electronic Music. Wright's
booklet, though brief, does contain information useful to
the computer Itlusician. Try thall's book, on the other han{'
is much lengthier but docs·not attempt to cover the subjeci
or computer music in any detail, although the cxistence of
such music is mentioned. Trythall is primarily concerned
with devices such as the Moog and Buchla synthesi:r.ers
rather than computers. (De gustibus non est diBputandum.)

should be a better way to do it, you are not alone.
Ncw Ways to Work, a community vocational resource
centcr in Palo Aho, sees over 2000 people like you
evcry year - poople looking for more satisfying,
meaningful or flexible work or just plain looking
for a job. Wc don't have all the answers, but we do
help people realize their own potential and skills
and support their job search by means oC group and
individual vocational counseling. We do have contacts
with people trying experimental work ventures and
we do have some job listings. We have a special
training program Cor people who want to learn job
sharing techniques. And we do have a Youth
Employmcnt Service which has summer, temporary
and part.time jobs for young people. We also talk with
employers and governmental agencies about alternative
work patterns.

New Ways to Work was established in December, 1972
by three women, Sydney Brown, Barney Olmsted and
at S3 per copy.
Suzanne Smith, who had lcarned from their experience
Norman F. Stanley
in a minority employment service and the peace moveP.O. Box 723
ment that a community·based cmployment center
Rockland, Maine 04841
could start from scratch and help people fmd jobs.
.
From the beginning, NWW has been open to all kinds
May~e these ~e avalltJble from the Hp·65 users club?
of job seekers and pcople who felt that existing
The" address IS: 2451 W. Camden PL Santa Ana, CA 92704. patterns did not fit their needs. The distinction
was not in whom to serve, but in NWW's approach
to them and the world of work. The centcr is somewhat like a travel agency-there arc all kinds of ways
Dear Dragons and Dragonettes,
to gct where you would likc to go, and we can provide
Hope you haven't forgotten me! It's been a long time since advice and information about the process.
I've written, but I'm in a predicament and 1 desperately
New Ways to Work has grown tremendously in ita
need your help. Nearing the finish line in my race to build 3Yl years of existence, from a small, all-volunteer
a TV-Typewriter (I rub my lucky dragon's foot hoping
group to a slaH of 17-25 (part·time, full·time and
it will work when it's complete) I need an acoustic
volunteer staff), three project areas: the Job
coupler or modem or whatever the heck it is to connect
Sharing Project, the Work Center, and the Youth
it over phone lines to computers. PLEASE - can you tell
Employment SerVice, and a budget of almost
me exactly what I need, and who sells the cheapest.
$80,000 this year. We have gotten money £rom
I'm sure this info will be use£ulto other dragons too!
foundations, indiyidual contributions and eETA,

A Predicament

Don Lancaster's ITL Cookbook haa a few valuable tips
on computer music, such .liB using a 1,943.04 kHz crystal
for better pitch. He also mentions using the Mostek
MK5024P chip as a multi-note generator, but docm't
explain how to do it! No doubt, someday, somebody will
publish an encyclopedic computer music cookbook. In
the meantime, everyone will have fun re-inventing the
pianola.
None of the books I have seen SO far (except Malcolm
Wright's) presentlil inlromation in sufficient detail to
be of practical use to the hobbyist. Still, all of them do
give an introduction to the field, although they tend to
concentrate rather heavily on the keyboard synthesizers
and batch systems inca})4ble of real·time synthesis. f
wouJd love to see a book giving concrete examples of
IIOphiaticated hybrid systems, complete with diagrams
and program listings!
Recent articles indieate that computer-controlled
synthesizers are definitely the current trend in electronic
music. See:
"Music Modules to Build Your Own Synthesizer" by
Don Lancaster, PopultJr Electronics, June '76.
Jim Day
17042 Gunther St.
Granada Hills, CA 91344

For My Kids

I am considering the acquisition of a micro-computer systhe Comprehensive Employment Training Act,
Bob Zeidman
tem for my personal use. In my quest for information as tc
but our existence never seems a8BUred for more than
9801 Clark St.
what is available I wrote to several of the manufacturers
six
months
at
a
time.
For
more
information,
send
Philadelphia PA 19115
(Sphere, Altair, etc.) requesting information and prices. I
for "Starting a Work Center in Your Community", a
practical and joyful booklet by Sydney Brown, which will also atated that I was not a programmer and while I could
PS. Where do you dig up those weird 18th century
learn I was more interested in acquiring existing programs
be available in September from NWW at 457 Kingsley,
sketches that find their way into the dep, dark corners
and
wondered what they either had available or whether
Palo Alto, CA 94301.
and gaps between paragraphs and aby88f.:s between stories
they knew of any sources. I received a lot of information
in your paper?
For more information on job sharing, a new work pattel'n
about hardware, very little about80ftware, and nothing
in which two or more people divide respon.sibility, sal·
about application software concerning games, education,
Bob ary and Cringe benefits of one full-time job, contact the Job
etc. I am having a difficult time justifying the acquisition
Get the March 1976 issue of Popular Electronic!. Read
Sharing Project of New Ways to Work. It is funded for
and subsequcnt cost oC a computer to my wife when 1
about "Pennywhistle Modem" Then get one! Complete
one year by CETA to help aIBist the many people who
explain that I can't seem to find IIny programs.
Jat is $97.50 from M cf. R Enterprises, P.O. Box lOll,
need to work less than full time, but find permanent
My main concern is for my children. They range in age
part-time pOsaibilities unavailable. The project's purpose
Sunnyvale CA 94088. Lee Felsenstein, who designed it,
from 10 to 14 years old and our local edueationalsystem
JeZ you will need access to a freq. counter to adjust your
is to convince cmployers to make a policy oC allowing
is anti-computer. (For a number of questionable reasons)
Pennywhistle. 1iy the local computer club or store. 17lOse full· time jobs to be shared and help employees become
I have spoken to people who have had kids play with
effective sharers. Employers find that poople who work
wierd sketches are from a book o[ graphics you can use
computers and their kids seem to be getting more than
fewer hours are more eIfieient and have higher energy
published by Dover. Art stores carry them
mine. My thought is that if my kids can relate' to a comlevels.
Sharing
has
also
been
shown
to
reduce
absentThe Dragon
puter (they are not relating to teachers) and go at their ovo
eeiam and turnover and provide for greater coverage
speed
they will hopefully like learning more and school
during peak periods. When (uJl-time workers who pre1e88. At the risk. of redundancy; I can't get any informatio
fer to work part-time cut back hours, new positions
Pearls
on programs educational or otherwise can't afford
CIIn be offered for Affirmative Action hiring; layo£fs can
Hail Dragon,
DEC or IBM where I know a lot of the program are.
be avoided in times of tight budgets.
Any help you can give me would be greatly appreciated.
I am dismayed lit the thought that owners of your earlier
The New Ways to Work Job Sharing Project holds a
_issues may discard them without regard to us latecomers.
series of workshops for people interested in this type
John G. White
I can only imagine what pearls of programs and gems of
of work schedule. Potential sharers learn techniques
216 E Fifth St.
graphics inhabit the missing iIBues of Volumes 1 - 3.
of pairing, joint interviewing and ways to respond to
Port Angeles, WA 98362
However, no practical means of recirculation comes to
the concerns employers often express. Introductory
mind.
meetings on job sharing are held every Wednesday
morning at 10 at NWW (Call 328-4974 for information).
Anyway thanks for your work so far.
More
In San Francisco, call 653-1017 for meeting times.
[)ear People,
W.G. Brown
To get a publication list on job sharing, including the
NWW booklet "Job Sharing in the Schools" and the
I'm especially interested in the computer music
University
ARLO
study
of
the
City
of
area
and meeting others who are also. I'm presently
Stanford
OIin·up, W. G.! We will reprint the best stuff from out-of
Palo Alto's job sharing, write to NWW Job Sharing
involved in a project to interface an 8800 to a
print PCCs now and then. Look for "Programmer's
Project, 457 Kingsley Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94301.
bunch of synthesizers (musical) and would like to
Toolbox" and "Basic MUSIC" in this issue.
know what's been done In this area.
The Dragon
Michael Smith
Vacaville, CA 95688

From

Pee

Elektrik Muzik
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heavy responsibility, one thilt is not to be slu//ed

SOME MORE LETTERS
John Lees On Tools
Dear Bob,
From the reaction to my first letter I can see that my
brief comments on tools caused more of confusion
than of anything else. 1 intend in the future to
say rather a lot more on the subject, in a more organized
manner, in Oeative Computing. For now "U say
this much in defense of my position:

No, no one understands any tool exactly. It can be
shown that it is not possible to understand any tool,
or any physical object for that matter, exactly or
totally. No, no human being is ever going to totally
comprehend any portion of the universe. The very
act of trying 10 comprehend a part of the universe,
which includes yourself by virtue of the fact that you
3re trying to comprehend ii, puts you immediately
into an infinite recursive loop. Bul enough of such
nihilistic metaphysical bullshit. None or that has
anything to do with what I am talking about!

off behind a facade of slogans such as IMt 0/
tec/moJogical inevitability. In a world in wlrich man
increasillgly meers only himself, and tlren ol/Iy in
tire form of tire products he has made, the makers
and designers of these products tire buildings,
airplanes,/oodstu/fs, bombs, and so on - lIeed to
hove tire most profound awareness that their products are. a/fer all, the results of human clroices.
Men could instead choose to have truly safe auttr
mobiles, decellt televisioll, decent housing for everyone, or comfortable. sale, and wideJy distributed
trrlSS transportation. The/act that these things
do not exist, ill a country that /tas tire resources to
produce them. is a consequence, IIOt 0/ teelmological inevitability, IIOt 0/ the fact thot there is 110
longer anyone who makes choices, but 0/ the fact
that people have chosen to make and fa hove just
exactly the things we have mode al/d do have.
Think about il.
John R. Lees, Jr.

P.O. Box 1543
Rolla, MO 65401

I was speaking'or lools in a runctional sense and
or understanding in the sense or retaining some
control over our ruture and I will continue 10 question
whether we really understand what we create using
tools we don't understand.
Existence is a continuous process; everything is inter·
twingled with everything else, a ract which is rar 100
orten ignored. Ends cannot be considered independently
or means! There are many ways to produce the "same"
hammer. The person who uses the hammer to build
a house may not be aware or the details or its production. but Ihe world he lives in is defined by such
little details. The same things is true or home com·
puters. And, yes, wheUler you like it or not, your
home computer is inlertwingled wilh the starving
children m lndia. This planet isa closed system.
e\.'OlogicaUy and SOcially: your actions do arrect
others! To ignore Ihal interaction is to ignore your
elhical responsibilities as a human being.
The "Old Soldier" is notl,:oncerned that inherently
incomprehensible technology "has been the rule rather
than the exception ever since the discovery or fire."
living in Calirornia. I'm surprised that il hasn't
occurred to him Ihal he might be able to breathe
more easily if an attempt had been made to understand what happens when a rew hundred million
people start their cars every day on the same planet.

Hoboken ComPuter Works
Dear Dragon People,
nle Hoboken Computer Works is another small,
rriendly computer store in the metropolilan New
York arca. A stroke or luck (and a memorable
name) put us right on the rront page orthe N.Y.
Times.

As ror being guided by "dose enough" and "our
continued surviV'JI indicated (sic) that we have done
pretty well in that department so rar ," as rar as I
and many others are concerned. our continued
survival is still in doub!. I would also like to point
out that "so rar" has been an incredibly short time.
'""'''n you think or tomorrow, Iry thinking in terms
or five or len or 3 hundred thousand years. Thinking
in such lime spans le3ds one to wonder why we are
in such a hurry to do everything "quicker."
Remember, 100, that technology is not just something
th3t 'happens to us' out or the blue. Why be so
derensive or technology that most people don't
understand? Musl computers remain black boxes?
Must the public rorever rall rarther and rarther behind
in understanding the devices with which it is manipu·
Iated? What are all those boxes with "blinky lights"
going to be used ror? Can we have an understandable
computer technology? Can we use computers to
bring about useful social change? Are we really doing
something userul in terms or the ruture or this planet?
TIlesc questions are going to be answered. Are we
going to be the ones to answer them?
I'm going to close with 3 quote from Joseph
Weizenbaum's Compl/fer POWf!ralld HumaJl Reason,
an excellent book which I encourage every concerned
person to read:

BUI just QS Illave 110 licclISe to dictate tile Qctiolls 0/
others, "either do the colIS/mctors of the world ill
wllich I must live have a right to ulICmrdirio,rally
impose their visions 011 me. Scientists alld teclmtr
logists IIave, because 0/ their power, all especially

en garde yourself, Old Soldier!

I can't end this note without expressing my personal
appreciation for what PeC has been doing ror the
last rew years. Obscurantism, ego-tripping, and
elitism have dominated the world of computers
ror too long. And even tho Inote lingering evidence
of these nasties in some or your letters. I think you're
doing 3 marvelous job or opening up these musty
rooms to a little fresh air.
Bob Radclirre
Hoboken, NJ
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TinY Timesharing?

The more ambitious a user got. the lower the
window shade would go as the hidden area filled up
with stuff. This would provide a "negative feedback"
effect which might serve to keep the user reminded of
the limited nature of the machine resources. Users
of Incredible Big Monster machines will throw tantrums at the thought of this, but they will have to be
brought into the real world somehow, whether they
like it or not.
I have been talking about multi-user operation,
in which several people use the same program. True
time-sharing requires (I think) that each time the CPU
steps to the next user, it be able to call up the program
(meaning Tiny Basic or Tiny Algol) which that user
wants. Clearly these programs cannot be kept under
the window shade, but if they are tiny enough there
should be enough RAM available on a full-blown
65K system (providing the power supply holds out.)
Incidentatly, it might bea tickly to keep
object code and parameters on the saeen without
pulling the window shade down over them. They
would appear to flicker, sparkle and otherwise rearrange themselves in operation. This would be
a much better show than black screen. and might
serve as a debugging aid, together with a chart of
the binary equivalent of the character set.
That's about as much as I can offer, except
for help in interpreting the VDM- t manual. which
is available for $4 from PTCO. It's a pc-etty good
manual, so I don't think there will be too much call
on that score.

Do it!

r1f
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I wou ld like to get readers to start thinking about
the possibilities of constructing multiple·user or timeshared systems using table-top hardware.
The development which I think makes this
possible is the Video Display Module VDM-' by
Processor Technology Corp., 6200 Hollis St., Emeryville
CA 94608. I happen to have designed it, in part for
the money, but also so that people more skilled in
software than I (and that's almost anyone) could put
together multi·user systems.
The VDM- 1 is a memory module (1024 bytes)
with a window !the video monitor screen). It has an
upper/lowe..- case character set which includes control
characters (1 28 characters). There is a video inversion
cursor which can be set at each character by setting
the high-order bit of that character. This effectively
doubles the character set to 256. Display format is
64 characters by 16 lines.
Since it is memory, the proce5SOf can read from
the VDM as well as write to it. This means that information specific to a given user can be stored in that
user's VDM, pulled out for use when desired, modified,
and put back in. This can happen in a memory area
which is masked from the view of the user by the
"window shade." As its name implies, this is a blanked
area of the saeen which can be "pulled down" from
the top to blank a maximum of 15 text lines. The
CPU determines the length of the shade through a
status byte which it outputs to the VDM through an
OUT instruction.
Suppose that Tiny Basic lor Tiny Algol or Tiny
Fortran or whatever) is set up in the CPU's main memory
area. Several users with VDMs could be building pro~ams, the object code of which is stored in the first
few lines of their screens. (Here my ignorance of
systems software will probably become laughably
apparent. It's the vision that counts.) The CPU runs
through a schedule in which it pulls out the object code
and tables of parameters in a user's saeen, runs the
program until a convenient point is reaChed, stuffs
the code and new parameters back under the window
shade, and goes on to the next user. One of the para·
meters would obviously be the location on the saeen
of the cursor. If the total number of bytes used for
this storage were 512 per user, that would still leave
8 lines of 64 characters. These could be configured as
two columns of 32 characters, having a total length
of 16 lines.

Lee Felsenstein
LGC Engineering

, 807 Delaware S1.
Berkeley, CA 94703
(415) 845-4736

EVEN MORE LETTERS

Bob Leedom Visits Earth
Dear Bob and People,

TI,e allusions to software technology are intriguing- ....
how would yOIl write a "tapeworm" progrom into a
data nello attack Ihe files o/someone you have a
grudge against? lOr the virus program llull sttuches
for, finds alld attacks time·slUlrillg systems· see
MIen Harlie Was One by Dayid Gerrold. 11,e
[)rogOtf}

h's been nearly a year ~ince 11a..~t COlTcllfIOnded with you,
and quite some lime since I've beCII able to lI!lf.nd any time
at a lcrmillul - "VI' neither written nor played any computer games (well, hardly any) ill all thallimc.

or

U you recall, I wrote 10 you a couplc
Septembers ago to
tell of my extenllion of \like \Iayfirld's STAR TREK
game. That It'd to Dave Ahl's publication or my version
in his great mag, OeJltive Computing, which in turn has
led to my receiving much mail from computer game
freaks of all ages from all OYU the country. plus England.

However, the mail has trickJed of( to about one letter!
month, the reduclion being !lurely ,Iu(' to my marked
propensity towards procrastination and sloth, and
consequent unpunclual epistolary intercourse· I'm too
lazy to write buck.
My other excuses were that or (a) building a new house
(please note new address, pen pals), and (b) working
strange hours 011 our successful competition to win the
oonlTact for the Air Force's F·16 radar. (I bet you
didn't know Westinghouse makes great radars for the
military! Bowever, in case you saw publicity shots
in various publications like May 24th Electronic Design magazine, that's ME kneeling underneath ou~
night tcst radar· also see picture on p.13 of Westmg·
hoose stockholder's 1975 Annual Report. Cautiollwear sunglasses to avoid glare from top of RCL's head!)
What, you .may ask(and are about to find out, ask or 110)
has brought me out of my hole to write again? The
answer lies in the fact that I am a doset Trekkie. That
is, I've been to a couple or conventions, I've got the
Tech Manual and Enterprise blueprints plus the "Mak·
ing of" and "Worlds of" books, but.. .• I fight it. I
don't watch all ten episodes a week available in this
area (Baltimore/D.C.). only two or three. I refuse
to buy all dev('11 of Blish's novels. or the Klingon
Baftle Cruiaer blut'pcints. And I'm not thai good
at Star Trek Trivia.

However, I dearly wanted to take the lime to write
virtually the identical comments that you just printed
by Bill Crow (In PCC Vol. 4, No.6, pp. 6-7) addressing
Bill Campbell's so-called "Ultimate STAR TREK
Game," Bill Crow's comments were solidly locked
on target, and were, 1notice, seconded in tile I18me
issue (p.37) by Steve North (with whom Ilridly
oorrespondcd about "my" STAR TREK program).
Anyhow, my mefl8age here is simply, "YEAH, YEAH!
(Wish I'd said that ...)"
Also, Bob, I'd like to attempt a mini·review or a hook
that nearly allY PCC reader will devour.

THE SHOCKWA VE RIDER, by John Brunner.
Harper d: Row, Publishers, Inc. NY 10022 Paperback
by &llilntine Books, NY 280 pp. $1.50.

This is a story ofa future chat, to us computer hackers
who see what kinds of cybercrud are being wrought in
the name of progress tllese days, is not totally improbable.
Or rather, this is the story of one remarkable man's experience in said future. The man, born Nickie Haj7inger, \mS
educated in a government think tank wlllch ostensibly
would make the most of the talents and aptitudes of
Mckie and others who have a gift for cybernetic sciences.
But Nickie came to differ with the government's concept
of font how his gifts should be used. So he escaped.
Using his astounding skill at entering an hour's 'tVOrth
of data at a terminal keyboard withoul a single mor,
plus his knowledge of government identity codes and
data /ormllu, Ha/linger could sit at any public or
private veephone afld enter a brand new identity for
himself into the notional data nelwork. 1fe \-\.Us the
perfect fugitive.
1fowel1er, the first rwo-thirds of the novel is lold in
f1Dshback - following 1fa!1inger's capture by Ihe
government. The rewlu of his encounter with the
government intmogrztors produce a salisfying, ex·
citing, and slightly frightening ending.

And there are references to a complex game called
"Fellcillg", willI complex rilles. Acltlally, Ihe
game is rather simple i1l statement of rules, hut the
game SOllnds as if il has analogies to GO, which also
is simply·descHbed (hut which takes decades in
which to achiel1e proficiency). PietIse note tlUlt tile
copyright statement in the front of tlte book goes
to Ihe trouble of $/lying, "No parI of this book,
including tile ilntlgilJllry game of ''fencing'' may be
used or reproduced in any mallner wiUltSOel1er without
.....iUell permission excepl in the case of brief quotatiom embodied in critical articles and rel1iews. "
I dOIl't know if that would prohibit someone's programminga computer to plily the game......

The book is very thought-provoking. In fact, after
leafing througll it Qgain for this rel1iew, I"'e decided
not to mention any oj the other delights and sur·
prises, and I think 171 read it again.

As far as getting mylClr a home computer, I just
can't bring myself to do it. I waited and waited
after the IfP·35 hit the market - and sure enough, two
years later , there was the dandy HP·21, in my price
range. I bought one. Poor! The HP·25, programmable
appeared. I bought a Heathkit color TV in December
1969, thirty·three days before Hcath announced price
breakthrough, on color picture tubes. followed by
/lOud state models. So you see, sure as I buy an
Altair, Bill Godbout or 8Omebody will come out with
an el cheapo copy of a PDP·II, with noppy disc and
bubble memory for under 5500. 1'1 probably teeter
00 the edge of indecision for years, till my oldest
boy (now rour years old) asks for ao IMSAI ror
Christmas.........
Oh well, I guess I" just keep on Tf'..ading BYTE and
turning green witl, envy until80mething 811I1P& .....
(now I've rambled on!)
Robert C. Leedom

14069 Stevens Valley Ct.
Glenwood MD 21738

~

Thallks for your note to PCC I'd like to respond
briefly. With Dr. Dobb's picking up more detailed
programming articles, PCC newspaper is in Q position
to broaden its interest. Without foreSiJking (he
computer hobbyists, we 'tVOuld like (0 illclude other
topics, for several reasom. We'd like 10 expand ollr
readership so we may add more pages and content
to the paper. We'd like to gil1e exposure to people
doil/g things our readers may be imerested in, or
who deserve wider notice. And we'd like to share
ollr imerests and excitement in the broad rQnge of
Ilseful and entertaining things happenil/g in the world.
We wam to slUlre our belief in the need and enjoyment 0/ Intlimainillg broad fields of interest.

Pfease, lell us wluzt you would /ike to see in PCC
Without detailed and ongoing feedback from our
readers, we've often been stabbing ill tile dark. So
any comments alld COlflriblltions will help alig1l tile
paper's contelll with our readers desires.
nUll/ks,

Dean Kahn, PCC

POLYGRAPH IA
We propose to establish a new journal devoted to
mathematical cryptology: POLYGRAPHIA. We
hope to publish tltis journal bimonthly and to
orient it towards a readership interested in the
application of mathematics and electronic compu·
tation to cryptology and related fields,
No rigid policies or formulations or format are
appropriate at this time, but POLYGRAPHIA
should certainly include:

Articles of origi,uzl work ill matlle"uztical or
computational cryptology
&rvey and state 0/ the art arlicles
Education notes, ideas and experiences
Historical materilzls for SOllllioll or resolutiOIl
using modem co!lcepts
Qplters 10 analyze and sollie
Bibliogrophies
Queries
Computer programs and design philosophy
Communications to the editors
We are currently seeking material for the fust issue.

If you want to contribute material (and we hope you

CAl For $24·95
Now! For 524.95 you can free up a port on your HP
2000 or other CAl drill and practice machine.
QUIZKID U - A timcd series of 10 arithmetic problems
appear autolllatically in the display. The child, dragon
Of" other learner is required to key ill the answer to
the problem shown in the display. Over 1200 (Xoblems
are automatically generated by the calculator. A slow/
fast speed conlTol key adjusts time allowed ror the
user to enter the answer. Suggested retail, 524.95.
Also available is an optional game adapter which
connects two QrnZKID II's ror a contest.
National Semiconductor QUlZKID III lias all
the abilities of QUlZKJD II plus games for over
6,500 additiollal problems. Contains amateur and
pro keys ror adjusting complexity of problcms, and
a complCl1: key for problems to be automatically
displayed with one or the factors missing but with
the answer given. This model is being t(,,,t marketed.
For inro, COlltact National Semiconductor, 2900
Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara CA 95051,
(408) 737·5000.

Pee Is Great, BUT-

PeC is great! But, please don't use space for
unrelated thing like "Sprocket Man!" There are
lots of other places in the world where such could
be put. Otherwise, Vol. 4, No.6 was fme.
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Tom Burke
Tech Hili
150 Church SI.
Burlington VT 05401

do) please send two single spaced, typed copies to
us. (One of these should be reproducible by photoorfset.) 00 NOT paginate. Authors should adhere
to the style and spirit of the AMS author's manual.
Please enclose a brief biographical sketch of
yourselr after the Iinsl references.
Send material for publication to:
Polygraphia
Department of Math

Albion College
Albion, MI 49224

HelP Make It Smart
Although I'm new to the computer game and in fact
to digital electronics I've had several (over 15 years)
of on again, off again, experience with analog
electronics.
Presently ... I have a dumb black box ... Sitting
on my kitchen table! Help me make it smart. hee hee
It has 8K of working memory .. .and snother 4K
I'm trying to debug... . I'm using the SWPTC
M6800 computer with a cr·10241V Typewriter.
Also have a model 15 lTV machine I use on the
Ham radio bands which I hope to be able to use to
communicate with the M6800 for hard copies ...
By the wsy ... I have a nine year old daughterwho loves to sit down and play games with com·
puters. I hear your Tiny BASIC W8$ designed just
for the kids, .. so she's liable to steal my toy - er
- tool.
Dale L. Pucket
3230 Krem Ave.
St. Ann, MO 63074

Yes! TIny BASIC isfor kids. So slwre your toy. , .
er . .. tooL

•

Still More Letters
Don Inman Tells All
Mr. Bruce Hicks
University of Illinois
Department of Secondary Education

Urbana IL 61801
Dear Mr. Hicks:
Thank you (or your letter and inquiry as to my work here
at San Lorenzo Valley Unified Schools. The information
whit'h you ('ncloeed (the lIIinois Series) will be oC grellt
help 10 me. I would appreciate hcaring of any further
developments ill this aeries.
1 don't know how much help I can be to you at this

stage. My work is still in the formative stage. Everything is ralher eXI>crimenu.1 due to the severe nature
of several externally iml)Osed constraints. [have no
funds to work with, limited facilities, but Iota oC ideas.
What I have done and am planning to do is probably
unique because of these constraints. A background of
tJle problems at SLV High School was indicated in pce
lettel"8 and articles dating from the January 1976 i88ue VolA, No.4, page 26- to the present.
I should insert. word here about the San Lorenzo
Valley Unified School District. We are small·three
elementary, one intermediate, and one high school The
high school houses 800-900 students and is highly overcrowded. Bond iSllUCfI and over-rides have repeatedly
failed. We lie in a coastal redwood valley and are uninoorporated with no industry and a limited tax balle.
Hence, the financial problems. We are dOIle to Santa
Cruz which is a coastal rccreation-oriented city.

AlLer all attempt to teach computer programming
without a computer, I felt forced to delve into the
hardware area. There is no way our school system is
going 10 I>e able to purchase or lease either a computer
or computcr services. Therefor, three individuals
(including myself) a-eated the Mountain Digital Gro~p
(sec
March 76) to finance and promote same. We
are developing an Altair 8800 system with our own
money for use in the schools. It now has a keyboard,
TV monitor, cas8ette external storage, and lK of
memory. We will purchase more memory and a BASIC
language 80ft ware package this summcr-. We should be
ready for applications in the c1a88toom this fall.

ree

The main emphasis of my work has turned, out of
necel6ity, to building micro-computers for use in the
da..-oom. I now view this approach a God &end. I
think we have all been miMing the boat. With the
proliferation of inexpensive microcomputer lOts now
Oooding the market, what more natural opportunity
can be found for the education of our young peopLe!
Let the hardware type student build the computer in
the science. laboratory. Let the programmer types
learn to program these computers in the math laboratories.. Let the other departments uac tbe facilities
thus generated, in their own cllll8tOOm8. Then tie
the whole package together as an integnted school
project.
The computer hobby field is growing at • rapid rate
with retail stores opening in .Imost every area of the
country. Theae stores and the computer hobby clubs
provide an excellent opportunity for teachen to ~
oome familiar with what's available in the field. They
al80 o((er a chance for teachers to increase or initiate
their own computer edueation. Fellow club members
are very helpful in getting others started. The retail
&tores o((er usistance in the successful completion of
kit projects. There's no longe.- any excuses for us to
plead innocence due to lack of knowledge.
During the paSl year, as I said, we have bee.n develpping
ow- Altair system. We have used it mainly for demonstration in high school math classes.and adult evening
claS8e&--to show binary-octal-hexadecimal-decimal
relationships and to familiarize the students with the
appearance, the make-up, and the machine language use of a
computer, We have al80 uacd it in claases for youngsten
at our local communily college and at the California State
Science Conltention in an altemplto promote the philoe-iJIJ

1l

__

ophy that the computer an be used by all. My own
12-year old 9011 programs the computer in our demonstrations while I give my sales pilch. The demonstrations
have been enthusiastically received each time.

Mystery Of Man
nus contest will involve attempts to wrile a dis-

passionate program Ihal compares Evolution,
Religion and Ihe new compromise between these two
I have no had the time to sit down and document all that
concepts. This new compromise is best understood
we have done, but I am enclOsing the outline of the
by glancing through two well known books. They
adult eJase which we are offering this fall. It is a very
are Ouzriots of Ihe Gods by Erich von Oaniken and
conventional appearing outline, but the heart of the
A1onkind-Olild of lhe Stars by Hindt and Binder
OOUt8e will be in student development o( their own ap(currently published in America in paperback, also,
plicationL We are hoping to interest local business people,
available worldwide, in the English language along
teachers, alld hobbyists.
with other very closely related books). The contest
As mentioned earlier, we are just beginning to implement
seeks, deliberately, to solve the very ancient "Mystery
~ur program&. The reauJu arc impostlible to predict. Much of Mall," using brand new theones and the magic of
IS happening. I fee..! cauj;(ht up in some giant whirlwind o(
the computer. Please send stamped self addressed
activity. It's delightful-but highly unorganized. A new Byte envelope and ten cents, for xeroxing, to the address
Shop,(retail computer store) opened this week in Santa
below;
Computer Co t t
Cruz. I will be working with the owner in the areas of tea·
cher encouragement and club activity. I will al80 be deMs. Bonnie Pa~~: O' t
voting much effort through pce. This work has yielded
P.O. Box 469
r, Jrec or,
much in return. Our school just received a small micraCentral Valley CA 96019
computer from a Hewlett-Packard employee this week.
•
_._ _~.
It uems the donor had seen one of my articles in PCC
•
..
SAMPLE SYNOPSIS OF A POSSIBLE PROGRAM
and felt we Klere deserving of this donation.

As you can see, my operation is highly dynamic- maybe
too much 80. However, I guess thi.s is a part or my educational philosophy. I think that we 80metimes spend
S) much time organizing, documenting, and justifying
that we don't get around to doing. Some day 111 sit down
down and organize what has been going on here, but
the action aeems more important to me, at this time,
than t'-le organiution.
I hare y }U t.an make some sense out of this, Bruce.
Once ~in, I appreciate the materials which you sent
We need people like you to keep us headed in the
right direction. The only apparent philosophical diffw..lce eeems to he in the implementation of the
hardware. We can't afford turn-key equipment.
Student involvement should be in the construction,
as well as, the selection of equipment.
U you are interested in further developments here or
if you have projects ill which we can contribute, let
me know.
Sincerely,
Don Inman

350 Nelson Rd.
Scotts Valley CA 95066

Computer MallpOl-'ler $upply &
Derriand By States - 1Y75
Everything you ever wanted to know about computer
manpower educational programs ... where college
computer programs (2 year and 4 year), numbers of
students involved, and lots more. Plus - an analysis
of the demand for computer personnel broken down
into specific professional job titles.
An enormous amount of data, available by state.
Prepared by John W. Hamblen, University of
Missouri - Rolla. Those of you who are working on
research projects dealing with supply or demand for
oomputer personnel, sefid $10 to Information
Systems Consultants, R.R. 1, Box 256A, St. James,
Missouri, 65559.

For evolutionary referen~s the contestant may use
the works of any recognized anthropologist or professional researcher, etc. For religious references
contestants may use facts obtained from the Bible Ot
other religious writings plus corroborative data from
writers who lived before or after Jesus. Preferable
sources of data for the "compromise theory" are
given above and may include data from The Naked
Ape (Morris). Contestants are not limited regarding
&Qurces of data excepting that facts are preferred
rather than beliefs. "Weighting" of facts (if used)
will be a matter of individual preference.

•

•

•

Completion dale and prize announcement information

The contest will start offiCially on the Fourth of July
1976, and will end six months later with approximately
three months reserved for judging. The first prize is
$100.00 and hopefully may be increased if certain
computer manufacturers decide to "sweeten the kitty"
(in order to encourage use of their particular products
and methods). Additional information may be
obtained from the addreM ,hovc

Star Trek Dc:Ywn Under
The dragon is alive and well in Western Australia.
I am circulating your PCC Newsletter to as many
people 851 can. I hope to stimulate some interest
for your publication here. Also, thanks to your
listing in the January 1976 issue of the PCC,
STARTREK is alive and well on the OEC 10 system
at the Regional Computer Centre in Western
Australia.
Bruce D. Keepes
Western Australian Institute of
Technology
Hayman Rd.
South Bentley 6102

Flying Buffalo, Inc.
Flying Buffalo Inc. has a RAYTHEON 704 Computer,
and we are interested in buying any surplus memory
oo.-ds (or pel""ipheral equipment) from anyone who
has a 704 they are getting rid of. A new bo.-d just
cosu too much. We are not Interested in other kinds
of memory boards, as no one here has the technical
ability to interface the memory to our computer.
I'm iUra somewhere someone is getting rid of his 704
at a fraction of its original cost, because he no
longer needs it. I just wish I could find him.
Flying Buffalo, Inc.

(602)994-9104

P.O. Box 1467, Scottsdale, AZ 85252

______________ 4~2~,______~___

ALPHA BRAIN WAVf5
Jodi Lawrence, 1972,255 pp, $1.25.

THE PSYClDLCX;Y OF CONSCIOUSNf5S
Robert E. O"nstein, 1972, 269 pp, $ 1.95.

This is a desaiptioo ci what the alpha condition is, how it can be
controlled and its potential uses in medicine, education, and psychiatry.
I'-ke is a p1rtial table of contents.
Listen to the Music of Your Mind
Stress: The Civilized Killer
Alpha's Role in Tension Reduction

\\hal is consciousness? This revollilion.lrY book SoWs IhJt an
ansv.« is possible· but only if we consider both rcaSOIl ,u'ld intuitiol1.
Pushing beyond the PtXcly scicmific, Robert Q-nstcin show.; how a
symhesis of these I'M) 50Urces of knowledge can bring about "a
rTlJf'e corf4Jlete science of hUlllI.n cor"6Ciousness with .1 extended c0nception of our own C<lp.lbiliecs."
I--b"e is a partial table of contents.
TIM) sides of the B-ain
The education of the inhlitivc frede.
Techniques of Self Reglllttion
"Qdinary" Corcsciousncss

PROF. E. McSQUARED'S CALCULUS PRIMER (PART 2)
Swann & Johnson, 1976, 103 pp, $ 275.
The same delightful and edifying fO"rmt of the original Q-iginal,
Fantastic, and Satisfyif'"lg Calculus Prirrer
I SAY...
JAEGER MfREADVANCED BASIC
Sf'OTOF
James S. Coan, 1976,184 pp, $ 6.95.

This book just
b•.lrely made it
in the door before
press time.

WITH

Advanced Basic is a1l about what to do after Basic BASIC
(also by James S. Coan·· see "old" books, page 46 )
This book starts with a review of BASIC.
The following list is a partial Table of Contents to tantalize all of you BASIC
fans out there in Dragon Land.
~
Strings

- ./

Files

Plolting on the Terminal
Some Exterv.led Features of BASIC
Sequences and Series
Matrices
Some Topics of Statistics
Simulation and Games

FLNCTICNS
lHATARENOT

CONTINUOUS

In tllt.'lr st'art'h lor a lo,kal way
to prove thlf18s lIbelUt the Inlllltive
notion thai "raphe of lunctlons are
smoolh and sq ... eezed tOI(l'ther nur a
""Int. mathemall('ian" filliP up whh
the C - ~oIJ1mit·machlne Idea. It
seems 10 do the Irick: al least no one
MS yet proposed any otllt.'r sch-eme
lhal works as well. Functions wuh
Slralght lines or parabolas or cubics
as their (l:raph6 certainly LOOK continoous. and 11 does t ... rn ()I,II to be
'o,,,"~,, .tlllable hmlt·

A Illfther lest <.If hvw welllhp
ilmlt·n,arhine Idea really fits u ... r
mtulIlve sense of "C<lnl"'"0\l5" tall
be mllde by sUPPOSIng lhal ;I. lundl<.ln
comes lIlong woose graph IS obVlOllSIy NOT smooth and sque-eud 100000 ... lher

rH'~m€l;l I
II had bt.'ner NOT he possible 10
,'m,slrUI'I .\>1(.-&,:.) limlt·marhme I"r
s... clt a function. Del"ilul<e.t ,I wer"
poSSible. mathematIcians would
find lhal they had lelClslalt.'d Ihemselv('!i InlO the awkward 10000Inl poSillon of havln!; to sa~' th.'ll Ihe IlInl"
t!on r; officially C'OnlLRUous, even
though t'vt.'ryone could s ... e that, 'rom
an mtul1\ve point 01 vIew, II clearly
Is NOT l'onlln1.lOl.ls_

The IlInctl(>n wllh

~f311h

•

,

hmU-machlnes m 11ll' Ilrst pl:!c....
n...". " ... 1 lIbo ... t I" lind" way to 1~lcal.
Iy OEMOL.ESII any 11n1l1_m3("hme IMI
111m!! up CLAlMrNG." sh"w th.'l'
'un<'ll,m" Ilkf' thl"_

•

dne!';n'l havt' a sImple
pllrcnlh.-s<:s It) define
definItIon lor II ) 16
f(o)-

fvrmul;L

'nth
Tht, ... ~ ...;tl
>.>1

~L:

(J"

2".'1

The dent"IIII"" plan rnr Hlw,wluJ,t 111."11
Il!d ,'oullnunus Wit'" Ilk" Ihl!;
LlmIL·m:lchines are In lilt' hu~IU"""
01 bein(( t;I\;llle"l(cd wllh errur-t .. ler·
anl"e [-challellj(elll ~nd Ilr"d... dnl(
J,;uaranleed &'.. rcs","'''e''_
Smce any I!uaranleed limn· nl,u'hUlC
IS SUPfJlllled It) be ahle If) Llr"(/IIH' a
~"l'"ntepd re"pI)nse &,.)'"r ANY[>O.
Ih(' "nly way Iu "'I:.rally D~:MOLfill
tht' prcl('nl'iulI5 ,,1;1. IIm,I·m:lrllioo
I( ) 16

art' smooth and sq ... ct'Zt.'d logetller
nt'ar ""mts IIkr (1,2). Tiley "11100 a
W:lV
and lhat ..':\" en"u~h In
IS ... ,' nml,n"!)IIS.

Ih... , .."nI('S m C131ml"ll I"

1/ I IS "'''"lm... '' .....,:aI''

~ho, .."

111.••

1 IH I"

"I:ur(' 11111 'lOomc sperllll· err"r·
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I:llar;ollleeable r('~llOns(' 'tol. 5..
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PROGRAMMING AND METAPROGRAMMING IN THE HUMAN
BIOCOMPUTER
John C. Lilly, 1970, 173 p. $1.95

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

1. The human brain is assumed to be an immense biocomputer, several
thousands of times larger than any constructed by Man from non·biological
components.
The numbers of neurons In the human brain arc variously estimated at 13
billions (1.3 times tcn to the tenth) with approximately five times that
many glial cells. This computer operates continuously throughout aU of its
parts and does IiteraUy millions of computations in parallel simultaneously,
It has approximately two million visual inputs and one hundred thousand
acoustic inputs. It is hard to compare the operations of such a magnifi·

cent computer to any artificial ones existing today because of its very advanced and sophisticated construction.

The offices here at Peoples Corrp.4er Corrpmy have been seethillt
with accelerated activity. Suddenly the \durre of Cl"ders tlTu the
OOdGtCl"e has nl)I"e than doubled. Suddenly nearly f!Nf!:(y rm jor
dty in Arreri<a has at least one COfl'lXJf.er stm; and if it doesn't,
sorre other city has t'Ml a ttree. Suddenly, c:orrputer hobbyists
are wanting one each, at least, of everything \I.e got.
And \\e're striving valiantly to strearriine CIS system:; for rmking
SLl"e you receive you- Cl"der qUiCklY. Jim Warren, alias Q-. Dlbb,
has offered the use d his "new" COfl'lXJf.er to p-0ce5S bookstae
adersand keep a running inventay. All we gotta do is ~ip up
a little TV Type~iter,sorre glitch-less software, and train this
old pencil pusher to type rast...

I app-eciate the ( SOO'EtifT£S ) extrerre patience that sorre rustorrust have rru;tered ","Ie Wliting fa the goods to arrive..
Yte are catching up though, even though p-ocessing ci all cJ OU"
aders is by oormn bio-a::lfl1".Jters.
IT"ffS

D.re.

THE CENTER OF THE CYCLONE
An Autobiography of Inner Space
John C. Lilly, 1972, 237 p. $1.95

"Within the province of the mind, What I believe to be true is true
or becomes true. within the limits to be found experientially and
experimentally. These limits are further beliefs to be transcended.
This i~ the major thing to be said about all inner trips. by LSD, by
meditation, by hypnosis, by Gestalt therapy, by encounter group
work, by dreaming, by isolation-solitude-confinement."
This fascinating story of one mans experiences of inner space. An
exploratory autobiography in the seemingly limitlessness of
consciousness.

RevIewed by Walter M. WhIte
This book IS one of the rTlO4t ex
citing I've read In a long time-exciting
because of the creativity reflected In
the text. Perhaps It can best be described by reprinting a couple paragraphs and a game from the book:
"'The calculator revolution Is spreading rapidly. The popularity of these
handy devices has caused a prOfound
shift in the way we teaCh, learn, and
use numbers. Almost every day there
Is an article In some magazine commenUng upon Ihls phenomenon. Many
books have appeared on the market.
Including some which deal with calculator games. However, on closer
Inspection, these "games" turn out to
be tricks and puules. In contrast, the
games In this book fall within the
classical definition 01 Interactive act!·
vltles. Alllnvo/ve an etement of conflict
and competition, with rules for making
rTIQ'oIes and ending the game. In addition,
the two dozen games described In this
book share these features:
1. You do not need an eKpenslve
calculator. A cheap "four banger"' with
a slx-digit display will work fine. How·
ever, If you have a sophisticated and
expensive gadget, you can come up
with variations which prOVide more
exclUng opllons.

"GAMES WITH THE
POCKET CALCULATOR"
By Sivasall8m ThlagaraJan

and
Harold D. Stolovltch
Dymax, $2.00

2. You do not have to be a mathematician to play Ihese games All the
games permit people al dlfterentlevels
to c~te on satisfactorily equal
grounds.
3. You don't need one calculator for
each player. You can share a single
instrument with all your friends ana
opponents.
4. You do nol have to wait a long
time before your turn. The games are
fast-paced and permit Imnediate replay
without loss of interest
5. You do not have 10 play Ihp. same
game again and again. The Iwo dozen
games have sulficlent variety to Intrigue
tho!.e who love numbers and those who
hate them. Allhough most of them
require devious strategy, some have
an exciting element of chance And. all
of the games permit varia tons so thai
you can add your own personal touch
to come up with exciting new combinations.
.

A review from INTERFACE

FOR "OLD BOOKS" SEE PAGES 46 AND 47

DRAGON SHI RT
Nlncy Hertert, 1974, $ 4.00

The lovable tlYet.Hteade.d cbp1 is now on bright yellow shirts,
in green ink.We have sizes to fit all - S, M, L, XL, and childrens
8, 14,and 16.
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THE TEXTBOOK Of VIDEO GAME LOGIC VOL 1
Once the reader has gained a basic understanding of digital circuitry and TV monitor opJoel Miler, 1976, 112 pp, $ 14.95.
eration, the following chapters on video game
computer circuitry are easy to understand. The
next chapter deals with general video game arHave you ever wondered how video games
chitecture, meaning the different techniques by
really work? After all, how do they get those
which a game can be created._
images on the TV screen and move them around
Chapter 4 is a thorough discussion of video
so realistically?
game power supplies (and power supplies in genThe Textbook Of Video Game Logic not
eral). Using actuaJ oscilloscope photographs, this
only describes how the video game computer it·
section graphically illustrates how raw AC power
self works. but also the operation of all basic
is processed into a completely regulated. DC
digital logic devices. The book is primarily oriensource.
ted to video game designers and technicians, but
anybody interested either in video games or in
digital logic applications will find a great deal of
valuable materiaL

Probably the most interestlJ1g section however is the chapter on creating images (chapter
7). [mages can be created by either of two techniques: generated images and stored images. The
generated images are produced by individuaJ circuits composed of smaJl random logic elements,
however stored images are held in a special type
of semiconductor memory known as a ROM or
Read Only Memory. The ROM aJlows a game designer to enter an image directly into the device_
This chapter explains not only how this is done,
but also how the image is then read out of the
ROM and displayed on the TV screen.

The fast chapter deals with the u~ratioo of
common small scale digital integrated circuits
(the basic gates) and medium scale devices (flipflops, counters, shift registers, multiplexers, etc).
The logic symbol, schematic and truth table for
each device is carefully explained in simple, basic
terminology that requires no previous digital or
computer experience to fully understand the
material presented..
.5V--------_________________
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FICURE 1 11-1 AND & NAND SYMBOLS

I

A

B

After dealing with all this basic information,
the book gets a lot more interesting. For you
TV terminaJ freaks, chapter 5 will be quite fascina.ting since it goes into an in-depth explanation of synchronization and timing circuitry. It
describes in detail the differences between interlaced and non-interlaced raster scans and precisely how the image is synchronized with the electron beam so it is displayed in the right place.
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FIGURE I 11-2 AND 80 NAND LOGIC

,
52-2c
CLOCK

Considerable time is spent showing exactly
how more complex devices such as counters are
built from the simpler digital building blocks
(gates).

5.2-2.

Chapter 2 deals with the theory and operation of TV monitors. This is a basic explanation
oC how the circuitry of the TV monitor generates the pattern of lines (the raster) on which are
displayed the various images. There is even a
nice little section describing how to turn any
regular TV into a TV monitor capable of taking
direct video input.
HORIZONTAL RETRACE
FIRSJ. LINE

r:;,SET
/
VERTICAl

RESET

FIGURE 27-1 NON INTERLACED RASTER SCAN
Th.s lVPI of SUn.S used In Ilmoslali ~.deo gam.s .,nCI.1
IS I bIt NIOe< to Impla ..... n! thin the Inll.laced 525 I.ne
~'<I'lV used In TV b'O~CISIHlg. Allhough only 262 tones
a .. SCilnned. Ihl .esolullOn IS IIlneraliV adequate 10' 'hi
amount of Hl'o."""toon need,ng to be d.",lilved 10' I
~.deo ~ITII_

FIGURE 7_7_1 A DIODE MATRIX IMA GE Anv s.mP'1
.ma.gl such IS Ihl one lbo.. can be $10..... n I dIode ....
tri~
the larhest lorm 01 ..ad~nlv memo ..... TIM mlm
o'Y '1 sunned and the dlta ..ad OUI bV IWO sets 01 counl
.... The ~I",cal counl .. setKU lech lone of Ih, .magl
whlll Ihl hOrlzonlal one scans each po,nl along Ihe I.ne

..
5.2-2b

CLOCK

,

FIGURE 5_2-1 A CRYSTAL- CONTROLLED OSCILL
ATOR Th.s SImple ooe.1I110' ClfCUIt 1$ ..lid .n a lmosl
- v .Ideo Il0l'''' to II'ne,,11 Ihl m"I" IIm.ng 50gnal
known" Ihe CLOCK

Successive chapters are concerned with how
images are generated and moved. Chapter 6 is
exclusively devoted to the subject of motion and
uses examples from various games to show how
the game designer controls the direction and velocity of a moving image.

FIGURE 7.9_ 1 PROGRAMMINC A PROM T ..... two
photog •• phs _how a Slngll fuse of • PROM befo .. and
.fter p'O!I.ammlni. A Ipeci,l set 01 pulHl led InlO the
PROM·s outputs "blow'· t ... addressed bit

The final two chapters describe score and
paddle circuitry. Every video game must have
some sort of score circuit and this section shows
how numbers are placed on the TV screen and
changed as the player gains more points. The
paddle section illustrates how paddle images are
created by a special circuit and controlled by
turning a potentiometer on the game cabinet.
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The Textbook Of Video Game Logic is produced by Laurel Publications and distributed by
Kush N Stuff, 60 Dillon Ave., Suite D, Camp~ll.
Ca. 95008. Phone (408) 379·7180.
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ACTIVE FILTER COOKBOOK
Don Lancaster. 1975. 240pp. $14.95.

This book shows how to select and design the filter type you want.
Using simple math, you can design basic filters, operational amplifiers,
C_........IID'e filters. Get this book and activate!
ADVANCEO APPLICATIONS FOR POCKET CALCULATORS
Jack Gilbert. 1975. 304pp. $5.95.
At last! A book to help you use all those funny looking keys on
scientific calculators such as the Hewlett-Packard HP-45 and Texas
Instruments SR·51. Includes simple stuff like cosine law solutions
and Saturn Maneuver calculations.

CI)

ALPHA-NUMERIC MUSIC WITH AMPLITUDE CONTROL
Malcolm T. Wright. 1975. 23pp. $2.00
•
Program the Altair 8800 computer or any 8080 CPU chip for a
_
complete 6 octave music system with tempo and duration control
and DAC (digital-to-analog converter) for playback. Far out music!
~
Or, rin!

0

en

BASIC
Albrecht, Finkel and Brown_ 1973. 325pp. $4.95
A self-tea ching text with self-tests at the end of each chapter and
answers that refer back to the frame numbers in each chapter. You
need no special math or science background to learn BASIC from
~
this superb texL Includes strings, files, matrix operations, and
...
invisible incantations.

0
0

Basic BASIC
James S. Coan. 1970. 256pp. $3 .95.

This book is an attempt to incorporate computer programming,
"'"
using BASIC and the teaching of mathematics. The first seven
...
chapters may be studied concurrently with a first year algebra course.
Chapters 8 through 13 are applications oriented, covering many of
the popular topics of precalculus mathematics, with all of the required
algorithms developed in the text.
BASIC PROGRAMMING
Kemeny and Kurtz. 1961. 1971. 150pp. $6.95.
On the first day, Kemeny and KurlL invented BASIC. Then they wrote
a book. We don't recommend this book for Irumillg BASIC but we
do, do, do recommend it as a reference guide, appiicdtions resource,
dnd idea generator for people who already know a lillie BASIC.
THE BEST OF CREATIVE COMPUTING, VOL. 1
Oavid Ahl, editor. 1976.328 pp. $8.95.

The diversity here is staggering. Nolume I has articles and fiction
about computers, games for calculators and computers, cartoons,
graphics, and book reviews. Over .1 70 authors represented in over 200
separate articles.
BIOFEEDBACK AND THE ARTS
Edited by David Rosenboom. 1976. 162pp.

..

THE BUGBooK III
Rony Larsen & Titus, 1975, $14.95

si 2.95 (Hardbound)

This book s~nt me spinning off in new directions. It reports on work
done by artists ... dancers ... musicians ... researcher!> in biofeedback
and t~e arts and neurological information processing related to aesthetit,:
expenence.
BIOFEEDBACK: TURNING ON THE POWER OF YOUR MIND
Marvin Karlins and Lewis M. Anderson, 1973, 190 P., $1.25

The entire 8080 instruction set is discussed in deta il. This big
paperback is about interfacing the Mark 80 computer to the real
"",Id. ( A oontrover>ey about BB3 is bre~ng - see letter page 38. )
CALCULATOR CALCULUS
George McCarty. 1975. 254pp. $8.95.
This book is about the calculus. What distinguishes it, however, from
other books is that is uses the pocket calculator to illustrate the theory.
A computation that requires hours of labor when done by hand with
tables is quite inappropriate as an example or exercise in a beginning
calculus course. But that same computation can become a delicate
illustration of the theory when the student does it in seconds on his
calculator. The machine is like a microscope, and its magnification
is a hundred millionfold.
COMPUTER LlB/OREAM MACHINES
Theodore Nelson. 1974. 186pp. $7 .00.
Man has created the myth of the computer as cold, oppressive and
sterile. This book sees them as veritable panoply of things and
dreams. Enuf info for 3 books.
COMPUTERS AND COMPUTATION
Scientific American. 1950 through 1971. 280pp. $6.00.
Twenty-six articles from Scientific American about computers, what
they are, how they happened, how they work and how they are used.
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR MUSICIANS
Craig Anderton. 1975. 134pp. $6.95
The first 4 chapters are an introduction to basic electronics, the
fifth contains 19 projects including a preamp, metronome, 8-in
one-out Mixer, electronic foot switch and ultra-fuzz, concluding
with a section on trouble-shooting and access to further information.
The best book we have seen for the beginning kit builder.

EYE AND BRAIN' the psychology of seeing
R.L. Gregory. 1973. 253 pp. $2.95.
Beautifully illustrated and easily understood, this book is it for learning
how the eye and brain function together. This book sheds new light
on looking-what you see isn't necessarily what you get.
FUNDAMENTALS ANO APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL LOGIC CIRCUITS
Sol Libes, 1975, 192 p. $5.98

Learn the basics of digital logic. Enough info to be used as a reference
for deconfusing semiconductors, logic and logic classes, binarv arithmetic,
memory types. and anJlog-digital device~.
FUN AND GAMES WITH THE COMPUTER
Edwin R. Sage, 1975,360 r. $5.95
An introductorv le);'1 which teaches BASIC computel programming
through gJmes of chance and strategy. Mm.t 01 thl: ~amc~ in the t(t.:1
can be run on a mtnimum 4K wmpulcr ,l!ld rcmdindc: on JIl 8K syst":ln.
GAMES ,TRICK5 AND PUZZLES FOR A HAND CALCULATOR
Wallace P. Judd, 1974, 1974 lOOp., $2.95
This book is for anyone who owns or intends \0 purchase a hand calculator,from the most sophistic.ated to the basic "four banger"," Also
good clean fun.

The spirit, of adventure i~ the blosS?ming biofeedbac~ fie,ld is well, expressed GAMES WITH THE POCKET CALCULATOR
by this widely read classIc. It remains the best full field introduction .
Th'
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BOOY TIME
Gay Gaer Luce. 1973, 411 p., $1.25
II An absorbing and fully-detailed treatment of a subject we're all at least
vaguely aware of-the physiological, social, and emotional rhythms in our
lives. While there are enough studies and experiments to boggle the brain,
the author retains the proper perspective between detail and readability.
Read the book and you cannot help but gain a greater awe, appreciation,
and respect for the beautiful complexity of the human body-:leading to
greater are of/for and understanding of your own."
.
THE BUG BOOK I & II and INSTRUCTORS WORKBOOK
Rony, Larsen & Braden. 1974. two volumes plus workbook. $16.95
Ninety logic and memory experiments with TTL Integrated Circuits,
with much of the 'dog-work' of p~~ the less glamorous submodulars together, already done'«40

to OVltc ,

p. "".

No tricks or puzzles, the 24 games in this book fall within the classical
definition of interactive activities. They all involve an element of conflict
and competition with rules for making moves and ending the game. Fast
paced games that do not require being a mathematician or having more
than one "four ban~er" per. game.
GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR ELECTRON IC CALCULATOR
William L. Hunter, 1974, 204 p. $4.95
A "how to" book for people who want to use electronic calculators
for basic math. homework, unit pricing, grocery shopping, simple
interest, income tax preparation, and running the modern kitchen.
INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS
Adam Osborne & Associates, Inc. 1975,384 p. $7.50
People call PCC and ask for a book which is a good introduction to microcomputers. Previously we have had to say that there really isn't Olle- but
now there is- and this is it.

MATH WRITING & GAMES IN THE OPEN CLASSROOM
Herber; R. Kohl, 1974,252 p., S2.45
A careful analysis of the ways in which ga~es.can be used .for teachi~g.
,
Descriptions of countless games and learnmg Ideas that stimulate children s
irmgin.lIion so they C.ln COfl'Vl>hcnd con1>ie\. rmthetrotiGlI Cor.cl'plS, Slr,ltes)
,lnd probability lhetty. I-lYb Kohl 10Vl'S kids - and it sIlo\...... in his boot...
M1CROPR0CE5SOR/MICROPRO::;RAMMI~ HANDBOOK

8-ic.: wJrd 1976. 294 pp; $ 6.95
Th~

(over blurh imli(ah."s this hook is "an authorit;ltih'. 1'1'actl':,'~
guitk to microproccswr constnu:tion, oper<ltlon. progr'llllllllng. J"
appli~"apons!" It isn't' For the mo'" part. it is .. imply ;1 ri.'p,I\·;",II!I!h!
of the informal Ion round in "pccifil-Jtion manuals for 11ll' 1111..:1 ~OhO.
Inlel 4040', allli ~Olorola 6800 LSI minoprol'essors logl't1ier wllh a
smlltering of tran-.illon p"rJgraphs and misinform.llioll. Even Ih~
examples ,JrC identic,,1 10 tho ..c fOllnd in Ih.: Inld 8080 Jlld 4004 rcference manuals.
Yel, the book is not that had. If you want a compendium of
machine reference manuals you could do worse.
MY COMPUTER LI KES ME WHEN I SPEAK IN BASIC
Bob Albrecht, 1972,64 p., 52.00
This "learn by doing" workbook introduces BASIC to young or old,
with no previous computer experience or knowledge or pr.o~r.Jmming.

PROGRAMMING PROVERBS
Hem\ F. Ll'dg.lrd. 1975. 13~ p. S5.95
Prinuples of ~ood progrJmming with numerous eX.lmplcs 10 improve'
","ogrdmmmg style .lnd proliciency. EJ,.amples in ALGOL 60, BASIC,
FORTRAN and PL/l. Long section on progrol.mming the gdme
KRIEGSPIEL CHECKERS.
PCC GAMES PROGRAM LISTINGS
PCC, 1974, 31 p. $2.00

This bool-ll'l cont'1ins Ihe 11M/,' progr,lm listings of the computer gJmes
prescllted III Volumes I .lnd II of People's Computer CompJny. They .If~'
written ill HP 2000F tim~' sh,lrl'd BASIC ,lIld m,IY e,l\lIy be modified fur
oth.rr systems
SEEING WITH THE MINDS EYE, THE HISTORY TECHNIQUES AND
USES OF VISUALIZATION
Mike 5.1muels, M.D. and Nancy Samuels, 133 p., 1975, $9.95
Two questions raised by brainwave work standout, what do I do when I've
developed good Alhpa-Theta spaces, and how do I build expertise in these
spaces from waking state. The text and visual imagery are super and far
beyond medical shrouds you find in biofeedback material.
STATISTICS
D.l. KOO .. I-', 1972, 2~2 I' .. S3.95
This boul.. 1-. lur p~'opk will) W,lllt to le.ll'n
yOll t,ll..e STAT!

~t,lIistils.

Do this book hl'fufl'

TE I\CH YOURSELF BASIC VOLUMES 1 ,\Ild 2
Bob Albrecht, 1970,64'pp each, $ 1.95 each.
NEW MIND, NEW BODY; BIO-FEEQBACK, NEW DIRECTIONS FOR
THE MIND
Wllllen by ,I Dr,lgon with ,,\ f>('veOlh grade mind, thi~ hook (Overs h'ktype
fund,lmen[dls ,Inti BASIC inSlructions in Bool.. I ,lIld marl' sophistiLLll'd
Barbara 8. Brown Ph.D., 1974 523 pp .• 52.50
A basic source for the technician, home or otherwise. This is the definitive instructions for the novice in Book 2. Slooow and eJsy ic.Jrning.
text on biofeedback, presented simply and clearly, while retaining all the
rTL COOKBOOK
worth of traditional scientific methods.
Don LanC.1ste~, 1974,328 p., $7.95
101 BASIC COMPUTER GAMES
The author discusses Wh,lt i<; reouired to understJnd .lnd use tr.lnsi~h1r
Ed.itor, David Ahl, 1974, 250 p., 57.50
logiC, assuming thl' rCJtler is familiar with ell'ctrollics up to ,1Od indutllll~
transistors. Covers bJsic.. of construction .lnd.1 discu!>sion of the (11HeTl'nl
This book contains instructions for 101 games, all in BASIC. Most
types of TTL. An excellent instructional aid whilh doubles as ,I 411i~l..
games are simulations of sports, card games, board games and games of
r erence guide to the 7400 series.
chance.
TV TYPEWRITER COOKBOOK
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF ELECTRONIC MUSIC
Don L.Ult,l-.tCl, 1S7 (,. 256 p .. S9.95
Gilbert TrythaJl, 1973, 214 p. $6.95
Ano[her finc "";,Jul..bvI'I.." flOm Don L\n";d~ler! And it
The first few chapters arc concerned with the relationship between wilvereally is ,I cookbtluIo.., nllt just a rellpe- book. Although Ihen' Me
form and sound quality, and with the elementary electronic concepts one
plenty of schem.III";s, Ih l' emphasis is on wholt th~ problems olfl'
needs [0 know in order to produce the desired waveforms. At this point
in designing J TV 1.,.'pl!Wriler 'lnd V.lrious W,lYS of solving Iho~l'
the author begins to build, piece bv piece, and electronic music ~tudio-
problems. I espc(i,111) Hkt' the discussions of the ,ldvJntJges ,1'1.1 ur,IWyour own synthesis and recording facility. Uncle Gilbert tells how to
backs of different dl· .. ign~.
translate conventional musical notation of all forms into synthesis
There is no complete plan for a TV typewriter here. It's up 10 you to
instructions. Also included is a brief history of electronic music, how to
put together the right pieces to get one that does what you want. You
get and protect a copyright and a 200 word glossary of electronic musIc
should have a fairly good understanding of digital drcuitry to get the
terminology. Very elemenldfY and nothing about computer music.
most out of this book.
PROBLEMS FOR COMPUTER SOLUTION
Gruengerger & Jaffray, 1965, $7.95
" CYBERNETIC FRONTIERS
After you learn to talk to computers, what do you talk about? If you
Stewart Brand, 1974, 96 p., 52.00
want inspiration, this book has 92 problems, something for everyone I. Both sides of the f'le1:eSSafy Paradox (Conversations with Qegory Bateson)
easy stuff, hard stuff, math stuff, non-math stuff, all beautifully written.
II. Frantic Life and Symbolic Death among the Computer Bums (Space
war freaks should check Ihis one OUL).
PROBABI LlTY
0.1. Koosis, 1973, 163, p. $2.95
THE UNIVERSAL TRAVELER
This book is for people who want to learn probability. Work your way
The Universal Traveler, . a soft-systems guide to: creativity,
thru this book before you take STAT. 1.
problem-solving, and the process of reaching goals. By Don Koberg,
and Jim Bagnall., 1974, 128 pp., $4.95
PROF E. MC SQUARED'S (ORIGINAL FANTASTIC & SATISFYING
CALCULUS PRIMER)
A definitive manual presenting a logical systematic approach to the
Swann and Johllion, 1975111 p., $2.95
Creative problem solving of everyday life, employing graphic visualization as well as statistical representation. Written in the belief that
Os original idea was this: if we 'M)uld find characters for each rratherrntical
the same mathematical discipline used in solving complex world probconcept in differential calculus, and set them all to v.ork, the result 'nOUld be
far more lively and involving than the usual textbook trip. What happenCCl lems can be utilized in our everyday lives for the attainment of
systematic and creative resolution of everyday problems.
along the way was that the characters acquired more life than we had
expected and sometimes seem to chilrge off in their own directions. So,
WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN 0'
if they lead you astray. ~o back and re-read what you have already done.
P.C.C.'s First Book of Computer Games
Try the exercises - we have left room to work them out in the book, and
PCC, 1975, 157 p., $6.95
the answers are in t he back.
All the games are run in HP 2000F BASJC. Why Computer Games? A
PROFESSOR GOOGOL'S MATH PRIMER
simulation' is a model of a real-life situation. The computer does the
Sdm Valenl,l Jr., 1973, 144 p., 53.25
complicated bookkeeping - ')100 create the initial conditions, manipulate
the pdfo:lmeters, and analyze the resulls. The effects of each parameter
This is ,1 math text book with a sense of humor--an experiment In thl'
un be isolated; the simulOition can be repealed as often as you want.
visu.llinnion 01 moltnem.ltic.ll ideas throu\.!h cartoonin~. Effe,l,vc .lnd
inll'Te~ling communiLllion o..lf .I .. ometlmc~ uncxciting. 5ubleu. 'Add)
SEE PAGES 43 THRU 45 FOR NEW BOOK S
rTlJd,\LSUJI Sluff mJkl'" Ihis "fe,1I I r .lit vou I,uds. \oung dnd o ld.
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